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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes several aspects of cosmic ray composition studies using the Utah Fly’s Eye and High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) detectors.

The Fly’s Eye detector utilises the atmospheric fluorescence technique to measure the development of cosmic ray cascades as they pass through the atmosphere. This is complementary to the surface array technique, as used by the Akeno experiment in Japan, which measures the electromagnetic and muon content of air showers at a single observation level. For some time it was thought that Fly’s Eye and Akeno gave inconsistent composition results. In Chapter 4 I will show that the inconsistency is due, for the most part, to a difference in the assumptions made about hadronic interactions.

In Chapter 5 I present analysis of the composition between $10^{17}$ and $10^{18}$ eV using the prototype High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) detector in coincidence with the Michigan Muon Array (MIA). The hybrid nature of these measurements gives us more information about cosmic ray showers than either technique on its own. The consistency or otherwise of the composition measured by the two detectors is discussed.

Finally, in Chapter 6, I discuss a method of extracting the total proton–proton cross section, $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$, from the cosmic ray data. This information is of interest because it is derived at centre–of–mass energies much higher (by at least an order of magnitude) than those currently accessible by collider experiments. I present a preliminary calculation of the cross–section using the HiRes/MIA hybrid data set.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE

The nature of a collaborative experiment is that individual efforts are not always made clear. In case it is not obvious in the text, I outline here my contributions to this work.

- I generated the simulation data for the study described in Chapter 4, as well as analysing those data to determine the parameters for input into the detector simulations. Our initial simulations revealed several inconsistencies, which turned out to be related to bugs in the simulation code used (MOCCA/Sibyll). These bugs were corrected as a direct result of this effort.

- The survey of tube pointing directions using Laserscope in Section 5.6 was my work. I analysed HiRes prototype data taken by our collaborators in Utah to determine how much the assumed pointing directions differed from the real ones.

- Laserscope data were also used to test the validity of the raytracing calculation used in the HiRes analysis software.

- The assumed atmospheric density profiles in the HiRes analysis software were compared to real data from radiosondes and found to be deficient. I showed that use of the most recent radiosonde data, normalised to the current ground pressure, gave a better estimate of the real density profile.

- I analysed a large amount of CORSIKA events (these were generated by our collaborators in Utah, who had access to better computing facilities) for the composition study in Chapter 5. I developed algorithms for taking raw event data (muon arrival times, weights and momenta) and producing a fitted lateral distribution, muon risetime and shower front curvature for each event. The results were used in the study of correlation between shower parameters.
• I did a large amount of work optimising the cuts used in the study of detector resolution (Section 5.5). The resultant cuts were applied to the real data for the composition study in Section 5.9.

• I tested several parts of the HiRes reconstruction software to determine why the observed residual distribution for profile fitting (i.e., the distribution of the fitted value subtracted from the data, divided by the estimated error) was broader than expected. It eventuated that the errors were being underestimated.

• I analysed the HiRes/MIA data set to extract a value for the total proton–proton cross section from the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution. This involved careful treatment of the tail of the distribution to ensure a bias–free fit. Possible systematic effects were explored using Monte Carlo simulations.

• In addition to the above, I made several contributions to the experiment which were not appropriate to mention in the main body of this thesis. I spent a total of 8 months in Utah. This entailed many days and nights at Dugway collecting data and helping with detector construction and maintenance. I also managed the collection and first stages of analysis of atmospheric data from Dugway. I wrote software to integrate these data with the HiRes data stream.
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In order to place the author’s research in context, it is necessary to present a review of the history and current state of cosmic ray research. Since the material discussed here has been covered by many other authors, I shall endeavour to keep it brief. An excellent account of early cosmic ray research is given by Hillas [1]. The extremely high energy (EHE) region \((E > 10^{17} \text{ eV})^1\), which is the focus of this thesis, has been reviewed more recently by Sokolsky \textit{et al.} [2] and by Yoshida and Dai [3].

1.1 A Brief History of Cosmic Ray Research

The discovery of the extraterrestrial nature of cosmic rays\(^2\) was made by Hess in 1912 [4, 5]. He made a series of flights in a balloon bearing an electrometer, which allowed him to measure the amount of ionisation as a function of height, up to 5km above sea level. His experiments showed that the mean ionisation increased with altitude, and hence that cosmic rays must originate beyond Earth. Hess’ results were confirmed by Kolhörster [6], who extended the measurements up to an altitude of 9km. The measurement of a variation with geomagnetic latitude by Clay in 1927 [7] showed that cosmic rays were charged particles, and an excess of events arriving from the west compared to the east could only be explained if positively charged particles predominated\(^3\).

\(^1\) There appears to be some confusion over the nomenclature of cosmic rays. Some authors refer to the region above \(10^{17} \text{ eV}\) as the Ultra High Energy region. In this thesis I will always use the term Extremely High Energy for this part of the spectrum.

\(^2\) The term “cosmic rays” was coined by Millikan in the 1920’s

\(^3\) see chapter 2 of Ref. [1], and references therein
Although the cyclotron was first built in the early 1930's, it was not until 1948 that sufficiently high beam energies to create new particles were attained. In the intervening years, cosmic rays provided an important resource for particle physicists. Anderson [8] and Blackett and Occhialini [9] discovered the positron using cloud chamber photography. The use of cloud chambers also led to the discovery of the muon by Neddermeyer and Anderson in 1937 [10]. This was originally misinterpreted as being the particle postulated by Yukawa in 1935, but the fact that it was not strongly interacting put the lie to this conclusion. It was not until the development of the emulsion chamber that the real pion was discovered [11]. In addition, the kaon, \( \Lambda \), \( \Sigma^+ \) and \( \Xi^- \) were all discovered in emulsion or cloud chamber experiments at altitude, between 1947 and 1962. By the early 1950's accelerator technology had developed sufficiently to supersede cosmic ray physics as a means of carrying out particle physics studies. Since it was now possible to produce a well-understood primary beam in the laboratory, it was no longer an advantage to study the enigmatic cosmic radiation, which could only yield a limited amount of information regarding particle properties.

While detection of single particles in cloud chambers was instrumental in early developments in particle physics, the most important discovery for modern cosmic ray physics was made when Auger and collaborators found evidence for the existence of cosmic ray showers in the late 1930's [12, 13]. They found coincidences well above the accidental rate in Geiger–Müller counters placed up to 300m apart. They concluded from their observations that the showers must contain at least \( \sim 10^6 \) particles. Assuming an average particle energy of the order of the critical energy (\( \sim 80 \text{ MeV} \)), this meant, after ionisation losses had been taken into account, that the primary particle must have had an energy of \( \sim 10^{15} \text{ eV} \). In the conclusion to their 1939 paper, Auger et al. note [13]:

One of the consequences of the extension of the energy spectrum of cosmic rays up to \( 10^{15} \text{ eV} \) is that it is actually impossible to imagine a single process able to give to a particle such an energy. It seems much more likely that the charged particles which constitute the primary
cosmic radiation acquire their energy along electric fields of a very
great extension.

Auger et al. originally thought that these showers could best be explained
by appealing to electromagnetic cascade theory, and that the primary particles
were electrons, positrons or γ-rays. This was shown to be incorrect shortly after
the war by Cocconi et al. [14] and by Daudin [15], in experiments conducted
in the Alps. They measured a sizeable (a few percent) muon component in the
secondary flux, with a much broader lateral distribution than electrons. They
also measured a small number of nucleons. This behaviour was inconsistent with
a simple electron–photon cascade, since it required nuclear interactions early in
the shower. Measurements at altitude by Kaplon et al. [16] showed that the most
likely culprits were, in fact, protons or nuclei.

With the discovery of particles arriving with energies greater than $10^{15}$ eV,
tremendous interest developed in the precise nature and origin of the primary ra-
diation. Since the primary flux was too low to measure directly beyond a certain
point, the development of air shower arrays became a necessity. One of the earliest
was built by Rossi and co-workers [17, 18] and consisted of eleven 1 m$^2$ plastic
scintillators in a concentric circular arrangement with a radius of 230 m. They
demonstrated that it was possible to infer the arrival direction using timing inform-
ation, and that by measuring the density of particles as a function of distance
from the shower core$^4$, they could calculate the shower particle size and hence
estimate the primary energy. An isotropic distribution of events with energies
ranging from $10^{15}$ to $10^{18}$ eV and obeying a power law with a spectral index of
-2.17 was observed$^5$. Following this, a detector specifically designed to study the
flux above $10^{17}$ eV was built at Volcano Ranch, New Mexico [19]. It originally
consisted of nineteen 3.3 m$^2$ scintillators in a hexagonal grid covering 2 km$^2$, and
was later (1960) expanded (by doubling the detector spacing) to cover 8 km$^2$. The

$^4$the point of impact of the shower axis with the ground

$^5$Throughout this thesis, I adopt the following convention: $J(>E) \propto E^\gamma$, where $J(>E)$ is the
integral flux and $\gamma < 0$. 
angular resolution\(^6\) of this array was approximately 5\(^°\).

In 1962 the Volcano Ranch array detected a particle with an energy around \(10^{20}\) eV [20]. A few years later, shortly after the discovery of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR) by Penzias and Wilson [21], Greisen [22] and Zatsepin and Kuzmin [23] independently suggested that there should be a cutoff in the spectrum above \(\simeq 6 \times 10^{19}\) eV due to interaction of cosmic ray protons with the ubiquitous CMBR photons, if the highest energy events were of extragalactic origin. This implied that the event observed at Volcano Ranch could not have originated further than \(\simeq 50\) megaparsecs away. In addition, at such high energies it is anticipated that cosmic rays should be deflected by only a few degrees in intergalactic magnetic fields. To investigate the existence of the GZK cutoff and the possible anisotropy in arrival directions associated with a localised source or set of sources, several large EHE air–shower experiments were constructed:

- The Universities of Leeds, Nottingham, Durham and Imperial College, London built and operated the **Haverah Park** array from 1968 to 1987 [24]. This encompassed an area of 12 km\(^2\) and was comprised of 34 1.2 m deep water Cherenkov detectors with areas between 1 m\(^2\) and 34 m\(^2\). Primary energies were estimated using the relation \(E \propto \rho(600)^\alpha\). Simulations showed [24] that the constant of proportionality is \(\simeq 10^{17}\) and \(\alpha \simeq 1\). Here \(\rho(600)\) is the water Cherenkov density of 600m from the shower core and is used in preference to the ground–level shower size as it is less dependent on composition and fluctuations in shower development [25]. The Haverah Park detector had an angular resolution of 2.5\(^°\) sec \(\theta\) for events arriving at a zenith angle \(\theta\).

- The **Sydney University Giant Airshower Recorder (SUGAR)** [26] ran for twelve years (1968–1979) and, to date, has been the only detector built for EHE cosmic rays in the southern hemisphere. It consisted of 47

\(^6\)In this thesis, the term “angular resolution” will always refer to zenith angle, unless otherwise specified.
detector stations covering an area of 70 km². Each station comprised two 6 m² liquid scintillator tanks separated by 50 m. These were buried under 1.7 m of soil and therefore measured only the muon component of air showers, with a muon energy threshold of 0.75 sec θ GeV. The total muon number, a composition-dependent quantity, was used to estimate the primary energy. This may have been overestimated due to photomultiplier afterpulsing [26]. The quoted angular resolution is 3° sec θ, although this applies to events viewed by three detector stations or more. Most events were viewed by only three stations, with an angular resolution of 6° for vertical showers.

- The Yakutsk array in Siberia [27, 28] began operation in 1969 and has expanded from a 1 km² array for lower-energy events to a 10 km² EHE cosmic ray observatory, having at one stage (1973–1990) covered an area of 18 km². It is the oldest EHE cosmic ray detector still in operation. Composed mostly of plastic scintillators, it also features ~350 m² of underground muon detectors near the centre of the array for composition studies (energy threshold 1.0 sec θ GeV), as well as 50 atmospheric Cherenkov detectors. Data from the latter are used to check the ρ(600) → E conversion. Note that ρ(600) in this case is fundamentally different to that measured at Haverah Park — here it will consist mostly of low-energy electrons, whereas in the Haverah Park case the predominant contribution comes from high-energy muons [24]. Yakutsk quote a ρ(600) resolution of 25% at 10¹⁷ eV, decreasing slowly with energy, and an angular resolution of ~2° sec θ at 10¹⁹ eV [28].

- The large array at Akeno, near Tokyo, has been operated since 1979 by a collaboration led by the University of Tokyo. In its original configuration (usually referred to as A1), it was a 1 km² detector sensitive to showers between 10¹⁴ and 10¹⁸ eV. Over 200 plastic scintillators were used in tandem with 500 m² of muon counters and a proportional counter used for shower core calorimetry [29]. Energy was estimated using the shower size. The array was expanded to 20 km² (A20) in 1984 with the deployment of 19
additional 2.25 m² scintillators with a 1 km spacing, as well as four large muon counters [30]. The $\rho(600)$ method was used to determine energy, with a resolution of 30%. The estimated angular resolution of A20 is 3° for vertical showers [31]. The Akeno experiment was further expanded in 1991, in the same manner as the A20 extension, to form a 100 km² detector consisting of 111 2.2 m² scintillators and 27 muon counters of various sizes. This arrangement, known as AGASA (Akeno Giant Air Shower Array) [32], has the same $\rho(600)$ resolution as A20, but a superior angular resolution (1.6°) [33]. It has a muon energy threshold of 0.5 sec $\theta$ GeV, compared to 1.0 sec $\theta$ GeV for A1 and A20.

• The **Fly’s Eye** detector, situated on the Dugway Proving Ground in the Western Utah desert, operated from 1981 to 1992 and was the first of its type — a detector which measured the fluorescence light emitted by charged shower particles traversing the atmosphere [34]. The method was first proposed by Suga [35] and by Greisen and co-workers in the 1960’s [36], but was not successfully implemented until 1976, when the University of Utah built a 3-mirror prototype overlooking the Volcano Ranch array [37]. This led to the construction of the first Fly’s Eye detector in 1981, comprising 67 spherical mirrors of 1.5 m diameter and with either 12 or 14 photomultiplier tubes (each viewing a 5° × 5° area of the sky) at the focus. In 1986 a second 36-mirror detector, 3.4 km away, was added to enable stereo measurements of EAS. Fly’s Eye II viewed only the half of the sky in the direction of Fly’s Eye I. The aperture of the stereo detector was approximately 1000 km²sr at $10^{20}$ eV, but it had only a 10% duty cycle since it could only be operated on clear moonless nights. The Fly’s Eye measured the longitudinal development of cascades initiated by EAS, *i.e.* the number of charged particles in the cascade as a function of atmospheric depth. The energy of the primary particle was then, by calorimetric arguments, simply proportional to the integral of the longitudinal profile. The shower geometry was determined by
the pointing directions and trigger times of the hit PMTs. The monocular energy resolution was 30%, and that for stereo events was 20%. The angular resolution for stereo events was between 1° and 10° depending on the shower geometry [38]. The Fly’s Eye viewed the most energetic cosmic ray seen so far, with an energy \((3.2 \times 10^{20} \text{ eV})\) well above the GZK cutoff [39].

In 1993 the Fly’s Eye was superseded by the **High Resolution Fly’s Eye** (HiRes). Until 1997 a prototype detector (14 mirrors at one site, 4 mirrors at the other, 256 \(1° \times 1°\) pixels at the focus of each mirror) was in operation. These mirrors were redeployed to form what is now HiRes I, and a second 42-mirror site has now been added. At the time of writing (July 2000), HiRes II is almost fully operational, with some debugging of the electronics yet to be done.

- The **Pierre Auger Observatory** was first proposed in the early 1990’s and will be the first large-scale hybrid detector, with two sites of four fluorescence detectors overlooking a 3000 km\(^2\) array of 1600 water Cherenkov detectors [40]. Funding has been approved for the Southern Hemisphere site, in Malargüe (Argentina), but is still pending for the Northern Hemisphere site (Millard County, Utah). With a collaboration numbering over 250 researchers and a budget of over $100 million, it will be the largest cosmic ray experiment yet. Construction of the Malargüe site is expected to be complete by 2003 [41].

Aspects of the AGASA and Fly’s Eye/HiRes experiments pertinent to this work will be discussed more fully in Chapters 4 and 5. Note that I have only discussed the development of detectors for the EHE regime; details of the many lower energy EAS experiments are not included here.
1.2 Current knowledge of EHE Cosmic Ray Physics

The primary objectives of observational cosmic ray physics are to measure the energy spectrum, the chemical composition and the anisotropy in arrival directions of the primary particles. The spectrum and anisotropy are, relatively speaking, straightforward to measure, while composition measurements are complicated by the lack of particle physics knowledge at the relevant centre-of-mass (COM) system energies.

1.2.1 The Energy Spectrum

The cosmic ray spectrum spans 10 orders of magnitude and extends up to $10^{20}$ eV and beyond, in a remarkably smooth fashion — see Figure 1.1. The flux below $10^{11}$ eV is suppressed due to the magnetic field of the sun (solar modulation) and tracks the solar cycle, but above this the spectrum is a good fit to a power law. It is usually expressed as

$$J(E) = \frac{dN(E)}{dE \cdot A \Omega(E) T} = J_0 \left( \frac{E}{E_0} \right)^\gamma,$$

where $dN(E)/dE$ is the raw energy distribution, and the denominator is the exposure of the detector (aperture, $A \Omega(E)$, multiplied by integration time, $T$) as a function of energy.

Since the spectrum is steeply falling, it is usual to plot the differential flux multiplied by $E^{2.7}$ in order to more clearly distinguish any features, as in Figure 1.2. When this is done, two features immediately become evident: a break and subsequent steepening near $3 \times 10^{15}$ eV, termed the “knee”, and a flattening above approximately $3 \times 10^{18}$ eV, termed the “ankle”. Figure 1.3 shows the flux multiplied by $E^3$ and better illustrates the structure near the ankle.

These features are not simply artefacts of the detection process, since they are evident in experiments that measure shower energy in quite different ways. Conjuring a plausible explanation for them is a challenging task. Although a flattening of the spectrum can be naturally explained by the transition from one
Figure 1.1. The differential cosmic ray energy spectrum, from [40]. The spectral index is approximately -2.7 up to the knee, and about -3.1 between the knee and the ankle.

type of power-law source to another, a knee-type feature cannot be reconciled in the same manner unless a “cosmic conspiracy” occurs; the first source must switch off at the same energy as the second turns on, and the intensities must be equal at the transition point. It therefore seems likely that there is one source type only, at least up to $\sim 10^{18}$ eV. A popular interpretation is that cosmic rays are galactic up to the ankle, and extragalactic thereafter. The extragalactic hypothesis is supported by the fact that a proton with an energy of $10^{18}$ eV has a Larmor radius which is greater than the thickness of the galactic disk, and can therefore not be contained within the galaxy. There is additional reason for believing that the highest energy cosmic rays do not originate in our galaxy, as will be discussed
Figure 1.2. The all-particle spectrum, multiplied by $E^{2.7}$ to accentuate the knee and ankle [42]. The data are from Akeno (□), JACEE (▼), Proton-4 (▲), Tien Shan (▽), MSU (△), Tibet (+), HEGRA (×), CASA-MIA (●), Fly’s Eye (stereo (○), mono (◊)), and Haverah Park (■). The high energy data points indicated by ▼ are from AGASA. See Ref. [42] for references to the original papers.

The observation of events with energies exceeding $6 \times 10^{19}$, although not yet providing compelling evidence for a flux above the GZK cutoff, suggests that their source(s) must lie within 100 Mpc. As can be seen in Figure 1.4, protons with $E > 10^{20}\text{eV}$ arriving from further than this distance will have lost energy at a rapid rate due to pion photoproduction, until they are degraded to sub-GZK energies.
Figure 1.3. The portion of the differential spectrum (multiplied by $E^3$) above $10^{17}$ eV [40], as measured by Haverah Park (×), the Fly’s Eye (stereo, •), Yakutsk (□) and AGASA (○). The data are normalised to the AGASA flux at $10^{18}$ eV.

1.2.2 Anisotropy

The flux below $10^{17}$ eV has been well measured and is known to be almost isotropic. This is unsurprising as the galactic magnetic field washes out directional information for charged particles at these energies. Recent results in the EHE region are somewhat more interesting. The AGASA group has measured a 4.5σ excess from a direction approximately $10^\circ$ from the galactic centre, in the energy range $10^{18.0}$ — $10^{18.4}$ eV [44]. In addition, they see a 3.9σ excess from the direction of the Cygnus region. This energy range has not been selected a priori but rather after a search to determine the range in which the anisotropy is greatest. The overall anisotropy in the galactic plane in this energy range, from a harmonic analysis, is 4%.

Recently Bellido et al. [45] have performed a reanalysis of SUGAR data and
Figure 1.4. Proton energy as a function of propagation distance, from Ref. [43].

found a marginally significant excess around 7.5° from the galactic centre, close to that found by AGASA. They widened the energy range slightly (to $10^{17.9} \rightarrow 10^{18.5}$ eV) for their search to allow for possible systematic errors in the SUGAR energy determination (see section 1.1). The chance probability (i.e. the probability that the excess was due purely to a statistical fluctuation) of finding this excess was estimated at 0.005. The location of the excess region on their sky map is consistent with the AGASA result within the angular resolution of the SUGAR detector ($3^\circ \sec \theta$), although the apparent size of the source region is not. The authors argue that, since the size of the excess region is of the order of the SUGAR angular resolution, it can be interpreted as being due to a point source.

The Fly's Eye group have searched for large-scale anisotropy in their data and have found a small galactic plane enhancement (chance probability 0.06%, corresponding to a $3.2\sigma$ excess for monocular data) [46]. The enhancement is strongest in the range $10^{17.6} \rightarrow 10^{18.0}$. 
None of the aforementioned studies report a statistically significant excess from the supergalactic plane. Stanev et al. [47] have claimed, based on a 1995 study of 143 events above $2 \times 10^{19}$ eV from three Northern Hemisphere experiments (Haverah Park, Yakutsk, AGASA), that there is evidence for clustering of the highest energy events near the supergalactic plane. However, the evidence is not strong, and is not confirmed by the only Southern Hemisphere results [48]. The AGASA group also do not see any statistically significant clustering towards the supergalactic plane, although there is tenuous evidence for correlated pairs of events at the highest energies [49]. Better statistics are required to formulate a convincing argument.

1.2.3 Composition

At energies up to the order of $10^{14}$ eV, it is possible to measure cosmic ray composition directly with balloon or satellite-borne detectors, generally emulsion chambers. JACEE [50] and RUNJOB [51, 52] are two recent examples of such experiments. Beyond 100 TeV the flux becomes too low for a balloon-type experiment, since the payload and exposure time required would be enormous. Instead, measurements of the secondary particles from EAS must be made. Interpreting such measurements to infer the composition of the primary particles is a challenging task. In most cases the best that can be done is to measure one or more composition-sensitive shower parameters and compare the mean results, as a function of energy, to the average behaviour expected from Monte Carlo shower simulations. It is not possible to obtain the composition on an event-by-event basis due to fluctuations in shower development. In addition, the hadronic models used in shower simulations rely on extrapolations of accelerator data obtained at much lower energies, and uncertainties in the models can have dramatic effects on the inferred composition, as will be seen in Chapter 4.

A summary of recent composition measurements near the knee of the spectrum ($\sim 1-10 \times 10^{15}$ eV) is given in Table 1.1. The disagreement between the conclusions of the different experimenters is clear. If there is a general trend it is towards
a heavier composition through the knee. This may indicate a rigidity–dependent cutoff at the source; since shock acceleration models predict a maximum energy proportional to the charge (see Section 1.3.1), heavy nuclei are able to be accelerated to higher energies than protons, and would therefore be more abundant with increasing energy up to the maximum allowed. For acceleration by supernova remnants (SNR), this is of the order of $10^{15}$ eV, roughly the energy at which the knee is situated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DICE</td>
<td>Cherenkov Imaging</td>
<td>mixed $\rightarrow$ light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIROBICC</td>
<td>Cherenkov lateral distribution, $N_e$</td>
<td>mixed throughout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VULCAN</td>
<td>Cherenkov lateral distribution</td>
<td>mixed $\rightarrow$ heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASA–MIA</td>
<td>$N_e$ and $N_\mu$</td>
<td>mixed $\rightarrow$ heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAS–TOP</td>
<td>muon lateral distribution, $N_e$</td>
<td>mixed $\rightarrow$ heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSU</td>
<td>10 GeV muon lateral distribution</td>
<td>light $\rightarrow$ heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frejus</td>
<td>Deep (TeV) muons</td>
<td>light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASCADE</td>
<td>Hadrons</td>
<td>mixed $\rightarrow$ heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASCADE</td>
<td>$N_e$ and $N_\mu$</td>
<td>light $\rightarrow$ mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLANCA</td>
<td>Cherenkov lateral distribution</td>
<td>mixed $\rightarrow$ heavy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.1.** Composition near the knee (see Fowler [53, and references therein]).

Resolving the composition above $10^{17}$ eV is even more problematic than at the knee, due to poorer statistics and larger uncertainties in the particle physics. The problem of EHE composition will be discussed extensively in Chapters 4 and 5, but I will briefly discuss some (pre–1996) composition results here.

Composition studies are usually couched in terms of a two–component model, as originally proposed by the Fly’s Eye group [54]. EAS experiments lack the ability to measure the actual mass to any degree of precision, due to intrinsic shower fluctuations. We therefore speak in terms of protons and iron nuclei (equivalently, “light” and “heavy”), as these are the most likely extremes of the flux of hadronic
cosmic rays.

The composition-sensitive parameters usually studied are the muon content of the shower (either the particle density at 600m from the core, or the total number of muons in the shower) and the depth of maximum shower development. The former is measurable only by surface arrays such as AGASA, while the latter is directly measurable by fluorescence detectors and may possibly be inferred (in a highly model-dependent way) by surface array measurements. Composition measurements above $10^{17}$ eV are summarised in Table 1.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Hadronic Model</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGASA</td>
<td>$\rho_\mu(600)/S(600)$</td>
<td>scaling</td>
<td>heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly’s Eye</td>
<td>$X_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>KNP</td>
<td>heavy → light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverah Park</td>
<td>$D_{10}$ (μ risetime)</td>
<td>scaling</td>
<td>constant (mixed?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td>$X_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>QGS</td>
<td>mixed → light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td>$\rho_\mu(600)/S(600)$</td>
<td>QGS</td>
<td>mixed → light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td>$X_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>scaling</td>
<td>$&gt;\text{Fe} \rightarrow \text{heavy}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td>$\rho_\mu(600)/S(600)$</td>
<td>scaling</td>
<td>$\text{heavy} \rightarrow &gt;\text{Fe}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2. Summary of EHE composition trends, as discussed in the text. $D_{10}$ is the elongation rate (rate of change of $X_{\text{max}}$ with log $E$). $>\text{Fe}$ means that the data imply a composition heavier than iron according to the hadronic model used.

The AGASA group infer composition by measuring $\rho_\mu(600)$, the density of muons 600m from the shower core, as a function of energy. This choice is justified by the fact (deduced from shower simulations) that the fluctuations in the particle density at a given energy due to those in shower development are minimised at 600m. The charged particle density at this distance is used to determine the primary energy, via the relation [55]

$$E = 2.0 \times 10^{17} S_0(600)^{1.0} \text{eV},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $S_0(600)$ is the actual density, $S(600)$, corrected to what would be observed for a vertical shower.
The measured values of $\rho_\mu(600)$ are then compared to the expectation from simulations of proton and iron showers. In their 1995 paper [55], the AGASA group find that their $\rho_\mu(600)$ measurements are consistent with an unchanging composition from $10^{16.5}$ up to $10^{19}$ eV.

The Fly’s Eye experiment directly measured the depth of shower maximum, $X_{\text{max}}$, by imaging the fluorescence light which is emitted isotropically by air showers. $X_{\text{max}}$ has been shown to be a good indicator of composition; on average, proton-initiated showers will develop later than those due to nuclei, and will suffer greater fluctuations. $X_{\text{max}}$ for a particular species can be parametrised by

$$X_{\text{max}} = \alpha \log E + \beta,$$

where the parameter $\alpha$ is termed the “elongation rate” (usually denoted as $D_{10}$). In model calculations it has been shown to have a very mild energy dependence and can be regarded as constant over the range considered here.

By comparing their $X_{\text{max}}$ results to the predictions of a QCD Pomeron model (the KNP model [56]), the Fly’s Eye group [54] found that the mean values and elongation rate below $3 \times 10^{17}$ eV corresponded to the expectation for an iron composition. Near this energy an increase in elongation rate occurred, and at the highest energies the absolute values were consistent with the predictions for proton showers. They therefore concluded that there was a change from a purely heavy composition at $10^{17}$ eV to a purely light one at $3 \times 10^{19}$ eV.

The Yakutsk group [28] use several different shower parameters in their composition studies. They measure the muon and charged particle densities and the Cherenkov light lateral distribution directly, and infer $X_{\text{max}}$ from the Cherenkov lateral distribution function. The predictions of a quark–gluon–string model [57, 58] for various ratios of parameters (e.g. total muons to integrated Cherenkov flux, muon density to charged particle density at fixed core distance) and for $X_{\text{max}}$ are compared to the data. The conclusion is that the composition changes from a mixed one to a protonic one at higher energies. If a scaling model is used, incon-

---

5Throughout this thesis, “scaling” refers to Feynman scaling, a property of scattering cross
sistencies result; for example, the $X_{\text{max}}$ measurements now imply a change from a composition heavier than iron to something iron–like, whereas the $\rho_{\mu}(600)$ results suggest the opposite trend, from a heavy composition to a super–heavy one. This highlights a possible problem with either the scaling model or with systematics in the $X_{\text{max}}$ measurement. The Yakutsk results should be regarded with caution, since they did not use a detector Monte Carlo to take account of possible systematic effects or biases in their experiment.

Although the Haverah Park group [59] were unable to measure $X_{\text{max}}$ directly, they were able to calculate the elongation rate by measuring the charged particle risetime (in their case, due almost entirely to muons) at a fixed core distance as a function of energy. This is possible because the risetime exhibits a linear correlation with $X_{\text{max}}$ (this is a geometrical effect which will be discussed in a later chapter). In addition, the absolute value of $X_{\text{max}}$ can be inferred, but the conversion is model–dependent. Their measurement of $D_{10} = 73 \pm 5$ g.cm$^{-2}$,de cade$^{-1}$ is consistent with the Fly’s Eye value of $69 \pm 5$, but they reach a different conclusion regarding composition. The hadronic model they used, contained in the MOCCA shower simulation, predicts the elongation rate for a homogeneous composition (as opposed to a mixture of protons and nuclei) to be 70 g.cm$^{-2}$,de cade$^{-1}$, consistent with their measurement. Based on this, the conclusion is that the composition is constant between $10^{17}$ and $3 \times 10^{18}$ eV. To further resolve whether the composition is mixed or homogeneous over this range would require an absolute determination of $X_{\text{max}}$. There is tentative evidence for a change in the elongation rate above $3 \times 10^{18}$ eV, but the errors are large and preclude a definitive statement.

Clearly the question of composition is a difficult one, as shown by the disagreement between the various EHE observatories. This is largely due to the different systematics of the experiments and the different hadronic models used to intersections at high energies. Models incorporating scaling are often at odds with the cosmic ray data, while the introduction of scaling violations can help to bring them into better agreement. Experimental evidence of such violations is elusive, due to the difficulty of measuring such an effect at accelerators. This will be further elaborated upon in a later chapter.
pret the results. I will show in Chapter 4 that consistency can be attained in the framework of a single hadronic model.

1.3 Models of Origin and Propagation

A detailed discussion of source theories is beyond the scope of this thesis, but I will outline here the main proposed mechanisms. Overviews of source models are given by Hillas [60] and, more recently, Biermann [61]. Another recent review by Bhattacharjee and Sigl [62] places particular emphasis on Topological Defect models.

1.3.1 Models of cosmic ray origin

The multitude of models for cosmic ray production may be broken down into two major classes: acceleration and “top–down” models. The former is the more conventional hypothesis but struggles to reach the highest energies observed. Top–down models, in which cosmic rays begin at energies at and preferably well above those observed, are rather speculative in nature, and many rely on new fundamental physics.

Figure 1.5, the famous “Hillas diagram”, displays potential acceleration sites on a magnetic field vs. size plot.

Broadly speaking, cosmic rays may be accelerated in two ways, either gradually in a “statistical” manner, or in so-called “one-shot” mechanisms. The former involves magnetic fields while the latter generally entails direct acceleration by electric fields.

The potential sources in which direct acceleration may take place lie in the top left quadrant of Figure 1.5. The difficulty with these objects is that although they may be able to accelerate particles to the required energies, the intense radiation in their vicinity is likely to degrade cosmic ray energies via pion photoproduction and synchrotron losses in the associated strong magnetic fields. In addition, it is
Figure 1.5. Potential acceleration sites, from ref. [60]. In order to be able to accelerate protons to above $10^{20}$ eV, an astrophysical object must lie above the solid line. The top of the shaded band represents $\beta = 1/300$, a more realistic shock velocity than the limit of $\beta = 1$.

It is difficult to explain how this type of mechanism can produce a power–law spectrum of particles [60].

The idea of a statistical acceleration process was first proposed by Fermi [63]. He suggested that charged particles could scatter off magnetised clouds in the interstellar medium, gaining or losing energy depending on the angle at which they enter the clouds. After many such encounters there is a net energy gain proportional to $\beta^2$ ($\beta = v/c$, $v$ being the typical cloud velocity). This leads naturally to a power–law spectrum, but is too slow to accelerate cosmic rays to sufficiently high energy, since $\beta \sim 10^{-4}$ in general [64]. A faster mechanism is one in which particles are accelerated by astrophysical shocks. In this scenario there is a net energy gain per cycle proportional to $\beta$ (the speed of the shock...
front, divided by $c$) because the particles undergo only head-on collisions and therefore gain energy each time they cross the shock front (see, e.g., Ref. [65] for a pedagogical discussion). The scattering centres in this instance are magnetic irregularities on either side of the shock front. This process is referred to as first-order Fermi acceleration (i.e., first-order in $\beta$), or diffusive shock acceleration.$^8$

Fairly simple arguments show that the maximum possible energy (in units of $10^{18}$ eV) able to be reached by shock acceleration is [67]

$$E_{\text{max}} \approx \varepsilon \times \beta \times Z \times B_{\mu G} \times L_{\text{kpc}},$$

where $\beta$ is the shock speed, $B_{\mu G}$ is the magnetic field in units of microgauss and $L_{\text{kpc}}$ is the size of the acceleration region in kiloparsecs. The quantity $\varepsilon$ lies between 0 and 1 and reflects the efficiency of the acceleration process. A 100% efficient process is extremely unlikely; for most cosmic accelerators, it is possible that $\varepsilon \ll 1$ [61].

Eq. 1.4 can be used to rule out some of the objects in Figure 1.5 as potential accelerators of the highest energy cosmic rays. The dashed line delineates the region above which objects must lie to accelerate iron nuclei to $10^{20}$ eV, and the line immediately above it corresponds to the lower limit for protons. These assume ultrarelativistic shocks ($\beta \approx 1$), rather unrealistically. It is probable that the line should lie somewhere in the shaded region, the top of which corresponds to $\beta = 1/300$, a more realistic value for most astrophysical situations. It is immediately obvious that very few source candidates remain. Among those ruled out are supernova remnants (SNR), believed to be responsible for cosmic ray acceleration up to the knee. The remaining candidates are further depleted by the fact that cosmic rays will lose energy by photoproduction in their vicinity. Figure 1.6 shows that the most promising sources are hot-spots of radiogalaxies. These are compact regions of highly luminous radio emission seen in the lobes of a class of galaxies known as Fanaroff–Riley class II (FR-II) galaxies. Rachen and Biermann [68] first proposed FR-II galaxies as potential acceleration sites, and estimated an upper
Figure 1.6. A plot of magnetic field strength against shock velocity, from Ref. [40]. IGM = Intergalactic Medium, RGL = Radio Galaxy Lobes, GC = Galactic Cluster, RGH = Radio Galaxy Hotspots.

limit of $\approx 3 \times 10^{21}$ eV for protons borne of this environment. If FR-II galaxies, and radiogalaxies in general, are responsible for the highest energy flux, the cosmic ray data should exhibit a supergalactic plane enhancement above $10^{19}$ eV, increasing with energy. Statistics are still too poor to make a conclusion regarding this point (see section 1.2.2).

Topological Defects (TD) are associated with spontaneous symmetry breaking in Grand Unified Theories (GUTs). TD models of cosmic ray origin generally hypothesise that some superheavy particles (“X” particles) with mass of the order of the GUT symmetry breaking scale ($m_X \sim 10^{20}$ eV) can become trapped in these artefacts of the early Universe, and are released at some later time due to TD decays or annihilation. The X particles then decay to quarks and leptons; the quarks subsequently hadronise and produce mostly pions, with a small ($\sim 3\%$ of
the total decay products) nucleonic component [61]. The further decay of these products means that the bulk of the flux is in neutrinos, gamma rays, electrons and positrons. The EHE cosmic rays can therefore be explained in this framework if they are nucleons or (most probably) gamma rays. Some authors [69, 70] suggest that it is also possible for neutrinos to contribute if they have masses of order 1 eV, since in this case the relic neutrinos may cluster in the galactic halo to provide a target for protons and gamma rays to be created (via resonant Z production: $\nu + \nu_{\text{background}} \rightarrow Z^* \rightarrow \text{hadrons}$)\textsuperscript{9}. Strong constraints on this class of TD models would be provided by measurements of the diffuse gamma ray and neutrino fluxes. A heavy nuclear composition would also rule out this type of model, since these processes cannot produce nuclei.

In addition to decays of X particles, it is possible that the highest energy cosmic rays are themselves topological defects. The most popular scenario is for a monopole, which is easily accelerated in the Galactic magnetic field, to cause an air shower which mimics a hadronic one. However, there are problems with this scheme; it is difficult to get monopoles to interact inelastically enough (i.e., to deposit enough energy) to initiate an EAS, and there ought to be a strong anisotropy in arrival directions, which is not observed [62].

It should be noted that while most acceleration models have difficulty in reaching the highest observed energies, they must account for at least part, and probably all, of the flux at lower energies. Even if topological defects are responsible for the highest energy events, some other sources such as radiogalaxies are required to produce the spectrum between, for example, $3 \times 10^{18}$ and $5 \times 10^{19}$ eV [61].

1.3.2 Cosmic Ray Propagation

As well as searching for potential sources of cosmic rays, it is necessary to consider what happens to them when they travel over interstellar or intergalactic distances. As already mentioned, energetic protons have a relatively short (cosmologically

\textsuperscript{9}Interestingly, Fargion et al. [69] note that this would result in a new cutoff energy of the order of $10^{23}$ eV
speaking!) mean free path through the cosmic microwave background. The mean free path for nuclei is even shorter, due to photodisintegration. Protons and nuclei will be deflected in magnetic fields. At sufficiently high energies, the deflection is small and on average is approximately equal to

$$
\theta \approx 0.3^\circ \frac{L_{\text{Mpc}}^{1/2} l_{\text{Mpc}}^{1/2} Z B_{\text{nG}}}{E_{20}},
$$

where $L_{\text{Mpc}}$ is the distance to the source in Mpc, $B_{\text{nG}}$ is the magnetic field in nanogauss, $l_{\text{Mpc}}$ is the coherence length of the field, $Z$ is the charge and $E_{20}$ is the particle energy in units of $10^{20}$ eV [40]. This means, for example, that a $10^{20}$ eV proton propagating through a 1 nG field with a 1 Mpc coherence length (perhaps typical of the extragalactic field), arriving from 50 Mpc, will be deflected by $2.1^\circ$ on average. This is encouraging insofar as point source searches go, as long as sufficient statistics and good detector angular resolution are achieved.

Gamma rays do not suffer deflection in magnetic fields, but are subject to severe energy losses due to interactions with the infrared, radio and microwave backgrounds. Neutrinos are also undeflected, but due to their low interaction cross sections with hadronic matter, are unlikely to cause atmospheric cascades unless they arrive horizontally and therefore traverse a large amount of atmosphere. This difficulty may be overcome if they interact with the relic neutrino background, as described above.

### 1.4 Summary

The cosmic ray spectrum extends smoothly over 11 orders of magnitude, with only three noticeable features: the “knee” around $10^{15}$ eV, the “dip” or second knee around $10^{18}$ eV, and the “ankle” near $10^{19}$ eV. The sources of cosmic rays are still unknown. It is probable that for energies up to and possibly slightly beyond the knee, the observed flux can be accounted for by acceleration in supernova remnants. The ankle in the spectrum may signal a change from galactic to extragalactic sources, especially as it occurs at an energy where cosmic ray protons
can no longer be confined in the galactic disk. If the highest energy particles are protons, the sources cannot be located more than \( \sim 100 \) Mpc away, since protons suffer large energy losses due to pion photoproduction on the cosmic microwave background and are thereby prevented from reaching us from that distance. The unambiguous detection of a GZK cutoff would prove the extragalactic origin of the highest energy particles. AGASA and (preliminary) HiRes results seem to indicate that the spectrum extends smoothly beyond the expected cutoff, although not enough events have been detected to make a definitive statement. Much better statistics are required to establish the composition of the highest energy events, and whether there is any anisotropy in their arrival directions. This will enable stronger constraints to be placed on potential sources of these particles. Future measurements by HiRes, AGASA and the Auger detector should achieve this goal.
Chapter 2

Physics of Extensive Air Showers

The fact that high energy cosmic rays cascade in the atmosphere makes their detection possible. Interpreting the cosmic ray data therefore requires a deep understanding of the underlying shower physics. In this chapter I give an overview of processes contributing to air shower development.

Much of the difficulty in interpreting EAS measurements stems from uncertainties in the hadronic physics beyond a centre of mass (COM) energy of $\sim 1$ TeV. Various models have been devised to describe hadronic interactions at energies well above those attainable at accelerators. I will outline the main features of some of these models and describe how they are implemented in EAS simulations.

2.1 A simple model of air showers

A simple model, due originally to Heitler [71], can be used to illustrate some of the main features of EAS development. Consider, as a concrete example, an electromagnetic cascade (although the arguments here apply equally well to any type of interaction), as depicted in Figure 2.1.

In this example, a high-energy primary photon produces an $e^+e^-$ pair. Each secondary then undergoes bremsstrahlung to produce further high-energy photons, which in turn pair produce, and so forth. Note that each of these processes must take place in some external field (i.e. the electromagnetic field of a nucleus), in order to conserve 4-momentum. In this simplified treatment, it is assumed that each interaction takes place after a fixed length $\lambda$, and that the energy is divided equally among the secondaries.

The multiplication continues until the mean particle energy reaches some crit-
Figure 2.1. A purely electromagnetic cascade, initiated by a γ-ray. Scattering angles are exaggerated for clarity.

The critical value, $E_c$, at which point energy losses due to ionisation, Compton scattering and the photoelectric effect begin to dominate over the multiplicative processes mentioned above. Below this energy particle production grinds to a halt, and the cascade begins to attenuate.

A couple of important features of cascades may be extracted by noting that at shower maximum, when the mean particle energy is $E_c$, the number of shower particles is $N(X_{\text{max}}) = E_0 / E_c$, $E_0$ being the primary energy and $X_{\text{max}}$ the depth of shower maximum. At a depth $X$, the cascade has gone through $X / \lambda$ generations, and the number of particles is therefore $N(X) = 2^{X / \lambda}$. Hence it can be seen that $X_{\text{max}} = \lambda \frac{\ln (E_0 / E_c)}{\ln 2}$. We therefore have the results

$$N(X_{\text{max}}) = N_{\text{max}} \propto E_0$$

$$X_{\text{max}} \propto \ln E_0. \quad (2.1)$$

These results hold exactly for electromagnetic cascades, and are approximately
true for hadronic ones [72].

2.2 Components of an EAS

There are three major components of atmospheric cascades initiated by cosmic rays: a hadronic core, a set of electromagnetic subshowers due primarily to $\pi^0$ decay, and a muonic component which arises mostly due to $\pi^\pm$ decay. These are illustrated schematically in Figure 2.2. In addition, a large number of Cherenkov and fluorescence photons are generated.

2.2.1 The hadronic core

A primary cosmic ray, whether a nucleon or a nucleus, will interact with an air nucleus to produce a number of secondary hadrons. The most common products are pions and kaons, as well as nucleons produced in decays of nucleonic resonances. At sufficiently high energies, strange baryons and some charmed hadrons may be produced. The production angles are generally quite small, particularly early in the shower, and the resultant hadronic cascade forms an energetic core (lateral extent of the order of a few metres) for the EAS. The hadronic core continues to feed the electromagnetic and muon components of the shower until it is exhausted, i.e. at the point where the mean hadron energy falls below the threshold for pion production. The rate at which energy is dissipated into the electromagnetic component depends on the details of the hadronic interactions, as will be discussed in section 2.3.

2.2.2 The electromagnetic component

In the terminology of air showers, the “electromagnetic (EM) component” refers to that part of the shower composed of electrons, positrons and photons. $e^+e^-$ are usually referred to collectively as electrons, and I will adopt this convention here. In an extensive air shower, the EM component is generated predominantly
Figure 2.2. Anatomy of an air shower initiated by a high energy proton, illustrating the three major components of EAS. Scattering angles are (greatly) exaggerated for clarity.
by $\pi^0$ decays ($\pi^0 \rightarrow 2\gamma$, branching ratio (BR) 98.4%). These are either produced directly in high–energy hadron collisions or via decays of secondary kaons, particularly the following processes:

$$K^\pm \rightarrow \pi^\pm + \pi^0 \quad \text{(BR 21.2%)}$$
$$K^*_S \rightarrow 2\pi^0 \quad \text{(BR 31.4%)}$$
$$K^*_L \rightarrow 3\pi^0 \quad \text{(BR 21.8%)}$$

In addition, pions may be produced in two–body decays such as those of the $\Delta$, $\rho$ and $\omega$ resonances, and the strange baryons ($\Sigma$, $\Lambda$, $\Xi$, $\Omega$). $\eta$ decays, either directly to $\gamma$s or to $\pi^0$s, are another generator of EM cascades.

Each high–energy photon emerging from one of the above decay processes generates an EM cascade along lines similar to the toy model described in section 2.1. The EM component of an extensive air shower is therefore a superposition of a large number of smaller sub–showers generated at different heights, continually fed by an energetic core of hadrons. Approximately 90% of the primary energy eventually finds its way into the EM component of the shower, with the rest being carried by neutrinos, muons and low–energy hadrons.

EM cascade theory is well understood — the review article of Rossi and Greisen [73], written some 60 years ago, remains the standard reference work. The method generally employed, as first implemented by Carlson and Oppenheimer [75], is to solve the coupled cascade equations [74]:

$$\frac{\partial \pi(E, t)}{\partial t} = -\frac{\pi(E, t)}{\lambda_\pi(E)} + \int_E^\infty \pi(E', t)\varphi_{\pi\pi}(E', E)dE'$$
$$+ \int_E^\infty \gamma(E', t)\varphi_{\pi\gamma}(E', E)dE' + \frac{\partial[\pi(E, t)e(E)]}{\partial E}$$

$$\frac{\partial \gamma(E, t)}{\partial t} = -\frac{\gamma(E, t)}{\lambda_\gamma(E)} + \int_E^\infty \pi(E', t)\varphi_{\gamma\pi}(E', E)dE'$$
$$+ \int_E^\infty \gamma(E', t)\varphi_{\gamma\gamma}(E', E)dE', \quad (2.2)$$

\footnote{The book by Rossi [74] also contains an excellent discussion of the subject.}
with the following definitions:

\[ \pi(E, t) \] total number of \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \) with energy \( E \) at depth \( t \)
\[ \gamma(E, t) \] number of photons with energy \( E \) at depth \( t \)
\[ \lambda_e(E) \] mean free path of \( e^+ / e^- \)
\[ \lambda_\gamma(E) \] mean free path of \( \gamma \)
\[ \phi_{ij}(E, E')dE' \] probability per radiation length that particle \( i \) of energy \( E \)
produces particle \( j \) with energy between \( E' \) and \( E' + dE' \)
\[ \epsilon(E) \] rate of continuous energy loss per radiation length

Equations 2.2 can be solved analytically if appropriate approximations are employed. In Approximation A, \( \phi_{\gamma\gamma} \) and \( \epsilon(E) \) are set to zero, and \( \lambda_e \) and \( \lambda_\gamma \) are the mean free paths for bremsstrahlung and pair production, respectively.

Approximation B also takes continuous energy loss by ionisation into account by setting \( \epsilon(E) = E_c = \text{constant} \). \( E_c \) is the critical energy and is \( \simeq \) 80 MeV for air.

In both cases, complete screening of the nucleus by atomic electrons is assumed.

Under Approximation B, the total number of electrons at depth \( X \) resulting from a cascade initiated by a photon with energy \( E_0 \) is \([72]\)

\[
N_e(E_0, t) \simeq \frac{0.31}{\sqrt{t_{\text{max}}}} \exp \left[ t \left( 1 - \frac{3}{2} \ln s \right) \right],
\] (2.3)

where

\[
t = \frac{X}{x_0} \quad \text{(depth in units of radiation length, } x_0)\]
\[
t_{\text{max}} = \ln(E_0/E_c)\]
\[
s = \frac{3t}{t + 2t_{\text{max}}}.\] (2.4)

The parameter \( s \) is termed the “shower age” and has the following properties:
\( s = 0 \) at the start of the cascade, \( s = 1 \) at maximum, and \( s = 2 \) when the cascade has completely attenuated, i.e. no particles remain. It is clear from Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 that the results of Approximation B are qualitatively in agreement with those of the Heitler model of Section 2.1.
The angular spread of the EM component is due predominantly to multiple Coulomb scattering of low-energy electrons. The mean square deflection for an electron with energy $E$ through a thickness $\delta t$ is

$$\langle \delta \theta^2 \rangle = \left( \frac{E_s}{E} \right)^2 \delta t,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

where $E_s \approx 21$ MeV. An approximate calculation due to Greisen [76] and Kamata and Nishimura [77] yields the following expression for the lateral distribution of electrons:

$$\rho(N_s, r) = \frac{N_s}{r_M^2} f_{\text{NKG}}(r/r_M),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

with the NKG function $f_{\text{NKG}}$ defined by

$$f_{\text{NKG}}(r/r_M) = C(s) \left( \frac{r}{r_M} \right)^{s-2} \left( 1 + \frac{r}{r_M} \right)^{-4.5}. \hspace{1cm} (2.7)$$

$C(s)$ is an age-dependent normalisation factor, and $r_M = x_0(E_s/E_c)$ is the Molière unit, the characteristic length scale for the spread of the shower electrons.

This functional form assumes azimuthal symmetry for the particle density. In reality, the lateral distribution of inclined showers will have an asymmetry due to purely geometrical effects; there is also distortion of the lateral distribution due to the geomagnetic field. Pryke [78] has attempted to quantify these effects using Monte Carlo simulations, and has found that they are significant at large core distances and for inclined showers. Analysis of ground array data does not generally attempt to correct for these distortions; they can be ignored so long as the array spacing is not too large.

The NKG function does not adequately describe the lateral distribution for a hadronic air shower, since a hadronic EAS is a superposition of EM cascades initiated at different depths. The age parameter $s$ is no longer well-defined. Surface scintillator array measurements of the lateral distribution show that the NKG function is too steep near the core, and too flat at large core distances [72]. The AGASA collaboration have found a better fit to their data by using the following modified form [79]:

$$\rho(r) = C \left( \frac{r}{r_M} \right)^{-1.2} \left( 1 + \frac{r}{r_M} \right)^{-\eta(1.2)} \left( 1 + \left( \frac{r}{1000} \right)^2 \right)^{-\delta}, \hspace{1cm} (2.8)$$
where $\delta = 0.6 \pm 0.1$ and

$$
\eta = (3.97 \pm 0.13) - (1.79 \pm 0.62)(\sec \theta - 1), \tag{2.9}
$$

It is not possible to calculate the longitudinal development of an EAS in a simple way, as can be done for EM cascades. Instead one must resort to parametrisations, such as the following due to Gaisser and Hillas [80]:

$$
N(X) = N_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{X - X_0}{X_{\text{max}} - X_0} \right)^{N_{\text{max}} - x_0} \exp \left( \frac{X_{\text{max}} - X}{\lambda} \right), \tag{2.10}
$$

where $N_{\text{max}}$ is the shower size at maximum, and $\lambda$ is a parameter which is dependent on the proton–air cross-section (and which was originally equated with the proton mean free path). $X_0$ is the point of first interaction, not to be confused with the radiation length $x_0$.

The energy dependence of the depth of shower maximum can be parametrised using the following argument due to Linsley [81]: supposing that the proton mean free path and the composition of the primary spectrum are energy independent, the increase of $X_{\text{max}}$ with energy is mostly due to the increase in energy of the neutral pions in the fragmentation region. By analogy with Eq. 2.1, we write

$$
X_{\text{max}} = x_0 \ln(E_{\pi^0}) + \text{const.} \tag{2.11}
$$

Assuming the available energy $E$ is divided evenly amongst the secondary pions, then $E_{\pi^0} = E/(n)_{\text{frag}}$ where $(n)_{\text{frag}}$ is the mean multiplicity in the fragmentation region. As a result,

$$
X_{\text{max}} = (1 - \alpha)x_0 \ln E + \text{const.}, \tag{2.12}
$$

where $\alpha$ is the logarithmic derivative of $(n)_{\text{frag}}$. This result holds for nucleon primaries. For nuclei, one can appeal to the superposition theorem, which states that, on average, an EAS initiated by a nucleus of mass number $A$ and energy $E$ is equivalent to one initiated by $A$ independent nucleons of energy $E/A$, i.e.

$$
\langle X_{\text{max}} \rangle = (1 - \alpha)x_0(\ln E - \langle \ln A \rangle) + \text{const.} \tag{2.13}
$$
A quantity often used in discussion of air showers is the elongation rate \( D_e \), which is defined as the logarithmic derivative of the mean depth of maximum:

\[
D_e = x_0 \left[ (1 - \alpha) \left( 1 - \frac{\partial \langle \ln A \rangle}{\partial \ln E} \right) + \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \ln E} \left( \langle \ln A \rangle - \ln E \right) \right].
\]  

(2.14)

This is Linsley's famous "elongation rate theorem" [81]. Here I have allowed for energy dependence of \( \alpha \). In most models \( \alpha \) is constant, and so the second derivative term can be omitted. Note that \( \alpha \) is bounded by zero below (scaling models) and by 1/2 above (energy conservation) [81]. Gaisser et al. modified Eq. 2.14 to take account of the energy dependence of the hadronic cross-sections, viz.

\[
D_e = \left( 1 - \alpha - \beta \frac{\partial (\lambda_N + \lambda_\pi)}{\partial \ln E} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{\partial \langle \ln A \rangle}{\partial \ln E} \right).
\]  

(2.15)

where \( \beta x_0 \) is a dimensionless constant of order unity and \( \lambda_{N,\pi} \) are the mean free paths of nucleons and pions respectively [82].

Eq. 2.15 highlights a major difficulty of cosmic ray physics, namely the need to disentangle astrophysical information (\( \langle \ln A \rangle \)) from particle physics information (\( \alpha, \lambda_{N,\pi} \)) in order to interpret the data.

2.2.3 Muons

Muons in EAS are produced mainly via \( \pi^{\pm} \) and \( K^{\pm} \) decay, fed by the hadronic core just as the EM component is. However, unlike the EM component, muons do not multiply. By the same token, attenuation of the muon component is slow.

The energy losses of muons can be written as

\[
-\frac{dE}{dx} = a(E) + b(E)E,
\]  

(2.16)

where \( a(E) \) is the loss rate by continuous mechanisms, \( i.e. \) ionisation, and \( b(E) \) is a function which describes discrete losses. \( b \) contains contributions from muon bremsstrahlung, pair production in the field of a nucleus (\( Z + \mu^{\pm} \rightarrow Z' + \mu^{\pm} + e^{\pm}e^{-} \)), or by a muon interacting directly with a nucleon (a process which has almost no effect on air shower development). Cillis and Sciutto [83] have recently done a Monte Carlo calculation of the discrete energy losses. They show that the
mean free path for bremsstrahlung is of the order $10^5 \ g/cm^2$ at a muon energy of 1 GeV, slowly decreasing with energy. Since the atmosphere only spans $\sim 1000 \ g/cm^2$, the effect on air showers is completely negligible. Pair production has a similar mean free path at 1 GeV, but decreases to $\sim$ few hundred $g/cm^2$ at 1 TeV and continues to fall with energy. This becomes the dominant energy loss process for high energy ($> 1$ TeV) muons, but only for showers at large zenith angles\textsuperscript{2}. Below this energy, ionisation losses, which are constant at around 2 MeV/(g/cm\textsuperscript{2}), tend to predominate. Since typical muon energies are of the order of a GeV, the rate of relative energy loss is slow, and so the muon component tends to reach a plateau when the hadrons in the core fall below the pion production threshold. Muon decay can also become important when the energy drops below 10 GeV.

Muons tend to be far less numerous than electrons, as is easily seen by the following rough argument [72]. Assuming charged and neutral pions are produced in equal proportion (a statement which is approximately true), then there will be a GeV photon corresponding to each GeV muon, since $N_{\gamma}/N_{\pi^\pm} = 1/2$ and $\pi^0 \rightarrow 2\gamma$. According to the Heitler model, each GeV photon produces approximately 10 electrons; hence $N_e/N_\mu \sim 10$. In reality the ratio can be much larger, and is energy–dependent.

Because of the slow attenuation of the muon component, the total muon number $N_\mu$ is sometimes used as an energy estimator for ground arrays, e.g. in the SUGAR experiment (see Chapter 1). There are two immediate problems with this; showers of a given energy that happen to develop later and reach ground level before maximum will have their energy underestimated, and showers initiated by nuclei will, in general, produce more muons than those initiated by protons of the same energy, and therefore have their energy overestimated. I will return to this point later. Quite generally, the dependence of $N_\mu$ on primary energy can

\textsuperscript{2}At large enough zenith angles, pair production can contribute to the extreme tail of the longitudinal development profile, but has very little effect elsewhere [83].
be written as

\[ N_\mu(> E_{\text{threshold}}) = AB \left( \frac{E_0}{A} \right)^{p_\mu}, \quad (2.17) \]

where \( E_{\text{threshold}} \) is the threshold energy of the muon counter, \( A \) is the mass number of the nucleus, and \( B \) and \( p_\mu \) are hadronic model-dependent constants. Most models yield \( p_\mu \) values between 0.78 and 0.86 [72]. Here the superposition approximation has been employed. It gives approximately the correct average results, but underestimates fluctuations. The AGASA collaboration [84] obtain for this relation

\[ N_\mu = 10^{8.38 \pm 0.35} E_0^{0.84 \pm 0.02} \quad (2.18) \]

for vertical showers.

Air shower muons have a much harder spectrum than electrons (and \( m_\mu \gg m_e \)), and therefore suffer minimal Coulomb deflections (see Eq. 2.5). The lateral spread of muons is therefore mostly due to their production angles. Particles near the core tend to be from decays of “local” low energy pions produced near the ground, while particles far from the core generally result from decays of pions produced early in the shower. The transverse momentum distribution of secondary pions (and kaons) is therefore an important quantity when discussing the transverse structure of the muon component.

The lateral distribution for muon energies \( \geq 1 \text{ GeV} \) was first parametrised by Greisen [85] as

\[ \rho_\mu(R) = N_\mu \left( \frac{C_\mu}{R_0^2} \right) \left( \frac{R}{R_0} \right)^{-\alpha} \left( 1 + \frac{R}{R_0} \right)^{-\beta}, \quad (2.19) \]

where \( \rho_\mu(R) \) is the number of muons per square metre at a core distance \( R \), \( R_0 \) is a zenith angle-dependent scale factor and \( C_\mu \) is a normalisation constant. As for the EM component, azimuthal symmetry of the lateral distribution is (incorrectly) assumed.

The AGASA group found Eq. 2.19 to be inadequate for core distances beyond 800m, and incorporated a further factor to correctly describe the large-distance
behaviour [84]:

$$
\rho_\mu(R) = N_\mu \left( \frac{C'_\mu}{R_0^2} \right) \left( \frac{R}{R_0} \right)^{-\alpha} \left( 1 + \frac{R}{R_0} \right)^{-\beta} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{R}{800\text{m}} \right)^{3} \right]^{-\delta},
$$

(2.20)

where for vertical showers they obtain $\alpha = 0.75$, $\beta = 2.52$, $\delta = 0.6$, $R_0 = 266\text{ m}$, and $C'_\mu = 0.325$ for this parameter set.

To illustrate some of the points above, I plot the results from Monte Carlo-generated air showers ($10^{17}\text{ eV protons}$) in Fig. 2.3.

### 2.2.4 Cherenkov photons

Cherenkov radiation is emitted by any charged particle traversing a dielectric medium at a speed greater than the local speed of light, i.e. for $nv/c > 1$ where $n$ is the refractive index of the material. The large number of charged particles in an EAS generates an enormous amount of Cherenkov light. Using the approximate formula in the Fly’s Eye NIM paper [34], a shower which has a local size $N_e$ at some depth in the atmosphere will generate of the order $N_e$ Cherenkov photons per metre. The angular dependence has the form

$$
\frac{dN}{d\Omega} = \frac{\exp(-\theta/\theta_0)}{2\pi \sin \theta},
$$

(2.21)

with $\theta_0 = aE_{\text{th}}^{-b}$, $E_{\text{th}}$ being the threshold energy (in MeV) for Cherenkov emission. $E_{\text{th}} \sim 21\text{ MeV}$ at sea level and increases approximately exponentially with height [85]. $a$ and $b$ are generally small and of order 1. It is easily seen from 2.21 that the angular dependence diverges as $1/\theta$ for small $\theta$. Hence the Cherenkov component is a very narrow intense cone of photons (mostly visible or UV) with a continuous energy spectrum. This light can be imaged, as is done by gamma ray telescopes (HEGRA, Whipple), or cosmic ray experiments (BLANCA, DICE). In the latter case it is possible to infer the cosmic ray energy and composition by studying the lateral distribution of Cherenkov light (see Ref. [53], for example). For a fluorescence detector like HiRes, Cherenkov photons form an unwanted background. I shall explain why in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.3. Electromagnetic (◦) and muon (+) components of EAS initiated by $10^{17}$ eV protons at a zenith angle of $30^\circ$, as simulated by the AIRESE code with QGSJet hadronic model: (a) longitudinal profile (electrons scaled down by a factor of 50), (b) lateral distribution. In (b) the distribution of all charged particles (×) is also shown. The “bumpiness” of the electron lateral distribution is not intrinsic, but rather is due to sampling fluctuations.
2.3 Hadronic interactions at high energies

Although a detailed discussion of hadronic physics is beyond the scope of this work, it will be useful to highlight the features that have the most bearing on air shower development\(^3\). This will be of relevance when discussing the interpretation of EAS measurements.

The most important kinematic region at energies relevant to cosmic ray experiments \((E_{\text{lab}} > 10^{14} \text{ eV}, \text{ i.e. } E_{\text{COM}} \gtrsim 500 \text{ GeV})\) is the fragmentation region, since most of the energy is carried away by particles in this region. This corresponds to small angles between the momentum of the produced particles and the beam direction. In fixed-target experiments, it is possible to measure many quantities of interest to cosmic ray physicists, but at colliders it is very difficult to make measurements close to the beam. The highest lab energy attained for protons at a fixed-target experiment is 1 TeV, and so detailed knowledge of the fragmentation region is restricted to rather low centre-of-mass energies. This means that a significant degree of extrapolation is required, and consequently the uncertainties in hadronic models are large. In fact, they provide the bulk of the uncertainty in EAS simulations.

The longitudinal development of the cascade is controlled by the proton–air and pion–air cross sections, and by the inelasticity. The proton–air cross section determines the depth of first interaction and is therefore correlated quite strongly with the mean depth of maximum. The early part of the cascade produces a large number of pions (these are easily the most dominant secondaries), and the pion–air cross section is \textit{ipso facto} of some relevance for further cascade development. In addition, the inelasticity plays a vital role. Higher inelasticity implies faster dissipation of energy into the secondary particles, and hence more rapid shower development, since it takes fewer generations for particle energies to degrade.

The charged multiplicity in the central region is relevant mostly from the point of view of muon production. Higher multiplicity implies lower average \(\pi^\pm\) energies\(^3\)The terms used in this section are defined in Appendix A.
(for a fixed inelasticity), and therefore a greater probability of pion decay; one would therefore expect a higher number of muons per shower on average. The lateral distribution of muons measured at ground level depends on the height of production of the parent pions. Geometrical arguments lead to the conclusion that a shower that develops earlier will tend to produce a flatter lateral distribution (more muons at large distances — see Fig. 2.4). This, of course, assumes that the production angles are not too dissimilar, which they ought not to be provided that the energies of the parent pions are similar.
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**Figure 2.4.** Effect of cascade development on muon lateral distribution. Muons arriving from point (a) will hit the ground at larger core distances than those arriving from point (b), assuming the production angles are the same.

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that there are a large number of parameters which affect development of hadronic cascades in a complicated way. It is not obvious what combination of these will produce the behaviour observed by cosmic ray experiments. As a result, we rely largely on sophisticated Monte
Carlo programs to model hadronic air showers. The hadronic generators used for
the analysis in this thesis will be discussed in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Phenomenology of hadron–hadron scattering

The hadronic processes relevant to air shower physics are generally characterised
by small transverse momentum (“soft” hadronic interactions) and are therefore
not calculable in perturbative QCD. Instead one must rely on phenomenological
methods.

Most modern descriptions of soft hadron–hadron scattering utilise the frame-
work originally developed by Gribov [86], after an idea by Regge [87], to describe
low–energy scattering data. The crux of the idea is to allow the angular mo-
mentum $\ell$ to become complex. The scattering amplitude, which would ordinarily
have poles at integer values of $\ell$, may now have poles at some arbitrary position
$\ell = \alpha(t)$, i.e. the position of the pole shifts as the 4-momentum transfer squared,$
t$, changes. $\alpha$ is a complex function referred to as a Regge trajectory. When $\alpha$
takes on non–negative integer values for some value of $|t| < 0$, the corresponding
energy is that of a bound state; a resonance can occur for $|t| > 0$ when $\text{Re } \alpha(t)$
is integral and $\text{Im } \alpha(t)$ is small. Hence, instead of considering scattering as an
exchange of one or more particles, we treat it as the simultaneous exchange of a
whole trajectory of particles. Experimentally, the mesonic resonances are found to
lie on almost linear Regge trajectories [88].

Gribov–Regge theory predicts that, for the exchange of a trajectory $\alpha(t)$, the
differential cross section behaves as $d\sigma/dt \sim s^{2\alpha(t)-2}$, and the total cross section
as $\sigma \sim s^{\alpha(t=0)-1}$. Accelerator measurements show that cross sections rise slowly
with the centre of mass energy $\sqrt{s}$ [42]. The asymptotic behaviour of the total
cross section is therefore controlled by a trajectory with $\alpha_P(0) \simeq 1$. This trajectory
corresponds to an object called the pomeron. If cross sections obeyed strict scaling
and were asymptotically constant, we would have $\alpha_P(0) = 1$. In practice, it is a
little larger than 1.

The following Regge–type fit, which provides an excellent description of all data


for total cross sections, has been performed by Donnachie and Landshoff [89]:

$$
\sigma_{ab}^{\text{tot}} = X_{ab} s^\epsilon + Y_{ab} s^{-\eta},
$$

(2.22)

where the first term is due to pomeron exchange and the second due to the trajectory on which the \( \rho, \omega, f \) and \( a \) mesons lie. They find \( \epsilon = 0.08 \) and \( \eta = 0.45 \), implying a pomeron intercept \( \alpha_P(0) \) of 1.08.

What is the connection between the pomeron and QCD? A clue is provided by the Pomeranchuk theorem, namely that the total cross sections for \( ab \) and \( a\bar{b} \) scattering are asymptotically equal [90]. This means the pomeron must be an object with the quantum numbers of the vacuum. The simplest such object would be a glueball consisting of two gluons, although this gives a constant cross-section [91]. More elaborate scenarios, such as the one illustrated in Figure 2.5, feature “ladders” of soft gluons (with possible insertions of \( q\bar{q} \) pairs), which can lead to rising cross sections. Such scenarios arise naturally at first order in so-called “topological expansions” of QCD [92, 93, 94].
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**Figure 2.5.** \( pp \) scattering via pomeron exchange (\( \alpha_P \)). Here the pomeron is represented as a gluon ladder (squiggly lines) with a quark loop insertion (circle). Essentially after Ref. [95].

Accelerator measurements show that with rising energy, the multiplicity in the central region increases, and is correlated with transverse momentum [72]. These “minijets” imply the onset of a hard part to the cross section, due to parton–parton scattering. This is in contrast to the scenario described above, in which scattering
is described in terms of interactions of soft gluons. The minijet contribution to the cross section is small, but grows with energy [72, 96].

Multiparticle production is usually modelled by the formation and fragmentation of quark–gluon “strings”. In \( pp \) scattering, for example, a valence quark from the projectile will combine with a \( qq \) state, called a diquark, from the target, and vice versa. The quark and diquark are joined by gluons, which tighten themselves into a “colour flux tube” due to the fact that the gluon is self-interacting. As the target and projectile move apart, the string tension continues to increase (infrared slavery) up to the point where it fragments. At each break in the string, a \( q\bar{q} \) pair forms; this process is referred to as “hadronisation”. Hadronic generators used in cosmic ray calculations differ mostly in the way in which string formation and fragmentation are implemented.

2.3.2 Implementations of hadronic models

The hadronic models currently used in shower simulations have many common features. These are summarised in Table 2.1.

Of the models listed in Table 2.1, only QGSJet [101], SIBYLL [96] and DPMJet [102] are applicable at sufficiently high energies for this study. QGSJet and DPMJet share almost identical major characteristics; I have chosen to use the former rather than the latter for this work, mainly for reasons of computational economy. For example, at \( 10^{15} \) eV, QGSJet is approximately 3 times as fast as DPMJet, and uses roughly a fifth of the memory [103].

The major differences between QGSJet and SIBYLL affecting cascade development are illustrated below. Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show the energy dependence of the hadron–air and nucleus–air cross sections. Note the sharp rise with energy of the proton–air and pion–air cross sections for SIBYLL, due to the increasing minijet contribution, and the significant divergence from the corresponding QGSJet quantities at the highest energies. This difference is not reflected in the iron–air cross section.

In Fig. 2.8 the elasticity distributions for the two models are shown. The
Figure 2.6. Inelastic hadron–air cross sections for QGSJet and SIBYLL. In the latter, the cross section for kaons on air is taken to be the same as that for pions. Figure adapted from Fig. 2 of Ref. [99].

Figure 2.7. Inelastic nucleus–air cross sections for QGSJet and SIBYLL, for four different nuclei: protons (hydrogen), helium, oxygen and iron. Figure adapted from Fig. 4 of Ref. [99].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VENUS</th>
<th>QGSJet</th>
<th>SIBYLL</th>
<th>HDPM</th>
<th>DPMJet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gribov–Regge</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_P(0)$</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minijets</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diffractive scattering</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary interactions</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nucleus–nucleus ints.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superposition</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual nuclei</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. energy (GeV)</td>
<td>$10^7$</td>
<td>$10^{11}$</td>
<td>$10^{11}$</td>
<td>$10^8$</td>
<td>$10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Characteristics of hadronic models used in air shower calculations. Essentially after Refs. [97] and [98]. “secondary interactions” refers to re–interaction of produced and spectator hadrons; “residual nuclei” means that fragments of target and projectile nuclei are properly accounted for.

distribution for SIBYLL remains relatively constant with changing energy, while the QGSJet distribution becomes harder (more inelastic) with increasing energy. One would therefore anticipate an increasing difference in $X_{\text{max}}$ distributions from the two models [100].

2.4 Cascade Simulators

It is possible to write down a large set of coupled cascade equations such as Eqs. 2.2 for each species in the shower, but it is not practical to attempt a wholly analytical solution for physically interesting cases. Instead, large Monte Carlo programs are used to simulate EAS. The most commonly used cascade simulation codes are MOCCA, AIRES and CORSIKA.
Figure 2.8. Elasticity distributions for SIBYLL and QGSJet [100]. The side length of the boxes is proportional to the bin contents.

2.4.1 MOCCA

The MOCCA (MOnte Carlo CAascade) code was developed originally by Michael Hillas at Leeds [104, 105] in the Pascal programming language. Up until a few years ago, it was the most widely used EAS simulation code; it has largely been supplanted by AIRES and CORSIKA.

MOCCA was the first cascade simulation to introduce the notion of thin sampling, or “thinning”. In this scheme, the many low energy particles are not treated in detail; instead, some small fraction below the thinning energy $E_{\text{thin}}$ are followed and assigned a weight (greater than 1) according to their energies. $E_{\text{thin}}$ is generally taken as some fraction (called the thinning level) of the primary cosmic ray energy. The CPU time required per shower scales with the thinning level — for example, a shower thinned at $10^{-4}$ will take roughly an order of magnitude longer than one thinned at $10^{-3}$. The penalty for increasing thinning to speed up simulations is a large increase in artificial (non-statistical) fluctuations. Pryke [100] has shown that one can obtain unbiased results for $X_{\text{max}}$ with a thinning level as severe as $10^{-3.5}$, although one suspects that the lateral distributions of electrons
and muons would be unlikely to be bias-free in this case. For most applications, a thinning level of $10^{-5}$ is considered sufficient.

The hadronic model incorporated in the 1992 version of MOCCA employs a simple “splitting” strategy [105]. This reproduces some features of accelerator data up to a few hundred GeV, but fails at higher energies, particularly since it produces only pions. The splitting model leads naturally to scaling in the fragmentation region. An interface to allow MOCCA to use the SIBYLL hadronic generator has been written; this combination was widely used until recently.

2.4.2 AIRES

The original implementation of AIRES (AIR Shower Extended Simulations) [106] was essentially a Fortran rewrite of the 1992 version of MOCCA. The underlying physics was the same, and the two codes have been shown to be completely consistent [107]. Although later versions of AIRES diverge somewhat, particularly with respect to the implementation of thin sampling, the physics is still largely the same [106].

AIRES is much more modular in structure than MOCCA, thereby allowing different hadronic drivers to be easily incorporated. In addition, it enables greater control over shower input parameters. It also has advantages in terms of speed and efficiency.

2.4.3 CORSIKA

CORSIKA (COsmic Ray SImulations for KAscade) [98] is the most widely used and comprehensive EAS code available. It supports a number of different hadronic interaction codes. For lab energies below a few hundred GeV, detailed simulations are done for hadronic interactions via the GHEISHA subroutines [108]. Electromagnetic subshowers are simulated at all energies using the EGS4 code [109]. GHEISHA and EGS4 are known to give very good reproductions of experimental data. Thin sampling is implemented in a similar way to MOCCA.
Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques

I provide here a brief description of the physics behind the techniques employed by Fly’s Eye/HiRes (fluorescence) and MIA and AGASA (charged particle detection) to measure EAS. Details of the detector operation and analysis techniques will be given in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Surface Arrays

Until the advent of the fluorescence technique in the late 1970s, the use of ground based detectors was the only method by which cosmic ray air showers were measured. There are two giant arrays still in operation (Yakutsk, which also employs an array of photomultiplier tubes to measure atmospheric Cherenkov emission, and AGASA). The Pierre Auger Project will feature the largest array yet, covering an area of some 3000 km$^2$ overlooked by four fluorescence detectors [40].

Ground arrays\(^1\) directly sample shower particles by several different methods, each involving a large number of detector stations separated by some appropriate distance, optimally tens of metres for arrays to measure low-energy showers and hundreds of metres up to a kilometre or so for EHE arrays. In the EHE region, there are two favoured detector types, namely scintillation counters and water Cherenkov detectors. The former usually employs detectors composed of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) viewing a slab of plastic scintillator and encased in a light-tight enclosure. In addition, thin lead sheeting may be employed to boost, via pair-production, the number of electrons available for scintillation. The latter type consists of tanks filled with water of high purity and viewed by one or more PMTs, which record the Cherenkov light produced by shower electrons, photons

\(^1\)The terms “ground array” and “surface array” will be used interchangeably in this section.
and muons. The biggest difference between the two types of detector is the nature of the signal that they measure. Scintillation counters are equally sensitive to electrons and muons, while water Cherenkov detectors will measure much more signal from typical muons than electrons. The former have a much harder spectrum and can traverse the entire detector, while the latter are quickly absorbed. In addition, low-energy photons, which are much more numerous than either electrons or muons, can be converted to an observable signal in a water Cherenkov tank and produce a sizeable contribution. These comments are borne out by Fig. 3.1.

![Graphs showing particle and Cherenkov signal densities](image)

**Figure 3.1.** The simulated lateral distributions of shower components (left hand plot) and the corresponding contribution to the water Cherenkov signal (right hand plot). Adapted from Ref. [40].

The detectors relevant to this thesis are of the scintillation type. I will subsequently refer only to this type of detector. The term “ground array” will therefore be understood to mean an array of scintillators. A discussion of water Cherenkov detectors may be found in, for example, the Pierre Auger Project Design Report [40].

Event reconstruction for ground arrays proceeds roughly along the following lines. The shower front is initially assumed to be planar. Using the times of the hits recorded by each counter and the measured particle densities, and assuming azimuthal symmetry in the plane of the shower front (reasonable enough in most
situations — see Chapter 2), one can estimate the arrival direction and core location for the shower. The aim of this is to establish the initial parameter set for a fit to some lateral distribution function, e.g. the modified NKG form used by AGASA, Eq. 2.8. The curvature of the shower front must also be taken into account. The net result of this process is the determination of important physical properties including the shower geometry and number of charged particles at the observation level, as well as the full lateral distribution.

3.1.1 Energy determination

From Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 it is seen that the number of particles at shower maximum, \( N_{\text{max}} \), is proportional to the primary cosmic ray energy. This result is derived in Approximation B of electromagnetic cascade theory, but is also borne out by more sophisticated treatments of hadron-induced showers. Unfortunately, ground arrays measure the electron size at only one atmospheric depth. It is very difficult to tell with a surface array alone what stage of longitudinal development the cascade has reached. This makes it very difficult to determine energy using surface array measurements. Even if one could determine the shower size at maximum, the constant of proportionality has some hadronic model dependence.

It has been known for some time from Monte Carlo simulations that the particle density far from the core is somewhat insensitive to fluctuations in shower development. It is also relatively independent of composition [25, 110]. The exact distance at which this becomes true is energy-dependent, but 600m is a reasonable figure over the range \( 10^{17} - 10^{20} \) eV [2]. For showers of fixed energy, the density at 600m can therefore be regarded as a good indicator of the primary energy. The precise relation between \( S(600) \), the scintillator density at 600m, and energy can be determined using Monte Carlo results.

An alternative method for determining energy has been developed by the CASA and MIA collaborations [111]. Using MOCCA/SIBYLL simulations, they find that the quantity \( (N_e + 25 \times N_\mu) \) is proportional to energy and independent of composition. They apply this relation over the energy range \( 10^{14} - 10^{16} \)
eV. CASA/MIA estimate that the mean absolute energy error resulting from this method is around 25% at $10^{14}$ eV, decreasing to about 16% above $10^{15}$ eV.

### 3.1.2 Composition

A shower initiated by a heavy nucleus develops faster than that initiated by a proton shower, on average. The average depth of shower maximum, $X_{\text{max}}$, is therefore a measure of the mean composition at a given energy.

![Figure 3.2. Geometry for the risetime calculation as described in the text.](image)

Ground arrays are unable to measure $X_{\text{max}}$ directly, although there are indirect methods of inferring it, e.g. by studying the temporal structure of the shower. Showers which develop earlier will have less time dispersion than those which develop later, as can be seen by the following simple geometrical argument. Suppose that the cascade develops over a distance $d$, as in Fig. 3.2. Then the path difference for particles travelling via path A differs from that for particles travelling via
path B by

\[
\Delta = (d + \sqrt{r^2 + h^2}) - \sqrt{r^2 + (h + d)^2}
\]
\[
\simeq d + h \left( 1 + \frac{r^2}{2h^2} \right) - (h + d) \left( 1 + \frac{r^2}{2(h + d)^2} \right),
\]

where we have assumed \( h \gg r \) (typically, \( d \) might be of the order of a few hundred metres, while we would take \( r \) to be a few hundred metres and \( h \) of the order of a few kilometres). Simplifying this, one obtains

\[
\Delta = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{r^2 d}{h(h + d)} \right).
\]

It is therefore seen that the higher in the atmosphere the shower develops (larger \( h \)), the smaller the path difference, and hence the time dispersion at a given core distance \( r \), will be. The risetime at \( r \), defined as the time taken for the signal to increase from the 10% level to the 50% level (either number of muons, or water Cherenkov signal), is therefore an indirect measure of \( X_{\text{max}} \). That there is a strong correlation between risetime and distance to \( X_{\text{max}} \) can be seen from CORSIKA simulations, the results of which I plot in Fig. 3.3.

A slightly undesirable property of the risetime is that the conversion from risetime to \( X_{\text{max}} \) is model dependent, and must be determined separately for each experiment. Nonetheless, it can still be a useful indication of the stage of shower development. It might be a particularly useful parameter for a hybrid (fluorescence and surface array) detector. The \( X_{\text{max}} \)-risetime relation can be fixed in a model-independent way using hybrid data, and then applied to the data for which fluorescence measurements are not available (due to the \( \sim 10\% \) duty cycle of fluorescence detectors).

A more direct way of inferring composition is to measure the muon content of the shower. In the superposition approximation, a nucleus with mass \( A \) will generate a factor \( A^{0.15} \) more muons than a proton when it cascades (in more rigorous treatments the ratio is smaller, but still non-negligible) [72]. Experiments therefore attempt to measure the total number of shower muons above some energy threshold (\( \sim 1 \text{ GeV} \)). This is done by using underground (or otherwise shielded)
Figure 3.3. Correlation between distance to $X_{\text{max}}$ and risetime at 500m from the core, for $10^{17}$ eV proton (left) and iron (right) showers generated by CORSIKA/SIBYLL. Three different populations are shown, these being for events with zenith angles of 0°, 30° and 45°. The separation between populations is greater for iron showers due to their smaller $X_{\text{max}}$ fluctuations.

Muon detectors (usually scintillation or proportional counters) situated beneath the surface array, and looking for coincidences. In fact, this is one way of doing UHE gamma ray astronomy, since gamma initiated showers tend to contain many fewer muons than hadronic ones and a muon veto can be applied. The CASA and MIA arrays were originally built for this purpose.

The total number of muons in a shower, $N_{\mu}$, is sensitive to composition; so too is the density at 600m, $\rho_{\mu}(600)$, and this is often used as an alternative to $N_{\mu}$. In some cases $\rho_{\mu}(600)$ may be easier to measure than $N_{\mu}$. In this thesis I will investigate the composition sensitivity of both parameters.

3.2 Atmospheric Fluorescence

The atmospheric fluorescence technique was pioneered by Greisen and co-workers in the 1960’s [112, 113], after an idea by Suga [35]. They tested the technique by constructing two sites, each of 212 photomultiplier tubes arranged in a hemi-
spherical structure “like half a fly’s eye”. In the mid 1970’s, the University of Utah built a prototype (3-mirror) “Fly’s Eye” overlooking the Volcano Ranch surface array in New Mexico [37]. The full Fly’s Eye detector, which is described briefly in Chapter 4, was built in Utah and began operation in 1981.

The only currently operational fluorescence detector is the High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes), which is the focus of the author’s work and which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. Proposed detectors will have the same basic design, namely an array of mirrors focussing light onto a cluster of PMTs.

The fluorescence technique relies on the fact that charged particles traversing the atmosphere excite or ionise nitrogen molecules, which then isotropically emit UV photons. The yield from this process is lowered significantly by collisional de-excitation by oxygen molecules; the yield for pure nitrogen is a factor of 5 higher than in air [114].

![Fluorescence spectrum](image)

**Figure 3.4.** The fluorescence spectrum as measured by Bunner [36], normalised to the yield of the line at 337 nm.
The nitrogen fluorescence spectrum is depicted in Fig. 3.4. Most of the emission occurs between 300 and 400 nm and is due to the 2P band of molecular nitrogen and the 1N band of the $N_2^+$ ion [36]. The efficiency is very low — only $\sim 4$ fluorescence photons are emitted per metre of atmosphere traversed by an electron — however, above $10^{17}$ eV, showers are sufficiently large to be detectable above the night sky background. The recent measurements of Kakimoto et al. [114] show that the fluorescence yield is almost independent of pressure and temperature, and is proportional to the ionisation energy loss, $dE/dx$.

Analysis of fluorescence detector data requires detailed modelling of the light production and attenuation mechanisms. The fluorescence signal can be depleted by atmospheric absorption or scattering. Conversely, the intense beam of Cherenkov photons emitted along the shower axis may add to the observed signal by being scattered towards the detector. Direct Cherenkov light can also contribute. Although the Cherenkov angle is only around $1^\circ$, the lateral spread of electrons means that there is significant Cherenkov emission out to $20^\circ$ or so. This means that tubes which view the track at an angle of $20^\circ$ or less will measure some direct Cherenkov light.

Although absorption is weak in the wavelength band of interest, Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering can be significant. The former involves scattering off atmospheric molecules and is a well-understood process, being easily calculable in electromagnetic scattering theory, and requiring only knowledge of the atmospheric density profile. The cross-section for Rayleigh scattering varies with wavelength as $\lambda^{-1}$ and has an angular dependence $1 + \cos^2 \theta$. The effect of Mie scattering, on the other hand, is much harder to quantify. The scattering centres in this case are particles (aerosols) whose size is comparable to the wavelength of the fluorescence photons. The cross section depends on the type and size distribution of the particles, and is characterised by a weak (flat or $\lambda^{-1}$) wavelength dependence and strong forward peak. The major difficulty in quantifying this effect is an experimental rather than a theoretical one. The size distribution and density profile of aerosols is not well known, and can be highly variable from night to
night. Extensive monitoring of the atmosphere is therefore a vital task.

A further complication to the picture presented above is that multiple scattering of fluorescence and Cherenkov photons can contribute to the total signal. Photons which would ordinarily be scattered out of the beam and therefore go undetected can be re-scattered and enter the detector within the time allotted for an event trigger. The shower track therefore appears brighter than it ordinarily would at that geometry, and the usual reconstruction algorithms overestimate the shower energy. This may be especially important for distant showers. Simulations show that the correction to the reconstructed energy is of the order of 10% for showers 30km away and 5% for those 10km away, and is mildly dependent on the atmospheric model used (the figures quoted here are for a standard US desert atmosphere) [115, 116].

There are several sources of background light for a fluorescence detector. These include scattered starlight, diffuse galactic radiation, sunlight scattered by interplanetary matter and airglow [34]. Transient sources such as aeroplanes and Cherenkov radiation from low energy cosmic rays do not pose a serious difficulty. However, bright stars or planets entering the field of view can be problematic.

The signal-to-noise ratio can be estimated in the following way. The number of background photoelectrons $B$ seen by a single PMT subtending solid angle $\Delta \Omega$ over an integration time $\Delta t$ can be written as

$$B \propto \varepsilon A b \Delta \Omega \Delta t,$$

(3.3)

where $\varepsilon$ is the optical efficiency of the system, $A$ is the area of the mirror, and $b$ is the background flux. If the PMT is AC-coupled, only the fluctuation in the background is important, i.e. the number of noise photoelectrons, $N$, is

$$N = \sqrt{B} \propto \sqrt{\varepsilon A b \Delta \Omega \Delta t}.$$

(3.4)

The number of signal photoelectrons $S$ seen by the PMT in the same time is given by


\[ S \propto \frac{e A n_c c \Delta t}{4\pi R^2} e^{-R/\lambda}, \quad (3.5) \]

where \( n_c \) is the shower size at that part of the track viewed by the PMT, \( R \) is the distance to the observed segment and \( c \Delta t \) is the length of that segment. \( \lambda \) is the beam attenuation length and is composed of contributions from Rayleigh and Mie scattering. The signal-to-noise within the integration time is therefore given by

\[ \frac{S}{N} \propto \frac{n_c c}{4\pi R^2 \sqrt{b\Delta \Omega}} e^{-R/\lambda}. \quad (3.6) \]

We observe from Eq. 3.6 that the \( S/N \) ratio depends quite strongly on the distance to the shower, as expected. A detector can be optimised to measure distant (higher energy) events by increasing the mirror area and integration time, and decreasing the tube size. This was done when the Fly’s Eye was superseded by HiRes. The mirror area was increased from 1.8 m to 3.1 m, and the tube size decreased from 5° to 1°, with a resultant factor of 6.6 increase in \( S/N \) [117].

### 3.2.1 Geometry reconstruction

For a single fluorescence eye, the shower geometry is determined by using both amplitude and timing information from the triggered tubes\(^2\). The first step is to determine the shower–detector plane or SDP, which is the plane containing the shower axis and the centroid of the detector. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

The SDP is determined to first approximation by using the pointing directions of the triggered tubes. The unit normal to the SDP, \( \hat{n} \), can be found by minimising the quantity \( \sum_i r_i \cdot \hat{n} \), where \( r_i \) is the pointing direction of the \( i \)th triggered tube. Refinements can be made to this method. For example, one can construct a \( \chi^2 \) where each tube is weighted by its amplitude, and minimise it to find the SDP normal. This should give a better estimate since brighter tubes are more likely to be closer to the shower axis.

\(^2\)The detailed procedure is described in Chapter 5.
Figure 3.5. Geometry of an EAS detected by a fluorescence telescope, showing the Shower–Detector Plane.

If the shower is viewed by two eyes, the shower axis is simply given by the intersection of the SDP for each eye. The geometrical reconstruction accuracy can be improved further by using timing information [118]. If only one eye sees the shower (monocular observation), the orientation of the track within the SDP, as expressed by the quantities $R_p$ and $\psi$ (see Fig. 3.5), must be determined using the trigger times of the hit tubes.

Suppose that a PMT views light coming from point P, as in Fig. 3.6. Then the lag between the time taken for light to arrive directly at the PMT from P and the time the shower takes to reach point O is given by
\[ \delta(\theta_i) \equiv (t_i - t_0) = \frac{R_p}{c \sin \theta_i} - \frac{R_p}{c \tan \theta_i} = \frac{R_p \tan \theta_i/2}{c}. \] (3.7)

Here \( R_p \) is the “impact parameter”, defined as the perpendicular distance from the detector to the shower axis, \( t_i \) is the trigger time for the \( i \)th tube viewing the shower, and \( t_0 \) is the time at which the shower front reaches point O. In Fig. 3.6, \( \chi_i \) is the observation angle of the tube in the SDP. This is given by \( \chi_i = \pi - \theta_i - \psi \), i.e.

\[ \chi_i = \pi - \psi - 2 \arctan \left( \frac{c(t_i - t_0)}{R_p} \right). \] (3.8)

Thus, given the tube pointing directions (and hence \( \chi_i \)) and trigger times for each PMT, one can perform a fit using Eq. 3.8 to determine the parameters \( t_0, R_p \) and \( \psi \). The track geometry is now completely specified.

Once the shower geometry is known, the shower development profile, i.e. the shower size as a function of atmospheric depth, can be extracted. The fluorescence light emitted at the shower axis can be calculated, after taking account of Rayleigh and Mie scattering of the beam, as well as scattering of Cherenkov light into the detector. This is an iterative process, because the Cherenkov beam strength can only be calculated once the longitudinal profile is known.
3.2.2 Energy determination

The fluorescence technique effectively uses the atmosphere as a calorimeter, since it measures energy deposition by shower electrons. Having removed the Cherenkov component, one is left with the amount of fluorescence light as a function of atmospheric depth, which then yields the number of electrons as a function of depth. This then allows determination of the shower energy.

The calorimetric energy, $E_{\text{cal}}$, is given by

$$E_{\text{cal}} = \alpha \int_{0}^{\infty} N_{e}(X) dX,$$

where $N_{e}(X)$ is the shower longitudinal profile. $\alpha$ is the mean ionisation loss rate of shower electrons and is determined from CORSIKA simulations to be 2.19 MeV/(g/cm$^2$) [119], almost independent of the primary composition.

Eq. 3.9 only gives the total energy loss of electrons. It does not account for neutrinos, high-energy muons and nuclear excitations, which do not produce fluorescence. One must therefore apply a “missing energy” parametrisation to obtain $E_0$ from $E_{\text{cal}}$. The study by Song et al. using CORSIKA simulations gives the following result [119]:

$$E_{\text{cal}}/E_0 = (0.959 \pm 0.003) - (0.082 \pm 0.003) E_{\text{cal}}^{(0.150 \pm 0.006)},$$

The amount of missing energy differs for proton and heavy nucleus initiated showers. When applying a correction to real data, one does not know the composition a priori, and an “average” correction such as Eq. 3.10 must be used. The systematic effect on energy of a composition-independent correction is less than 5% [119].

3.2.3 Composition

Fluorescence detectors can measure $X_{\text{max}}$ directly, and this is perhaps the only composition sensitive parameter available for study with such an instrument. Having determined the longitudinal profile as described above, the depth of maximum
can be extracted by fitting to a functional form such as Eq. 2.10. Although the composition cannot be determined on an event–by–event basis, the mean composition can be inferred by comparing the measured mean $X_{\text{max}}$ to the simulated $X_{\text{max}}$ for different species, as a function of energy. A measured elongation rate which is different to the elongation rate for a homogeneous composition (according to a given model) indicates a changing composition. This sort of argument formed the basis of the conclusions in the Fly’s Eye composition paper [54]. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to derive a numerical value for the mean mass number $\langle A \rangle$ from $X_{\text{max}}$ measurements, since the separation between the compositional extremes (proton and iron) is not much larger than the experimental resolution [100].

Another possibility is that the composition can be inferred by studying the width of the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution as a function of energy. In the superposition approximation, the energy per nucleon of a nucleus with mass number $A$ and energy $E$ is $E/A$. Iron nuclei will therefore be subject to fewer fluctuations than protons, and will have a narrower $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution. The problem with this approach is that the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution is not symmetric, and the concept of “width” is therefore ill–defined. Detector resolution can also be important. The Fly’s Eye stereo analysis indicated that the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution for iron was affected considerably more by instrumental biases than was that for proton [120].

In the following two chapters we investigate the issue of composition more deeply, using data from the Fly’s Eye and its successor, HiRes.
Chapter 4

Comparison of Fly's Eye and Akeno Composition Measurements

In this chapter I describe a re-analysis of data from the Utah Fly's Eye detector and the Akeno air shower array located near Tokyo, Japan. This study was motivated by the controversy that had arisen in the field after the publication of the AGASA composition results in 1995 [55].

4.1 Detector Description

A brief description of the two experiments is included only for completeness. Fly's Eye triggering and reconstruction are discussed in the PhD thesis of Green [121]. Triggering and reconstruction for the A1 array are covered in Refs. [122, 123]. The AGASA experiment is described in Ref. [32].

4.1.1 The Fly's Eye

The Fly's Eye detector [34], situated on Dugway Proving Grounds in the Western Utah desert, operated in monocular mode (single fluorescence eye) from 1981 to 1986, at which point a second site, 3.4 km away, was installed. The two eyes (FE1 and FE2) operated in stereo mode until 1993, when the detector was shut down in preparation for the construction of HiRes.

Each Fly's Eye site consisted of a number of spherical mirrors focusing fluorescence light onto a cluster of either 12 or 14 PMTs of circular cross section, each with a 5.5° field of view, and with Winston cones employed to allow hexagonal close packing. The mirrors and associated PMT clusters were housed inside
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>FE1</th>
<th>FE2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>longitude</td>
<td>112°50′9.25″</td>
<td>112°48′59.07″</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latitude</td>
<td>40°11′47.78″</td>
<td>40°13′18.00″</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height above sea level</td>
<td>1593 m</td>
<td>1459 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atmospheric depth</td>
<td>852 g/cm²</td>
<td>867 g/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of mirrors</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of PMTs</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT peak quantum efficiency</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirror diameter</td>
<td>1.575 m</td>
<td>1.575 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focal length</td>
<td>1.52 m</td>
<td>1.52 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirror obscuration</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston cone aperture</td>
<td>6.57×10⁻³ sr</td>
<td>6.57×10⁻³ sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston cone efficiency</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak filter transmission (350 nm)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 4.1. Physical parameters of the Fly’s Eye detectors. Adapted from Ref. [124].

motorised 2.44 m diameter “garbage cans” which pointed downwards during periods of inactivity to protect them from the elements. FE1 viewed the whole night sky, and FE2 viewed the half of the sky in the direction of FE1 to maximise the stereo aperture. The physical parameters of the detector stations are given in Table 4.1. With the exception of the PMT preamplifier board, all electronics were housed inside a central facility. These included circuits for triggering, pulse integral measurement and arrival time latches.

Several significant changes were made to the Fly’s Eye in the years that it was operational. This meant that the data analysis had to be divided into six “epochs”. For example, UV filters were installed in front of the PMTs in 1986, increasing the event rate by a factor of three [117].

The data acquisition sequence for a single Fly’s Eye is illustrated in Fig 4.1.
Figure 4.1. Block diagram of Fly's Eye data acquisition. Adapted from Ref. [34].
In addition to the scheme outlined there, each FE1 trigger was accompanied by the transmission of an infrared flash (intersite flasher) in the direction of FE2. If FE2 had also been triggered, the event was recorded as a candidate stereo event. Event times were recorded by WWVB clocks. These receive the current time (in UTC) via a radio broadcast, and are accurate to within ±1 ms.

Calibration of the detector comprised several elements. This included the use of surveying techniques to determine the true pointing directions of each mirror, periodic measurements of the absolute reflectivity of each mirror, laboratory measurements of PMT quantum efficiency and filter transmission before deployment, and nightly electronic calibration during each run period. The section of the atmosphere viewed by the detector was monitored using a nitrogen laser fired at several different angles and from various positions. Xenon flash bulbs firing vertically were also employed for this purpose. These “upward going showers” were valuable in determining the geometrical reconstruction accuracy of the detector [34].

Event reconstruction was done in a similar manner to that described in Section 3.2, with genuine cosmic ray events (downward going) distinguished from lasers and flashers (upward going) using timing information. Once reconstructed, the data were subjected to quality cuts (see Huang [124] for details).

A comprehensive detector Monte Carlo was developed to estimate the instrumental effect on energy and $X_{\text{max}}$. For the stereo data set discussed here, the $X_{\text{max}}$ resolution, defined as the standard deviation of the distribution of $(X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{max}}^{\text{recon}})$, was 65 g/cm$^2$, with a systematic error that was estimated to be ±20 g/cm$^2$ at the most [125]. The estimated energy resolution $((E_{\text{input}} - E_{\text{recon}}) / E_{\text{input}})$ was 25%, and the angular resolution (angle between input and reconstructed directions) was 2°, rising to 4° at the highest measured energies [117].

### 4.1.2 Akeno arrays

A group led by the University of Tokyo has operated several ground arrays at Akeno, 100 km west of Tokyo, since 1979. The first array, known as A1, consisted of 156 scintillators of 1 m$^2$ area spread over 1 km$^2$. Eight 25 m$^2$ muon detectors
each comprising 50 proportional counters [126] were also employed from 1981 onwards. The muon energy threshold for these counters was \( E_\mu \geq 1.0 \times \sec \theta \) GeV. The estimated uncertainty in reconstruction of the shower size \( N_e \) was 20%, and the uncertainty in muon size \( (N_\mu) \) reconstruction was 20% for events in which the core landed inside the bounds of the array. The array triggered if 7 or more counters out of 37 mutually separated by 120 m triggered within the gate time. The analysis method for A1 is described in Ref. [122].

In 1984, a second array covering 20 km² and known as A20 was constructed, such that the A1 array was located at one of its corners. A20 consisted of 19 scintillators of 2.2 m² area and 4 of 1.0 m² area, separated by approximately 1 km. An array trigger was formed if 6 or more counters fired within the gate time, at which point there was a simultaneous readout of data from any triggered A1 counters. If any muon counters were hit, these were used in the analysis.

For A1, the total electron number \( N_e \) is used as an energy estimator. The relationship between \( N_e \) and \( E \) is [123]

\[
E = 3.9 \times 10^{15} \left( \frac{N_e}{10^6} \right)^{0.9} \text{ eV.} \tag{4.1}
\]

A1 and A20 no longer exist as independent entities. In 1990 they were incorporated into the A100 array, also known as the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA) [32]. A100 comprises 111 scintillators of 2.2 m² area, spaced 1 km apart and covering 100 km². It originally employed 14 muon counters of similar type to those used in A1. This number was increased to 27 in 1993. These detectors operated at a lower muon energy threshold, namely \( 0.5 \times \sec \theta \) GeV. The array is divided into four “branches”, one of which (the Akeno Branch) contains A1 and A20. It is depicted in Fig. 4.2.

An array trigger is registered for A100 if five neighbouring counters are hit within the gate time of 25 μs [32]. A muon station will self-trigger if two proportional counters within it, not necessarily adjacent to each other, fire at the same time as an array trigger. A muon station which does not meet this requirement
Figure 4.2. The layout of the A100 array at Akeno. The centre of A1 is the origin of the coordinate system. Open diamonds are scintillation counters, and closed ones are muon detectors. The boundaries of A1 and A20 are indicated. Each branch of A100 (separated by solid lines) has its own data acquisition centre, but these are not shown here. Nor is cabling between detectors.

may still undergo an “assisted trigger” if the scintillator at the same location records a signal above threshold [127]. An event is kept for further analysis if it satisfies the scintillator trigger requirement and if there is at least one self-triggered or assisted-triggered muon station. In the latter case, it may be that no muons are detected.

Because of the relative sparseness of A100, the lateral distribution is not sampled well enough to measure either $N_e$ or $N_\mu$. Instead, $S_{600}$ is used as an energy estimator, and $\rho_\mu(600)$ is used as an indicator of composition. The measured particle densities are used in a maximum likelihood fit to determine the core location and normalisation of the lateral distribution function, Eq. 2.8. Once these
parameters are known, $S(600)$ is calculated using Eq. 2.8. The muon density $\rho_\mu$ can be calculated by two methods. The first is the so-called “on–off method” and assumes that the number of particles impinging on each counter is Poisson–distributed [55]. If $n$ counters are hit out of $m$ available, then the muon density is given by

$$\rho_\mu = -\frac{m \ln(1 - n/m)}{\text{Area}},$$

(4.2)

where Area is the total area of the detector. This method works well for vertical showers if $n \ll m$. An alternative method is to calculate the “analogue density” by dividing the total energy loss in a counter by the average energy loss of a vertically incident muon, and then dividing by the detector area.

The relationship between energy and $S(600)$ for Akeno is [110]

$$E = 2.0 \times 10^{17} S_0(600),$$

(4.3)

where $S_0(600)$ is the observed density converted to the density that would be expected for a vertical shower, using the relation [128]

$$S_0(600) = S_0(600) \exp \left[ -\frac{X_0}{500} (\sec \theta - 1) - \frac{X_0}{594} (\sec \theta - 1)^2 \right],$$

(4.4)

where $X_0=920$ g/cm$^2$ is the atmospheric depth at Akeno and $\theta$ is the zenith angle of the shower.

### 4.2 Consistency between the experiments

The muon data published by the Akeno group in 1995 seemed to suggest that the EHE composition was predominantly heavy and unchanging with energy [55]. This was at odds with the result from Fly’s Eye (see Fig. 4.3), namely that the composition changed rather abruptly from a predominantly heavy one (iron) at $3 \times 10^{17}$ eV to become entirely light (protonic) at $10^{19}$ eV [54].

There are reasons for suspecting that the disagreement between the two experiments is due to a difference in the hadronic models used to interpret the data.
Figure 4.3. $X_{\text{max}}$ as a function of energy, as measured by the Fly's Eye [54]. Data are indicated by filled circles, while the predictions of the KNP model for iron nuclei (empty circles) and protons (squares) are also shown. The solid lines are fits to the simulation points. All error bars are statistical.

The Fly's Eye conclusion was based on a comparison of their $X_{\text{max}}$ data to Monte Carlo simulations which used a hadronic event generator based on the KNP [56] model. This model incorporates extreme violations of Feynman scaling in the fragmentation region. Akeno, on the other hand, compared the muon content of showers simulated using the 1992 version of MOCCA to their $\rho_\mu(600)$ data. As mentioned previously (see section 2.4.1), the internal hadronic model in MOCCA features scaling and an inelasticity which does not change with energy. The simulated shower development will therefore be noticeably different if this model is used. For example, the elongation rate for scaling models is approximately 70 g/cm², whereas an extreme model such as KNP gives an elongation rate of approximately 50 g/cm². This fact alone would considerably weaken the conclusion
in the Fly’s Eye paper.

To eliminate some of the confusion surrounding these conflicting results, a re-analysis of Fly’s Eye and Akeno data was performed [129]. The hope was that, by being consistent in the choice of hadronic model, consistency between the two experiments would be attained. The Fly’s Eye data from Ref. [54], the A1 results from Ref. [55] and the A100 results from Ref. [130] were used in this analysis.

4.2.1 Investigation of detector biases

We used the MOCCA cascade simulator with the SIBYLL [96] hadronic event generator (section 2.3.2), at a thinning level of $10^{-6}$. SIBYLL was chosen for its ease of availability and the fact that an interface to MOCCA had already been written. SIBYLL does feature scaling violations, but they are not as severe as those in the KNP model.

For the $X_{\text{max}}$ part of the study, 80 vertical showers were generated at fixed energies each half-decade interval from $10^{17}$ to $10^{19.5}$ eV inclusive. This energy range covers the overlap between the two experiments, apart from the region above the GZK cutoff where data are still too sparse to yield useful information about the mean behaviour of composition parameters. An additional technical problem arose when we attempted to generate $10^{20}$ eV events using MOCCA/SIBYLL. In almost every case, the program would crash before completing the simulation of one shower. We were unable to determine the source of the problem, but can only suspect that it is related to the interface between the two codes.

In Refs. [55] and [130], the AGASA collaboration have scaled the muon densities recorded by A100 down by a factor of 1.4 to account for the fact that A1 has a higher muon energy threshold than A100 (1 GeV cf. 0.5 GeV). This is done to allow comparison of the two data sets to their simulations, which were performed with a threshold of 1 GeV. The correction factor is based on an experimental measurement at $10^{17}$ eV [131], but we have found from our simulations that the ratio $N_\mu(> 1\text{GeV})/N_\mu(> 0.5\text{GeV})$ is composition- and energy-dependent. That this is the case is easily seen by realising that this ratio is tied to $X_{\text{max}}$. Showers that
develop early will have a softer spectrum of parent pions and therefore a larger number of lower energy muons. At 10^{17} \text{ eV}, we found that the ratio was 1.4 for iron and 1.2 for protons. These ratios decrease with energy. We therefore thought it better to compare A1 and A100 data separately to 1.0 GeV and 0.5 GeV simulations, respectively. To this end we used the previously generated showers for the A1 study, and produced additional showers with a 0.5 GeV muon threshold for the A100 study. These were generated at a zenith angle of $\theta = 23^\circ$, which corresponds to the mean $\sec \theta$ of 1.09 for the A100 data set [55].

When comparing the results of simulations with experimental data, it is crucial to take account of possible experimental biases. Ideally, a detector Monte Carlo should be used to simulate triggering and data acquisition, and the resultant “fake” events passed through the same reconstruction procedure as for the real data. In the case of Fly’s Eye, such an analysis is complicated considerably by the change over time of the detector configuration. Several different detector epochs would have to be simulated for complete rigour. This has been done on many occasions previously, and we used the results of one such investigation by Ding et al. [132] to apply corrections to the simulated MOCCA/SIBYLL $X_{\text{max}}$ results. That study generated proton and iron showers with an $E^{-3}$ differential spectrum. These were then passed through a detailed detector simulation and reconstructed using the standard Fly’s Eye analysis routines. This process takes account of effects such as triggering bias (for example, there is a small bias against the detection of iron showers near the Fly’s Eye threshold of 10^{17} \text{ eV}) and small systematic shifts in $X_{\text{max}}$ introduced by the reconstruction procedure.

Ding et al. [132] give values for the input and reconstructed values of $X_{\text{max}}$ for detector epoch 3. We have used these results to parametrise, in terms of $X_{\text{max}}$ and energy, the shift in $X_{\text{max}}$ due to reconstruction. We perform a bilinear fit to the expression
\[ \Delta X_{\text{max}} = X_{\text{max}}^{\text{recon}} - X_{\text{max}}^{\text{in}} \]
\[ = a X_{\text{max}}^{\text{in}} + b \log E + c, \]

where \( X_{\text{max}}^{\text{recon}} \) is the reconstructed \( X_{\text{max}} \), and \( X_{\text{max}}^{\text{in}} \) is the input value. Here \( E \) is in units of eV. The fit yields the following coefficients:

\[ a = 6.84 \pm 0.599 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)
\[ b = -0.204 \pm 0.00660 \text{ g/cm}^2 \]
\[ c = 39.7 \text{ g/cm}^2. \]

Although the input \( X_{\text{max}} \) values in the Ding et al. study are slightly different to ours, we feel confident applying this parametrisation to our Monte Carlo data because of its two-dimensional nature. In addition to the shift from Eq. 4.6, we shift the simulation points down by a further 20 g/cm\(^2\). This was done in the original Fly’s Eye composition study [120], and is required here to ensure that the real data at \( 10^7 \) eV do not imply a composition heavier than iron. A 20 g/cm\(^2\) shift is entirely consistent with possible systematic effects in the Fly’s Eye experiment [120].

The AGASA analysis is rather straightforward from the point of view of investigating triggering biases. Event reconstruction for simulated showers was complicated by the fact that thinning–induced fluctuations in MOCCA/SIBYLL lead to a deficit of particles far from the core, thus limiting our ability to fit the lateral distribution. Decreasing the thinning to \( 10^{-7} \) or \( 10^{-8} \) may have alleviated the problem somewhat, but would have been rather expensive in terms of CPU time. In the interests of speed, we opted not to follow this course. Instead, we assumed that the array correctly measures particle densities, and concentrated on the issue of triggering bias.

For both the A1 and A100 arrays, we proceeded in the following way. For each MOCCA/SIBYLL simulated shower, the muon lateral distribution and the lateral
distribution expected for 5 cm thick scintillators were obtained. Random core locations were generated for each shower, and the muon and scintillator densities were statistically fluctuated. This was done by multiplying the detector area by the input density and treating the result as the mean of a Poisson distribution from which the “measured” number of particles was sampled. The trigger conditions for both the scintillator detectors and muon detectors, as described above, were then applied.

The A1 study reveals that there is no compositional triggering bias, for either the scintillator or muon detector parts of the array. The triggering efficiency is the same for protons and iron at all energies. On the other hand, we find for A100 that iron showers trigger the array preferentially to protons, as can be seen from Fig. 4.4.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.4.** The simulated A100 triggering efficiency for protons relative to iron (proton efficiency divided by iron efficiency). Below $3 \times 10^{18}$ eV, a bias is evident.

For each array trigger in our A100 study, we calculated $\rho_\mu(600)$ in exactly
the same way as done by the AGASA group. The core distance for each self- or assisted-triggered muon station was calculated. If this lay between 500 m and 800 m, the measured density was scaled to that at 600 m using the AGASA muon lateral distribution function, Eq. 2.20. Each triggered muon station thereby contributed to the mean $\rho_{\mu}(600)$ for a given $S(600)$ bin. Note that some showers would contribute a single zero to the average, these being assisted-triggered events where the only triggered muon station has a measured density of zero.

In the following section, we plot the mean $\rho_{\mu}(600)$ as a function of energy for A1 and A100 against the results of the above MOCCA/SIBYLL simulations. The energy scale is derived using the relation Eq. 4.3. Since the showers generated for the A1 study were all vertical, $S(600) = S_0(600)$. On the other hand, the values of $S(600)$ from the A100 simulations had to be corrected to the equivalent vertical value using the relation Eq. 4.4. We found that the energy derived using Eq. 4.3 tended to underestimate the true energy, i.e. it was lower than the primary energy input to MOCCA/SIBYLL. The deficit was around 30% for the vertical showers used for the A1 analysis, and around 20% for the inclined showers used for the A100 study. That there was a discrepancy is perhaps unsurprising, given the difference in models used to derive the original relationship between $S(600)$ and energy. The model dependence was noted in the original Akeno paper on this subject [110].

Recently the AGASA group have performed a comparison of their data to CORSIKA simulations, using both SIBYLL and QGSJet. They derive a new energy conversion relation

$$E = 2.15 \times 10^{17}(S_0(600))^{1.015},$$

(4.7)

which has an uncertainty of approximately 10% associated with the model dependence of $S(600)$ [133].
4.2.2 Composition results

Having applied the correction implied by Eq. 4.6 to the input \( X_{\text{max}} \) values from MOCCA/SIBYLL, we are in a position to compare the simulated values to the Fly’s Eye data. The data are displayed alongside the MOCCA/SIBYLL simulation points in Fig. 4.5 below.
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**Figure 4.5.** The Fly’s Eye data, this time plotted alongside simulation results from MOCCA/SIBYLL. Solid lines (triangles) are fits to the input simulation data, while dashed lines (squares) are fits to the same data after instrumental effects have been taken into account. The 20 g/cm\(^2\) shift discussed in the text has been applied here.

Assuming a two-component composition model, \( i.e. \) a primary beam containing only protons and iron nuclei, we can make a quantitative assessment of the
composition over the energy range of interest. This is done by calculating the “fraction of iron”, which is derived in the following way. The mean $X_{\text{max}}$ at a given energy is given by a weighted average of the proton and iron $X_{\text{max}}$ values at that energy. Writing the fraction of iron as $F_i$, we have

$$X_{\text{max}} = F_i X_{\text{max}}^i + (1 - F_i) X_{\text{max}}^p,$$

where $X_{\text{max}}^p, X_{\text{max}}^i$ are the simulated values for proton and iron respectively. Rearranging this for $F_i$ gives

$$F_i = \frac{X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{max}}^p}{X_{\text{max}}^i - X_{\text{max}}^p}.$$  

We use this equation to plot the fraction of iron as a function of energy for the Fly’s Eye data. For each point, $X_{\text{max}}^p, X_{\text{max}}^i$ are calculated from a fit to the simulation points. The error in $F_i$ is calculated according to

$$\sigma_{F_i} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial F_i}{\partial X_{\text{max}}^p}\right)^2 \sigma_{X_{\text{max}}^p}^2 + \left(\frac{\partial F_i}{\partial X_{\text{max}}^i}\right)^2 \sigma_{X_{\text{max}}^i}^2 + \left(\frac{\partial F_i}{\partial X_{\text{max}}}ight)^2 \sigma_{X_{\text{max}}}^2}.$$  

$\sigma_{X_{\text{max}}}$ is the statistical error in the Fly’s Eye data point, and $\sigma_{X_{\text{max}}^p, i}$ are the statistical errors in the simulation values resulting from the fit.

In Fig. 4.6 below we plot the fraction of iron as a function of energy for the Fly’s Eye data. The errors are those derived using Eq. 4.10. The implication is that, under the SIBYLL model, the composition changes from 100% iron at $3 \times 10^{17}$ eV to a mixed composition ($\sim 50\%$) at the highest energies. This is not as extreme as the change implied by the KNP model (see Fig. 4.3).

In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 we show the A1 and A100 data respectively, with the MOCCA/SIBYLL predictions plotted on the same graphs. A simple interpretation of these plots is that for A1, the composition changes from mostly iron at $3 \times 10^{17}$ eV to some lighter mix at higher energies. A similar conclusion is reached for A100. We can put this interpretation on a more quantitative footing by calculating the fraction of iron for the two experiments.
Figure 4.6. Fraction of iron from Fly’s Eye data. Errors are calculated as described in the text.

Because A1 is free of triggering bias, the fraction of iron for A1 data can be calculated in a similar way to that for Fly’s Eye data, substituting $\rho(600)$ for $X_{\text{max}}$. However, for A100 the triggering bias must be taken into account. This is done in the following way. Suppose that the efficiency for recording an array trigger is $\epsilon_i$ for iron showers and $\epsilon_p$ for proton showers ($0 \leq \epsilon_{i,p} \leq 1$). Some of these events will have no hit muon counters, as per the assisted triggering scheme described above. This must be taken into account. Call the efficiency for a zero-muon event (given an array trigger) $\epsilon_i^0$ and $\epsilon_p^0$ for iron and protons, respectively. Then the probability of recording an event with muon information is
Figure 4.7. $\log_{10} \rho_\mu(600)$ as a function of $\log_{10} E$ for the A1 experiment (filled circles). Also shown are the predictions of MOCCA/SIBYLL for iron (top) and proton (bottom) showers. The lines are fits to the simulation points (triangles). Simulations were done at half-decade intervals from $10^{17} \text{ eV}$ to $3 \times 10^{19} \text{ eV}$ inclusive.

\[
P_j = P(\text{array trigger}) \times P(\text{at least one hit muon counter}) \quad (4.11)
= P(\text{array trigger}) \times (1 - P(\text{no muons}))
= \epsilon_j (1 - \epsilon_j^0),
\]

where $j$ is either p or i. The measured value of $\rho_\mu(600)$ at fixed $S(600)$ can therefore be written as a weighted sum of the simulated values for protons and iron nuclei, i.e.
Figure 4.8. The same as Fig. 4.7, but for A100 data from Ref. [130], with the 1.4 factor removed. Simulation points are at half-decade intervals from $3 \times 10^{17}$ eV to $3 \times 10^{19}$ eV inclusive.

\[
\rho_{\mu}(600) = \sum_{j=p,i} F_j \rho_j,
\]

(4.12)

where $F_j$ is the fraction of species $j$ present in the primary beam, and $\rho_j$ is the muon density for species $j$. $F_j$ differs from the fraction measured by the array, due to the array triggering efficiency, by a factor $\epsilon_j$. We therefore have the normalisation condition $F_i \epsilon_i + F_{\mu} \epsilon_{\mu} = 1$. Using this in Eq. 4.12 with the definition Eq. 4.12 yields $F_i$, the fraction of iron in the primary beam:
\[
F_i = \frac{\rho_\mu(600) - (1 - e_i^0)\rho_\nu}{\epsilon_i[(1 - e_i^0)\rho_\mu - (1 - e_i^0)\rho_\nu]}, \tag{4.13}
\]

The statistical error in \( F_i \) can be calculated in the usual way, \( i.e. \)

\[
\sigma_{F_i} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial F_i}{\partial \rho_\mu}\right)^2 \sigma_{\rho_\mu}^2 + \left(\frac{\partial F_i}{\partial \rho_\nu}\right)^2 \sigma_{\rho_\nu}^2 + \left(\frac{\partial F_i}{\partial \epsilon_i}\right)^2 \sigma_{\epsilon_i}^2}, \tag{4.14}
\]

where \( \rho_\mu(600) \) has been written as \( \rho_\mu \) for convenience, \( \sigma_{\rho_\mu} \) is the statistical error in the measured \( \rho_\mu \), and \( \sigma_{\rho_\nu} \) and \( \sigma_{\epsilon_i} \) are the errors in the Monte Carlo values resulting from the fit described above. For reasons of brevity, the explicit expression for \( \sigma_{F_i} \) is not included here.

The fraction of iron from the two Akeno experiments is shown in Fig. 4.9. As for the Fly’s Eye, the data interpreted in the light of the SIBYLL model suggest a change in composition from 100\% iron near 10^{17} \text{ eV} to \( \sim 50\% \) iron at the highest energies. It is encouraging that the results from A1 and A100 are consistent, given that they are two different experiments with different muon energy thresholds and analysis methods.

By way of comparison, we plot the fit to the A1 points in Fig. 4.9 on top of the Fly’s Eye points from Fig. 4.6. This is shown in Fig. 4.10 below. Several points are worth noting:

- Both AGASA and Fly’s Eye support a heavy composition near 10^{17} \text{ eV}.

- Both experiments require a change to a significantly lighter composition (55–70\% iron in the two–component model) in the energy range up to 3 \times 10^{18} \text{ eV}. Above this energy, statistical uncertainties preclude a definitive statement.

- The way in which the composition changes is different in the two experiments. The change in the Akeno data occurs at a lower energy. It is possible that this is due to the energy calibration. For the purposes of illustration, we assume that AGASA underestimates energy by 30\%. We have seen from
Figure 4.9. The fraction of iron in the primary beam implied from A1 data (filled circles) and A100 data (open circles). Error bars are a combination of statistical uncertainties in the data and those resulting from the fit to the simulation points, as discussed in the text. The dotted line is a fit to the A1 points.

MOCCA/SIBYLL simulations that this is the shortfall if the AGASA energy conversion relation is used. Of course, we could just as easily assume Fly’s Eye overestimates energy by this amount. This assumption allows us to shift the A1 line of Fig. 4.9, thereby giving slightly better agreement between the two experiments.

- It is possible that the systematic error in $X_{\text{max}}$ assignment by Fly’s Eye may be as large as 30 g/cm$^2$, rather than the 20 g/cm$^2$ assumed above and in the original analysis of Gaisser et al. [120]. Under this assumption, the Fly’s
Figure 4.10. The fit to the A1 fraction of iron (Fig. 4.9), plotted alongside the Fly's Eye fraction of iron (Fig. 4.6). The dashed line is the A1 fit shifted under the assumption that the A1 analysis underestimates energy by 30% (see discussion in the text).

Eye fraction of iron shifts such that, if the 30% shift in the A1 energy is also applied, the results are brought into better agreement yet (Fig. 4.11).

- It is also possible that there are no experimental systematic problems with either energy or $X_{\text{max}}$, and that the difference between the experimental results is due to the underlying physics assumptions in SIBYLL.
Figure 4.11. Similar to Fig. 4.10, but we also attempt to show the effect of possible systematics in the data or hadronic model. We assume that the Al analysis underestimates energy by 30%, and that there is an additional 10 g/cm² shift required in either the Fly’s eye data or the simulation results.

4.3 Summary and Discussion

When attempting to compare composition results from different experiments, it is crucial to examine them in the context of the same hadronic interaction model. We have seen that the Akeno and Fly’s Eye experiments, based on comparison to different hadronic models, give totally irreconcilable conclusions about composition. The analysis in this chapter shows that the disagreement between the experiments can be considerably reduced if the same hadronic model (in this case, the minijet–based model contained in SIBYLL) is used in the interpretation of the
measurements. That the agreement is not complete can be explained in several ways — we have observed, for example, that the AGASA reconstruction procedure underestimates energy by 30%. It may be that the systematic error in $X_{\text{max}}$ reconstruction for the Fly’s Eye is larger than the 20 g/cm$^2$ assumed in our analysis, and by previous authors. On the other hand, the remaining disagreement may indicate a deficiency in the model, particularly in terms of the correlation between the longitudinal shower development and the muon content of the shower.
Chapter 5

COMPOSITION STUDIES USING A HYBRID DETECTOR

In this chapter I present some results obtained using events measured by the HiRes 1 prototype in coincidence with MIA. This was the first “hybrid” detector (fluorescence eye plus ground array). I begin with a brief discussion of the detectors used for this work. The nature of the hybrid data set is then outlined. Finally, I describe the results of some analyses performed on the hybrid data, and their implications for cosmic ray composition and hadronic interaction models.

5.1 Detectors

Features of the HiRes prototype detector and the Michigan Muon Array (MIA) relevant to this work are described. Detailed descriptions can be found in Refs. [134, 135] and [136, 137] respectively.

5.1.1 The HiRes prototype

The prototype HiRes I detector was fully operational from March 1993 to November 1996, at which point it was reconfigured and incorporated into the full detector. 14 mirrors viewing elevation angles between 3° and 70° operated in the configuration shown in Fig. 5.1. The layout of the site atop Little Granite Mountain on Dugway Proving Ground, Utah, is shown in Fig. 5.2. The prototype was designed to overlook the CASA and MIA arrays, thus enabling the study of coincident events.

Each of 7 HiRes I buildings contained 2 mirrors and associated electronics. Two of these buildings were corn silos, used to house mirrors oriented towards
high elevation angles. The others were prefabricated buildings with electronically controlled shutter-style doors.

The detector is operated from a central facility which houses the central timing crate, computers, YAG laser used for detector calibration, and operator quarters. Communication between the mirror units and control software is achieved via a single ethernet line.

A simple schematic of the data acquisition process is shown in Fig. 5.3. Fluorescence light emitted by the shower is focussed by each mirror onto a "cluster" of 256 ($16 \times 16$) PMTs. The pulses seen by the PMTs are passed to a VME crate for processing.

The mirrors employed by the prototype (and now by the full detector) are 2 m diameter composite spherical mirrors with effective area 3.75 m$^2$. They have a radius of curvature of 4.74 m and an f-number of 1.16. The mirrors were fabricated by slumping 4 smaller segments which were then cut to size and aluminised [138]. The segments were fitted together in a "clover" pattern.

The HiRes mirrors were designed to have a finite spot size. This was done to smooth out fluctuations in PMT response along the track which are introduced by gaps between tubes and by gain variations across the PMT face. Ray Tracing calculations show [134] that the spot shape depends quite strongly on the angle between the track and the mirror axis, as can be seen from Fig. 5.4. The effect of coma becomes more significant as the off-axis angle increases, and the central spot becomes larger.

The support structure for the prototype mirrors was an aluminium hexcell honeycomb structure which was glued to their backs. Unfortunately, this was found to have a large thermal expansion coefficient, causing a decrease of up to 3mm/$^\circ$C in the radius of curvature and thereby increasing the spot size. All of the prototype data were affected by this problem. This structure was replaced by a simpler and more robust arrangement when the full detector was assembled.

Each cluster has at its face a UV bandpass filter which admits photons of wavelength between 300 and 400 nm. The peak transmission of this filter is 80%
**Figure 5.1.** Field of view of the HiRes I prototype detector, with mirror numbers indicated.

**Figure 5.2.** Layout of the HiRes I prototype.
(Fig. 5.6). Adding the filter improved the signal to noise by a factor of 1.7 [139].

A PMT cluster consists of 256 tubes having hexagonal cross-section and an approximately $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ field of view. Hexagonal tubes were employed to allow close packing and therefore obviate the need for Winston cones. Each tube is AC-coupled, ensuring that only fluctuations in the night sky background contribute to the noise. The tubes are arranged into 16 “subclusters” of 16, as in Fig. 5.5.

Knowledge of PMT pointing directions is crucial for accurate event reconstruction. The pointing direction of a mirror can be obtained using surveying techniques, and those of individual tubes may be inferred from the overall mirror pointing. Over time, the surveyed directions will vary from the actual directions, due to small movements of mirror buildings or movement of the cluster, or even of tubes within the cluster. The change can be quantified using several methods. I will discuss one such method in Section 5.6.

The electronics for each mirror unit were contained in a single VME crate. The following components were present:

- 16 data acquisition boards, known as “ommatidial” boards\(^1\), one for each PMT subcluster. The ommatidial boards handled triggering and signal digitisation for each PMT.

\(^1\)An ommatidium is one of the elements of the compound eye of an arthropod.
**Figure 5.4.** The spot size of a HiRes mirror as a function of the off-axis angle, from ray tracing calculations [134]. The spots for incident angles of 0°, 2°, 4°, 6° and 8° are shown.
Figure 5.5. A HiRes PMT cluster, composed of 16 subclusters (gaps exaggerated for clarity).

The HiRes prototype used “sample and hold” electronics, i.e. once the integrated charge reached some threshold level, the triggering time and integrated charge at that time were stored. This threshold was dynamically adjusted every 4 seconds to allow for changes in the night sky background. The threshold adjustment was intended to maintain a trigger rate of 200 Hz [118].

- A trigger board. This determined whether subcluster and/or mirror-wide triggers had occurred. A subcluster trigger was formed when the pattern of PMT triggers within a subcluster matched a pattern in a hardware trigger lookup table. During normal data collection, three tubes with two being hexagonally adjacent were required for a subcluster trigger. Several other conditions are possible, but these are generally used for calibration purposes only [134].

Once a subcluster trigger is formed, the output of the lookup table is re-
**Figure 5.6.** The fluorescence spectrum (bottom), taking into account the filter transmission function and PMT quantum efficiency.
shaped into a 25 \mu s pulse and used as the input for a mirror trigger lookup table. If at least two subcluster triggers have been formed, a mirror trigger is generated. A mirror trigger is also sent to adjacent mirrors. The two subcluster requirement is relaxed to a single subcluster for these to allow for tracks that clip the edge or corner of a mirror.

In the event of a mirror trigger, a mirror save condition is generated. This prevents PMT charge integrals from being cleared, and allows new PMT triggers for up to 10 \mu s after the mirror trigger, in order that the track may finish crossing the mirror. After a holdoff time of a further 10–25 \mu s, the PMT charge and time integrals are digitised and saved as a mirror event.

- CPU board. This provides the interface, via an ethernet link, between the central computer and mirror electronics. The CPU card collects TDC (time) and QDC (charge) information from each PMT and sends it to the central computer as an “event packet”. Other data, such as trigger rates and thresholds, are also collected every minute.

- PPG (programmable pulse generator) board. This generates waveforms of known shape and amplitude for use in electronic calibration.

- A “garbage” board, which contains various sensors and relays (e.g. building door control, temperature sensors, high voltage readout)

Calibration of the prototype comprised several elements. PMT quantum efficiency and gain were measured in the laboratory for each tube before deployment. The gain has the form \exp(\alpha V^\beta) as a function of voltage V, where \alpha and \beta are determined on a tube–by–tube basis. The uniformity of response across the tube face (see Fig. 5.7) was also measured, using a translation stage.

Optical calibration was done on a nightly basis using a YAG laser. This was housed in the central facility, and its output delivered via optical fibres. For each mirror, one fibre bundle shone light from the mirror centre (through a teflon diffuser) directly onto the cluster. A further two fibre bundles located at the sides
Figure 5.7. Tube response profile, as a function of position on the tube face (relative to the tube centre, in inches).

of the cluster box shone light onto the mirror which was then reflected onto the cluster. This procedure was followed at the beginning and end of each night, and the data were used to monitor the electronics gain for each tube. In addition, the mirror reflectivity could be measured by comparing the mean PMT response for direct laser shots to that for reflected shots. The reflectivity measured using this method was 90% when the mirrors were first washed, degrading rapidly (due to dust) to 80% after a month or two. This measurement was affected by a problem with the teflon diffusers which introduced an uncertainty of more than 10% in the
nightly light output [118].

Absolute calibration of prototype PMTs was done using a portable system consisting of 4 “standard” tubes, ommatidial board, PPG board and high voltage supply [140]. These tubes were chosen based on having similar gains and response profiles and were calibrated to within 2% [134]. The calibration was done by placing the standard tubes in each cluster and replacing the ommatidial board for the appropriate subcluster with the standard ommatidial board. The cluster was then illuminated by the YAG laser and the response of the standard tubes was compared to the other tubes in the cluster. Absolute calibration, being somewhat time consuming, was done only once a year in general.

The QDCs (charge to digital converters) were calibrated using the PPG pulser. Each tube was forced to repeatedly trigger and integrate at approximately 1.5 Hz for one minute (“snapshot” data). The resultant mean QDC was the pedestal for that tube, while the RMS deviation gave the combination of electronic and sky noise. The latter was disentangled by taking noise data with the building doors shut (electronic noise only) and open (electronic plus night sky background). This was done at the beginning and end of each night.

Atmospheric monitoring was the most difficult, but arguably most important, calibration task for the HiRes prototype. In particular, the aerosol component was (and still is) poorly measured and potentially highly variable on a nightly basis. An attempt to quantify atmospheric effects on HiRes data was made by implementing several measures. A number of vertically aligned UV light sources known as flashers were placed at various distances from HiRes I. These consisted of a Xenon flash bulb and mirror inside a weatherproof container and were operated remotely via radio control. Two “legs” of flasher units were placed at distances 1 km, 2 km, 4 km, 8 km and 10 km from HiRes I. In addition to these, a steerable YAG laser was installed at the site formerly used by Fly’s Eye II, and a portable laser system called the Laserscope was developed.

Flasher and laser events can be used to infer the character of the atmosphere on a given night, primarily through measurement of the horizontal extinction length.
This is an important parameter for accurate measurement of the shower energy. In addition to atmospheric monitoring, these events also provide valuable tests of geometrical reconstruction algorithms, since the event geometry is known \textit{a priori}.

5.1.2 MIA

The Michigan Muon Array (MIA) consisted of 16 “patches” of 64 scintillation counters, buried beneath the Chicago Air Shower Array (CASA) [137] (Fig. 5.8). Each counter was a 1.3m × 1.9m scintillator with a photomultiplier tube (inside a watertight casing) attached. The 3m of dirt above MIA acted as an absorber for the EM component of air showers. Since the counters would not be able to be maintained after burial, a simple and robust design was required. For this reason as well as for cost-efficiency, MIA did not record pulse height information, only whether a counter triggered or not, and the trigger time.

The CASA/MIA site was located approximately 3.3 km northeast of the HiRes prototype (Fig. 5.9).

Signals from the MIA PMTs were sent to a discriminator, the output of which started a TDC operating in common-stop mode. The TDC was stopped by an event trigger. If a counter was not stopped within the gate time of 5.2 μs, it was reset in preparation for the next signal.

Event triggers generally occurred in two ways. If CASA was triggered, all MIA TDC values were read out, regardless of how many MIA counters had triggered. If a HiRes trigger had occurred, a signal would be sent via a flasher unit located at 5 Mile Hill, and picked up by a receiving unit at the CASA/MIA site. A pulse would then be sent to the CASA/MIA trigger system for processing. If at least 6 MIA patches had at least 3 hit counters, a MIA readout would occur. This triggering requirement was selected in order to prevent HiRes from adding to the MIA deadtime.

Initial Monte Carlo simulations suggested that the muon energy threshold for MIA counters was 1.0 GeV for vertical muons [134]; however, a later estimate placed this figure at 0.85 GeV. The latter was used for the analysis in this thesis.
Figure 5.8. Layout of the CASA and MIA detectors. The grid spacing for the CASA detectors is 15 m. Squares: CASA stations, shaded rectangles: MIA patches.

The counter efficiency at the time of burial was 93% [137]. A 1995 study [141] suggested that the mean efficiency decreased by as much as 13%, although the technique used in that study left considerable doubt as to the absolute efficiency [134].

5.1.3 The Hybrid Data Set

Data taking for HiRes and CASA/MIA was done independently, apart from the HiRes–driven MIA triggers described above. At the end of each night, the raw HiRes data packets would be processed to build events. These events would then be calibrated using the nightly electronics calibration data (see above) to deter-
Figure 5.9. Position of HiRes 1 with respect to HiRes 2 and CASA/MIA.

mine photon number from QDC for each channel, and absolute firing time from TDC values.

After event building, “track-like” events would be selected by applying a Rayleigh filter. The triggered tubes in a mirror were time-ordered, and unit vectors then drawn between each pair of tubes. The unit vectors were then summed. For noise events containing $n$ tubes, the resultant vector should have a length $\sim \sqrt{n}$, reflecting the fact that the tubes are uncorrelated and can therefore be described by a random walk in two dimensions. Cosmic ray events, on the other hand, will have Rayleigh vectors significantly longer than $\sqrt{n}$. The probability of randomly obtaining a vector of a given length by summing $n$ unit vectors is given by the Rayleigh distribution. The criterion applied for HiRes events was that at least one mirror had a Rayleigh vector with chance probability less than 5% [118]. For borderline events, a further filter called Scanner, which was most effective for rejecting events due to Cherenkov emission from low energy cosmic
rays, was applied [134]. Scanner removes events which span a time of less than 250 ns (Cherenkov blasts), and also removes tubes which clearly trigger before or after the event (noise tubes).

Once candidate HiRes events had been selected, a list of candidate event times was assembled by the HiRes computer and ftp’ed to the CASA/MIA computer for comparison with the event times in the raw CASA/MIA data. Coincidences were identified if the HiRes trigger occurred within 3 ms of the CASA/MIA trigger, or if the receiving unit at CASA/MIA recorded a flash within 50 µs of a MIA trigger [134]. Data for these events were appended to a file which was then passed through the first stage of the CASA/MIA event processing software, called PASS0 [111]. This essentially made a correction to the measured times to allow for delays due to signal transport along the PMT cables, as well as applying electronic calibration.

Once coincidence events were identified, the times of the matched events were sent back to the HiRes computer and used to tag the HiRes events for further processing.

The data merging process proceeded by taking CASA/MIA–HiRes coincidence data and packing the information from those events into the standard HiRes data format (DST, or Data Summary Tape). Each event has various “banks” associated with it, containing such information as raw QDC counts for each channel, inferred number of photons, and timing information for muons and HiRes PMTs.

The initial DST file for the full coincidence data set contained 43274 events. Two cuts were imposed on this data set. Each event was required to span a track length of at least 15 degrees (this being the angle subtended by the first and last tubes in the track). This eliminated events which would be fitted poorly due to there being a limited view of the track [134]. In addition, HiRes–MIA events with fewer than 40 muon counters hit, or HiRes–CASA/MIA events with fewer than 80 hits were discarded. This eliminated a large number of accidental coincidences (Fig. 5.10).

The 2881 events remaining after these two basic cuts were passed through
Figure 5.10. Number of muons for the hybrid data set described above [134]. In the right hand plot, there are clearly two populations, the lower of which constitute accidental coincidences. Most of these are removed by the 80 muon counter requirement.

several event reconstruction algorithms, originally developed (for the most part) by Kidd [134]. Several refinements were made to these programs. These will be discussed in a later section.

5.2 Hybrid Geometry Reconstruction

In this section I describe the technique used to perform geometrical reconstruction for the hybrid data set. This discussion largely follows the theses of Kidd [134] and Wilkinson [118].

5.2.1 HiRes reconstruction

For an event measured by a single HiRes eye, the first task is to determine the event geometry. This is done in two stages. The first stage yields the Shower–Detector Plane (SDP), as shown in Fig. 3.5. The pointing directions of triggered tubes in
an event define a great circle on the celestial sphere. To a first approximation, the
plane containing the detector and this great circle is the Shower–Detector Plane.

A better estimate of the SDP can be obtained by weighting each tube by its
signal, since the tubes with higher amplitudes should be those closest to the shower
axis. The $\chi^2$ for this **Amplitude Weighted** fit is therefore

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n \text{ tubes}} \frac{w_i \theta_i^2}{\sigma^2}, \quad (5.1)$$

where $w_i$ is the signal (in photoelectrons) for the $i^{\text{th}}$ PMT divided by the mean
signal for the event, $\theta_i$ is the offplane angle of the $i^{\text{th}}$ PMT (defined as the angular
distance between the tube centre and the SDP), and $\sigma$ is the “tube width”, $\sigma \simeq
0.3^\circ$ [134]. The offplane angle can be written as

$$\theta_i = \frac{\pi}{2} - \cos^{-1}(\hat{n} \cdot \hat{t}_i), \quad (5.2)$$

where $\hat{n}$ is the normal to the SDP and $\hat{t}_i$ is the pointing direction of the $i^{\text{th}}$ tube.
Minimising the $\chi^2$ therefore yields the three components of the SDP normal. In
fact, one need only fit for two parameters, since $\hat{n}$ is a unit vector.

A $\chi^2$ of the form 5.1 has the effect of forcing the fitter to concentrate on the
brightest tubes in the track, thereby reducing the influence of noise tubes and
atmospheric scattering. However, it does not take account of optical effects, such
as the finite spot size. A more sophisticated treatment than the above, known as **Amplitude Fitting**, attempts to do precisely this. In this case the $\chi^2$ is
constructed as

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n \text{ tubes}} \frac{(\text{sig}_i^{\text{measured}} - \text{sig}_i^{\text{expected}})^2}{\sigma_i^2}. \quad (5.3)$$

Here $\text{sig}_i^{\text{measured}}$ is the measured amplitude for the $i^{\text{th}}$ tube in the track, in photo-
electrons. $\text{sig}_i^{\text{expected}}$ is derived for a given trial plane by calculating the response
expected from ray tracing calculations. This is retrieved from a lookup table and
convolved with the laboratory-measured PMT response function (Fig. 5.19). The ray tracing response is what would be expected if the mirror were illuminated uniformly by some light source [134]. It must be scaled to the actual light flux at the time of triggering. This is estimated by averaging the signal in all tubes that lie within 3° of the triggered tube, assuming that the signal varies smoothly along the track. The expected signal is therefore $\text{signal}^{\text{expected}} = \text{(ray tracing response for tube } i) \times \text{(average flux at tube } i)$. 

The error in the denominator of Eq. 5.3 is estimated to be $\sigma_i^2 = \text{signal}^{\text{measured}} + \text{sky noise} + 0.05 \times \text{signal}^{\text{expected}}$, i.e. it is a sum of contributions due to poisson fluctuations in the measured signal, the night sky background, and error in the estimated amplitude. The latter is usually arbitrarily taken to be 5%.

Note that the above techniques do not take account of parallax, i.e. the detector is regarded as a point. For showers with small impact parameters, such as those in the hybrid data set, this is not a good assumption. A global plane fit such as those described above also relies on rather precise knowledge of tube pointing directions. Instead, it was decided to determine the geometry on a mirror by mirror basis. Further refinements such as including the intrinsic shower width were also made. These will be discussed shortly.

Once the SDP has been determined, the geometry of the shower can be completely specified by using the times of triggered tubes to determine the orientation of the track within the SDP. One constructs a $\chi^2$

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n\text{ tubes}} \frac{(t_i - (t_0 + \frac{R_i}{c} \tan \frac{\theta_i}{2}))^2}{(\sigma_i^2)^2}. \quad (5.4)$$

The geometry for the timing fit is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Monocular timing fits rely on precise knowledge of tube triggering times. One cannot assume that tubes trigger after 50% of the time taken for the track to traverse the tube face, since bright tracks will trigger the tube early, while dim tracks will tend to trigger late. This is referred to as “time slewing”. To compensate for the effects of time slewing, one needs to know the temporal structure of
the EAS as it passes through the field of view. Unfortunately, such pulse shape information was not available with the sample-and-hold electronics employed by the HiRes prototype. The full HiRes II detector employs Flash ADC (FADC) electronics which yield the necessary information, and it should be possible in future to parametrise the effects of time slewing in terms of amplitude and shower impact parameter\(^2\).

The timing error, \(\sigma_t^i\) in Eq. 5.4, is dominated by time slewing. Since no detailed time slewing studies have yet been done, it is not possible to estimate the magnitude of \(\sigma_t^i\) on an event by event basis. For the HiRes–MIA dataset, Kidd [134] used the RMS value of the (approximately gaussian) distribution of residuals from the timing fit, \(i.e.\) the measured time minus the monocular fitted time for the whole data set. This yielded \(\sigma_t^i = 40\) ns.

The algorithm used in a monocular timing fit must be able to detect curvature in the tan function in Eq. 5.4. For short tracks, the tan function can appear linear over the small angular range available, and errors in \(R_p\) and \(\psi\) become correlated [134].

### 5.2.2 MIA reconstruction

It is relatively straightforward to reconstruct the shower axis using the times of hit MIA counters, provided that the core location of the shower is known. For CASA/MIA events, this can be found using pulse height and timing information from CASA (see \(i.e.\) Ref. [142] for details). For HiRes–MIA events, an iterative technique, to be described in Section 5.2.3, is employed.

The first approximation to the shower axis is calculated by assuming a planar shower front. A simple \(\chi^2\) is constructed thus:

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{counters}} \frac{(t_i - \text{time}_i)^2}{\sigma_i^2}.
\]  

\(^2\)A preliminary attempt to study time slewing in the prototype stereo data set was made by Wilkinson [118]
where

\[ t_i = t_0 + \frac{\hat{n} \cdot \vec{x}_i}{c}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

Here \( t_i \) is the measured time for the \( i^{th} \) counter, and \( \vec{x}_i \) is its position vector relative to the centre of the array. \( \sigma_i \) is taken to be the resolution of the MIA TDCs, \( i.e. \) 4 ns [134]. Minimising this \( \chi^2 \) yields the (approximate) time at which the shower core hits the ground, as well as the direction vector \( \hat{n} \). Note that the precise core location is not required for this fit.

For precise determination of the axis, the curvature of the shower front must be taken into account. Analysis of the CASA/MIA data set suggests that the departure from a plane front is given as a function of core distance \( r \) by \( \Delta t = 0.0655r + 0.0001199r^2 \) [134]. This was derived out to a distance of 350 m, but is also assumed to hold for larger core distances. Naturally, the core location must be known for this fit. The \( \chi^2 \) for the MIA “cone fit” is the same as for the plane fit, except that a term \( ar + br^2 \) is subtracted from the right hand side of Eq. 5.6. \( a \) and \( b \) are the CASA/MIA derived values above.

### 5.2.3 Hybrid reconstruction

Geometrical reconstruction for HiRes–MIA events is achieved via the following algorithm [134]\(^3\).

1. An approximate SDP is calculated from HiRes data by doing an amplitude weighted fit. Parallax is ignored, \( i.e. \) the detector is taken to be a point.

2. The “most vertical direction” \( \hat{v} \) in the SDP is used as a first approximation to the track vector. This is obtained by taking the vector \((0,0,1)\) and rotating it until it lies in the SDP.

3. The vector obtained in step 2 is used to reject obvious accidental muon hits.

A plane front with normal vector \( \hat{v} \) is assumed, and the measured times

\(^3\)The program used for reconstruction is called hbrd\(_{\text{raj}}\)
are recalculated relative to the plane. Any muons arriving more than a microsecond from the resultant median arrival time are rejected.

4. The times of the remaining ("intime") muons are used to perform a MIA plane fit, as above. The arrival times are recalculated relative to the new plane, and any muons which arrive within a range (−172.5, +132.5) ns of the median time are flagged as intime and retained for further analysis.

5. The intime muons are used for a further MIA plane fit. If the resultant track vector lies further than 10° from the trial SDP, the event is most likely an accidental coincidence, and is rejected.

6. The direction found in step 5 is projected into the SDP. This yields the angle ψ (see Fig. 3.5).

7. $R_p$ and $t_0$ (the HiRes reference time) are determined by doing a monocular timing fit with $\psi$ fixed.

8. With $R_p$ and $\psi$ known, a rough core location can be calculated. This is then used as the input to a MIA cone fit.

9. The new MIA direction vector is projected into the SDP to calculate $\psi$. The fit of step 7 is repeated to find $R_p$.

10. The program iterates between steps 7 and 9 until the incremental change in $R_p$ is less than 10 m, or until the maximum number of iterations is exceeded. In the latter case, the event is rejected.

11. The SDP is re–determined using an amplitude weighted fit, this time taking account of the different mirror positions (parallax).

12. The iterative procedure, step 10, is repeated.

Once the shower geometry has been fixed according to the prescription above, other physically important parameters may be extracted. HiRes is used to determine the shower energy via the calorimetric method discussed in Section 3.2.2.
The depth of maximum, $X_{\text{max}}$, is also determined from the longitudinal profile. MIA measurements yield the total muon number, $N_{\mu}$, and the muon density as a function of core distance. The techniques for calculating these parameters are discussed in the next section.

5.3 Extracting composition parameters

5.3.1 Muon number

The muon content of the shower is calculated using an “on–off” method similar to that employed by AGASA (see Ch. 4). The aim is to maximise the log likelihood function

$$\mathcal{L} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{hit}}} \ln p_i + \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{unhit}}} \ln q_i,$$

(5.7)

where $q_i$ is the probability that the $i$th counter is unhit, and $p_i = 1 - q_i$ the probability that it is hit. $N_{\text{hit}}$ and $N_{\text{unhit}}$ are the total number of hit and unhit counters in a given annulus.

Over a small range of core distances, the density $\rho_{\mu}$ can be considered to be constant. The probability of a counter being unhit is then

$$q_i = \exp (-N_{\text{bkg}}) \exp (-\rho_{\mu} \epsilon_i A_i),$$

(5.8)

with $N_{\text{bkg}}$ the expected number of noise hits in the event window, $\epsilon_i$ the efficiency of the $i$th counter, and $A_i$ its effective area. Taking these to be the same for each counter and maximising $\mathcal{L}$, we trivially obtain for $\rho_{\mu}$

$$\rho_{\mu} = \frac{-\ln \left( 1 - \frac{N_{\text{hit}}}{N_{\text{live}}} \right) - N_{\text{bkg}}}{\epsilon_i A_i \cos \theta},$$

(5.9)

with $\theta$ the zenith angle of the shower and $N_{\text{live}} = N_{\text{hit}} + N_{\text{unhit}}$ the total number of active counters.
In order to reconstruct the total muon multiplicity of the shower, $N_\mu$, it is inadvisable to simply integrate the densities $\rho_\mu$ obtained above, since there are generally not enough measurements for an accurate evaluation of the integral. Instead, one assumes some functional form for the muon lateral distribution function, and performs another log likelihood fit. The work of Kid [134] demonstrated that the normalised lateral distribution from MIA densities measured by the on–off method is in excellent agreement with the AGASA LDF, Eq. 2.20. The latter was therefore used in the $N_\mu$ analysis. The log likelihood function to be maximised is the same as Eq. 5.7, except that we now have

$$q_i = \exp \left( -N_\mu \rho_\mu(R_i) e_i A_i \right) \exp \left( -N_{\text{ris}} \right).$$

(5.10)

$\rho_\mu(R_i)$ is the normalised muon density (i.e. Eq. 2.20 divided by $N_\mu$) for counter $i$ at core distance $R_i$.

The muon density at a core distance of 600m, $\rho_\mu(600)$, is also used as a composition estimator in this thesis. It is calculated in the following way. The hit counters are divided radially into logarithmic bins. The density in each bin is calculated according to Eq. 5.9. $\rho_\mu(600)$ is calculated by interpolating between density measurements on either side of 600m. Occasionally, only one bin will be populated by hit counters, or all muon measurements will lie beyond 600m from the core. In these instances, the shower is assigned a $\rho_\mu(600)$ of zero, even though $N_\mu$ is non-zero.

### 5.3.2 Energy and Depth of Maximum

The first step in extracting the longitudinal profile is to bin the signal along the shower track. Ideally, one would prefer to use the signals of individual PMTs for a profile fit. Unfortunately, the predicted signal used in the profile fitting $\chi^2$ depends rather strongly on the offplane angle. Since the PMT pointing directions are not known to sufficient accuracy that this prediction would be reliable, one instead divides the track into bins of angular width 1°.
The program bin\textunderscore data was developed by Kidd [134] to bin the signal. This originally did not take account of the intrinsic shower width, but since HiRes-MIA events all have small $R_p$ (otherwise they would not trigger MIA), the shower cannot be treated as a line source. Instead, one assumes that the shower lateral distribution is described by the NKG form, Eq. 2.6. This was incorporated into a new version, called bin\_lat. A Gaisser–Hillas function (Eq. 2.10) with $X_0 = 0$, $X_{\text{max}} = 650$ g/cm$^2$ (“typical” values of these parameters) is assumed at this stage for the longitudinal profile, so that an approximate shower age $\tau$ can be determined as a function of depth. This is required as an input to the NKG function.

The track is decomposed into 1 degree bins along its length, and each tube in the shower is accordingly allotted a bin. Each tube lies in one bin only — the tube signal is not split between bins. A bin can contain more than one tube. In this case, the bin signal is obtained by taking a weighted average of the individual tube signals.

In order to correctly calculate the signal for each bin, bin\_lat performs amplitude fitting for each mirror to get the best local plane fit. This requires an assumption about how the flux varies across the mirror. The analysis in this thesis assumed a linear variation, although the final results are largely independent of the functional form chosen [143].

bin\_lat calculates the expected signal for the amplitude fit by taking into account fluorescence light production, Cherenkov light production, and the lateral distributions of charged particles (NKG function) and Cherenkov light. We use the simulation results of Patterson and Hillas [144] to determine the age and zenith angle dependence of the latter. Atmospheric attenuation is also taken into account. Once the expected signal has been calculated for each tube, it is used to weight each tube in the average signal for the bin (see above). The bin error is also calculated, this being a combination of uncertainties due to Poisson statistics and error in the mirror plane fit.

Once the bin signals and their errors have been obtained, a profile fit can be performed. One constructs a $\chi^2$
\[ \chi^2_{\text{plt}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{\text{bins}}} \frac{(\text{bin}_{\text{pred}} - \text{bin}_{\text{meas}})^2}{\sigma_{\text{bin}}^2}, \]

where \( \text{bin}_{\text{meas}} \) is the measured bin signal, and \( \sigma_{\text{bin}} \) is its error. \( \text{bin}_{\text{pred}} \) is the predicted bin signal at the detector. This is calculated by assuming a Gaisser–Hillas function for the longitudinal profile and modelling production and transport of fluorescence and Cherenkov light. In this way we can use the measured signal to infer the shower size at the track as a function of depth. The contributions of scintillation light, direct Cherenkov light and scattered Cherenkov light (both molecular and aerosol-scattered) are all taken into account.

A search is performed over \((N_{\text{max}}, X_{\text{max}})\) space to find the values of these parameters that minimise \(\chi^2_{\text{plt}}\). The Gaisser–Hillas parameter \(\lambda\) is fixed at 70 g/cm², and \(X_0\) is fixed at -20 g/cm². These parameters are often (erroneously) identified with the mean free path and first interaction depth, although they are largely insensitive to energy and composition and therefore of little use. If they are left as free parameters in the fit, they simply increase the chance of the fitting algorithm being trapped in a local minimum. It is therefore preferable to restrict them so that good estimates of \(X_{\text{max}}\) and \(N_{\text{max}}\) can be obtained.

Having found the values of \(X_{\text{max}}\) and \(N_{\text{max}}\) that best reproduce the data, we can determine the energy using the calorimetric method of Ref. [119] (see Chapter 3). The composition-independent missing energy correction, Eq. 3.10, is also applied.

Two example shower profiles are shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. The first is a well-measured event for which most of the flux is fluorescence light. The second is an example of an event which is dominated by Cherenkov light (direct Cherenkov in this instance).

### 5.4 Detector Monte Carlo

In order to draw any sort of physics conclusions from the data, it is necessary to ensure that the operation of both detectors is well understood. To this end
**Figure 5.11.** The top plot indicates the contributions to the signal from fluorescence light (heavy line), direct Cherenkov light (thin solid line), Rayleigh scattered Cherenkov light (dashed line) and Mie scattered Cherenkov light (dotted line). The bottom plot shows the total bin signal and associated errors, overlaid with a line showing the total fitted light.

A detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of HiRes and MIA has been written. The code used in this work is similar to that used in Ref. [134], but with a more sophisticated treatment of the shower physics, particularly the muon component.

### 5.4.1 Generation of EAS

The first step in simulating the detector response to an EAS event is to generate the shower itself. This is done by parametrising the results of CORSIKA simulations.

We generated events at various zenith angles from $0^\circ$ to $60^\circ$ and energies from $3 \times 10^{16}$ eV to $5 \times 10^{18}$ eV, at a relative thinning level of $10^{-5}$. 500 events were generated for each zenith angle and energy, using both the Sibyll and QGSJet
interaction models. This allowed us to parametrise the first interaction depth $X_1$, the width parameter $\lambda$, depth of maximum $X_{\text{max}}$ and size at maximum $N_{\text{max}}$ in terms of zenith angle and energy. These parameters are all assumed to be normally distributed. Generating an EAS event therefore involves sampling from a gaussian for each parameter, taking into account the correlations between them.

The muon component of the shower, particularly its time structure, was rather more difficult to simulate. We assumed a lateral distribution function of the form

$$
\rho_{\mu}(R) \propto \left( \frac{R}{R_0} \right)^\alpha \left( 1 + \frac{R}{R_0} \right)^\beta,
$$

with $R_0$ being a lateral scale parameter. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are left as free parameters, depending on energy and zenith angle. CORSIKA simulations suggest that there is some correlation between them. This is incorporated into the detector MC.

This functional form agrees quite well with the AGASA LDF except at small core distances, where it is more akin to the Greisen LDF [145].
The arrival time distribution of muons is parametrised by the following form:

\[
\frac{dN}{dt} \propto t^a \exp \left( -\frac{t^b}{\tau} \right).
\]  

(5.13)

The parameters \(a\), \(b\) and \(\tau\) depend on energy, zenith angle and core distance. Correlations between these parameters are taken into account in the Monte Carlo.

### 5.4.2 Modelling detector response

The detector MC uses the parametrisations described above to randomly select the longitudinal behaviour and muon content of each shower. In addition, the event geometry (\(R_p\) and track vector) is randomised.

Since the HiRes/MIA system did not feature a genuine hybrid trigger, we do not implement hybrid triggering in the MC. Instead, we first check for a MIA trigger (since any event close enough to trigger MIA is almost certain to trigger HiRes), then for a HiRes trigger. If both detectors are triggered the event is kept.

The MIA part of the simulation is done by sampling the LDF parameters and calculating the resultant number of muons in each counter. This number is then Poisson–fluctuated. Each muon has its arrival time sampled according to the parametrisation of Eq. 5.13. Background muons are randomly generated at a mean rate of 5 Hz. The simulation takes account of dead counters and the counter efficiency of 93%.

The arrival times of all muons (shower and background) are sorted, taking into account cable length delays, and a test for a patch level trigger (3 triggered counters in a patch) is performed. The pulses from patch level triggers are time sorted and a detector level trigger is formed if the 6 patch requirement is met.

The HiRes part of the simulation begins by taking a Gaisser–Hillas function with parameters sampled according to the procedure described above. The production and transport of fluorescence and Cherenkov light is modelled in detail for points spaced 0.04° apart along the shower axis. We assume that the lateral structure of the shower follows the NKG formula, and accordingly calculate its
effect on the spot size, for the fluorescence component only. The lateral distribution of Cherenkov light was not incorporated into the simulation. The night sky background is also taken into account. We assume Poisson fluctuations in both the signal and the noise.

After modelling the light production, the MC calculates the number of photons at the tube face by means of a ray tracing method. The mirror efficiency and effective area (there is some obscuration by the PMT cluster) are taken into account, as are the PMT gain and quantum efficiency and the filter transmission (see Fig. 5.6). The MC then calculates charge integrals and triggering times for each tube, and implements the subcluster and mirror triggering conditions as described above.

If both HiRes and MIA are triggered, the event data for triggered tubes and muon counters are read out in the standard DST format. These events can then be reconstructed using the algorithms described above.

5.5 Detector Resolution

To study the detector resolution, we generated several thousand events using the hybrid MC. 8000 proton showers and 4000 iron showers were generated, with an artificially flat $E^{-2}$ differential spectrum in order to obtain as many events for analysis as possible at the higher end of the available energy window. All results were later reweighted as appropriate to reflect the true spectrum ($\sim E^{-3}$). Events were generated over the range $[3 \times 10^{16}$ eV, $5 \times 10^{18}$ eV]. More proton events than iron were generated because the intrinsic fluctuations for protons are greater.

Events were generated with random zenith, azimuth and core location. Shower cores were restricted to be within 1.5 km of the centre of MIA, as cores landing further out than this would have little chance of triggering MIA.

Several cuts were devised to optimise the detector resolution by eliminating poorly reconstructed events, taking care not to bias the parameters of interest.
5.5.1 Data Quality Cuts

The basic cuts, which eliminate obviously poor quality events, are as follows [134]:

- events pass the hybrid trajectory reconstruction procedure (hbrd\_traj, described in section 5.2.3)
- number of hit MIA counters > 40
- track length (angle subtended by first and last tubes in event) > 15°

In addition, the following standard cuts are applied:

- track length > 20°. It was found that tightening the track length cut improved $X_{\text{max}}$ resolution.

- $X_{\text{max}}$ is bracketed, i.e. $X_{\text{low}} < X_{\text{max}} < X_{\text{high}}$, where $X_{\text{low}}$ and $X_{\text{high}}$ are the shallowest and deepest points seen by the detector — this criterion ensures that $X_{\text{max}}$ is contained within the detector field-of-view

- grammage subtended by track > 250 g/cm² — ensures that enough of the shower development curve is seen for a good profile fit

- estimated error in $X_{\text{max}}$ < 50 g/cm². There are two errors in $X_{\text{max}}$. The first is the statistical error in the profile fit. The second results from the uncertainty in the reconstructed geometry. We require that both of these errors be less than 50 g/cm².

- $\chi^2_{\nu-2} < 10$, i.e. $\chi^2$ per degree of freedom for profile fit is less than 10

- minimum viewing angle > 10° — removes events which are likely to have a large amount of Cherenkov light contamination. The minimum viewing angle is defined as the smallest angle between the shower axis and the tubes viewing the track.
\( R_{p}^{\text{MIA}} < 2000 \) m, i.e. distance from shower core to centre of MIA is less than 2 km. This ensures that events with good reconstructed geometry are retained, thus improving \( X_{\max} \), energy and \( \mu \) resolution.

Three further cuts ("muon cuts"), in addition to those above, can be imposed to improve the \( \mu \) and \( \rho_{\mu}(600) \) resolution:

- \( 300 \) m < \( R_{p}^{\text{MIA}} < 1000 \) m — this aids in accurate determination of \( \rho_{\mu}(600) \).
  The lower bound removes events which saturate the detector (and therefore bias \( N_{\mu} \) and \( \rho_{\mu}(600) \)), while the upper bound eliminates events which are likely to have poorly measured \( \rho_{\mu}(600) \).

- \( \text{nhit} < 700 \) — \( \text{nhit} \) is the total number of hit counters (including accidental hits). This cut removes a reconstruction bias near detector saturation.

- \( \text{nhit} > 80 \) — this marginally improves \( N_{\mu} \) and \( \rho_{\mu}(600) \) resolution, but at the expense of reducing the small number of events available for analysis.

### 5.5.2 Resolution results

The resolution functions for several physically important parameters are shown below. The mean and sigma of each (resulting from a gaussian fit, unless otherwise stated) is given in Table 5.1. The convention employed here is that error = (reconstructed - MC) or (recon - MC)/MC, as appropriate. The results in this section were obtained under the assumptions of the QGSJet model, although the conclusions if Sibyll is used are not substantially different in this context.

Several points are worth noting here. It seems that HiRes/MIA systematically underestimates the muon content (both total muons and density at 600 m). This may be due in part to the assumptions made in the analysis regarding the muon lateral distribution.

The \( \rho_{\mu}(600) \) resolution is not significantly improved by demanding 80 hit counters, and carries the cost of further reducing a sparse data set. For the real data,
Figure 5.13. $X_{\text{max}}$, $N_{\text{max}}$, $N_{\mu}$ and $\rho_{\mu}(600)$ resolution for proton showers. 1914 of 4788 events passed the standard cuts of Section 5.5.1. Of those, 1028 returned non-zero values of $\rho_{\mu}(600)$ (see discussion in text).
Figure 5.14. Proton again, but this time the energy resolution, as well as the core location error and space angle error, defined as the angle between the MC and reconstructed directions.
Figure 5.15. As for Fig. 5.13, but for iron showers. 1073 of 2698 events survive the standard cuts. Of these, only 471 have a non-zero $\rho_\mu(600)$.
**Figure 5.16.** As for Fig. 5.14, but for iron showers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>proton</th>
<th></th>
<th>iron</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_{\text{max}}) (g/cm(^2))</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy (%)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>-8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_{\text{max}}) (%)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x_{\text{core}}) (m)</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(y_{\text{core}}) (m)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_{\mu}) (%)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-8.3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\rho_{\mu}(600)) (%)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-9.0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_{\mu}) (nhit &gt; 80) (%)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\rho_{\mu}(600)) (nhit &gt; 80) (%)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median space angle</td>
<td>0.88(^\circ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83(^\circ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.1.** Mean and sigma of resolution functions for an \(E^{-3}\) differential spectrum under the standard cuts described in the text. \(\text{nhit} > 80\) indicates that an additional cut requiring 80 hit counters was imposed.

it is perhaps inadvisable to apply this cut. We do not apply it in achieving the composition results in this thesis.

The geometrical reconstruction accuracy is comparable to (but not quite as good as) that attained in the stereo reconstruction of prototype data by Wilkinson [118]. That study reconstructed laser shots viewed by both HiRes detectors.

The \(X_{\text{max}}\) and energy resolution obtained with HiRes/MIA are better than those obtained with the stereo Fly’s Eye (\(\sim 40\) g/cm\(^2\) and 10\%, compared to \(\sim 50\) g/cm\(^2\) [54] and 25\% [146]). The opposite trends in the systematic energy shift for protons and iron are due to the composition-independent missing energy correction applied in the analysis. As a consequence, iron energies are systematically underestimated, while proton energies are systematically overestimated.

As a final remark, we compare the energy, \(R_e\) and zenith angle distributions for Monte Carlo events after reconstruction and cuts with the corresponding distribu-
tions for the data (Fig. 5.17, Fig. 5.18). Clearly there is good agreement between them, proving that the hybrid MC is an accurate depiction of the detector operation. There is a slight difference between the zenith angle distributions for proton and iron events, because the $X_{\text{max}}$ bracketing cut introduces a slight bias against near-vertical proton showers.

![Energy spectrum](image)

**Figure 5.17.** Energy spectrum for the HiRes/MIA data set (solid line) with proton showers (solid squares) and iron showers (open squares) superimposed. The MC histograms have been rescaled to have the same area as the data.

### 5.6 Study of tube pointing directions

For accurate reconstruction of EAS trajectories and energies, precise knowledge of the pointing direction of each tube in each PMT cluster is required. The usual technique employed by HiRes is to measure the mirror pointing direction using surveying equipment, and deduce the pointing directions of individual pixels
Figure 5.18. $R_p$ and zenith angle distributions for data (solid lines) and simulations (points). Histograms have been scaled to have the same area, accordingly by taking into account their position in the cluster and the distance of the cluster from the mirror. Unfortunately, this method cannot account for small shifts in the position of tubes within the cluster, or of the cluster as a whole. These shifts could have a significant effect on estimation of the fluorescence part of the signal recorded by each PMT, since the tube response profile is approximately gaussian as a function of off-plane angle if one ignores optical aberrations (in particular, coma). This being the case, the relative uncertainty in the tube signal is given by

$$\frac{\Delta S}{S} = \frac{x \Delta x}{\sigma^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.14)  

$S$ being the signal, $x$ the offplane angle and $\sigma$ the width of the PMT response function. Taking $\sigma = 0.3$ [147], it is seen that an error in tube pointing direction as small as a tenth of a degree can result in dramatic underestimation of the signal,
e.g. 22% at an offplane angle of 0.2°. For tubes far from the plane, this can pose a significant problem.

To study the accuracy or otherwise of the surveyed pointing directions, a device called the Laserscope was developed at the University of Adelaide [148]. Its primary function was to aid in monitoring the atmosphere within the detector volume, but it also proved useful in the context described here. The Laserscope consisted of a frequency-tripled YAG laser mounted on a Meade LX–200 telescope. The laser was housed with an energy probe inside a box which was attached to the telescope via a custom built frame. A 5kg counterweight was added to balance the weight of the laser box. The Laserscope pointing was calibrated by aligning the telescope with visible stars. The pointing accuracy attainable by this method was 5 arcmin [148].

5.6.1 The Wall of Fire

A survey of tube pointing directions using the Laserscope was carried out by firing a large number of laser shots across the field of view of the detector on several nights in 1996. The study described here uses data from March 21 and October 12. In the former case, the Laserscope was located at (1659.73, 2906.63, -131.5) in the standard HiRes coordinate system (all distances in metres from the origin on Five Mile Hill). Three shots were fired at each zenith angle, at an azimuth of 120°, and the Laserscope was moved in 0.1° steps. This “wall of fire” was repeated on October 12, when the Laserscope was placed at (1459.12, 6708.90, -2.50). On this occasion groups of ten shots were fired at trajectories spaced 1/8th of a degree apart in the plane of the mirror. This was done to provide more even coverage of the mirrors in the upper ring, which were poorly sampled (very few events per PMT) in the March 21 sweep. These laser shots were also used to test the HiRes stereo reconstruction algorithms developed by Wilkinson [118].

The data from each sweep of the detector are passed through the standard HiRes filtering software to ensure that only “track-like” events are retained. Not all of these events will be laser shots — some (very few) real cosmic ray events
will also be recorded. The reduced data set is then used in further analysis.

5.6.2 Extracting tube pointing directions

Some typical PMT response profiles are shown in Fig. 5.19. In principle, the peak of the response should occur when the track passes through the tube centre, *i.e.* at an off-plane angle of 0°. In practice, this is not observed — for example, tube 16 in Fig. 5.19 has its peak near 0.1°. This provides some indication of how far its true pointing direction differs from the direction assumed in the analysis software.

**Figure 5.19.** Tube response profiles for mirror 5 from the March 21st scan of the HiRes I prototype. The PHOB numbers have been scaled by the laser energy (as measured by the radiometer) to take account of fluctuations in the laser output.

For each tube in the detector, I match event times with the times recorded in
the laserscope firing log. Since the track geometry is known \textit{a priori}, an offplane angle can be calculated for each shot using the nominal tube pointing direction. This allows one to plot signal (in photons, as recorded in the PHOB bank) as a function of offplane angle. Since the laser output varied over the course of the run (see Fig. 5.20), this had to be normalised to the laser energy for each shot. In a sense the absolute scale is not relevant for this study, since we are interested only in the shape of the tube response.

Supposing that we know the geometry of the track that produces the maximum tube signal for each of two Laserscope positions, we can calculate the true pointing direction by finding the intersection of the corresponding shower–detector planes. This is simply the normalised cross product of the two plane normals. By definition, this will produce an offplane angle of zero for both tracks, since the plane normals are mutually perpendicular to their cross product. The problem therefore reduces to finding the “maximum track” for each sweep for a given tube.

The tube response profiles are approximately gaussian near their peak. The offplane angle corresponding to the peak position can be found by performing a gaussian fit over the range \([-0.5\,^\circ, 0.5\,^\circ]\). Outside this range, the tails due to mirror aberration start to become important and can bias the fit.

Once the peak offplane angle is found, one can determine the zenith, \(\theta\), and azimuth, \(\phi\), of the maximum track. An immediate problem arises because we are trying to find two unknowns with only one constraint. However, we are saved by the fact that we know how the Laserscope moved between shots during each sweep. This allows us to interpolate in \(\theta\) and \(\phi\) between shots corresponding to angles either side of the maximum to find the geometry of the maximum track. This having been found for both sweeps, the true tube pointing direction can be calculated.

5.6.3 Pointing directions from Laserscope data

An example of tube pointing errors derived from Laserscope surveys are shown below. Mirror 7 is chosen here because it was the mirror which was best sur-
Figure 5.20. Distribution of laser energies (top) and output as a function of time (bottom) for the March 21st run of the Laserscope.

veyed. Two separate high resolution sweeps from different Laserscope positions were available for this mirror. In Figs. 5.21 and 5.22, we show the errors obtained assuming two different sets of nominal pointing directions. The first set assumed surveyed mirror directions which were used up until September 1995 (Fig. 5.21), while the other used a more recent result (Fig. 5.22). The improvement between the two surveys is emphasised by Fig. 5.23.

This study shows that, for mirror 7 at least, the surveyed directions are not too far removed from those derived from Laserscope sweeps. Unfortunately, there were several sources of error in this particular data set. The nature of the March 21st sweep meant that the lower ring mirrors were extremely well sampled, but the higher rings were not. The October 15th sweep attempted to rectify this by
Figure 5.21. Error in tube pointing direction. The error for each tube is represented as a vector. The horizontal axis is the azimuth error, and the vertical axis the zenith angle error. The scale is such that each small division represents 0.25°. Crosses denote tubes for which the procedure described in the text failed.

using a constant step size in the plane of the mirror, but was hampered by “sag” in the Laserscope. The output of the YAG laser used on March 21st had dropped off dramatically enough that it was temporarily out of use, and so a Nitrogen laser was employed in its place. This was so heavy that it caused the Laserscope alignment to be out by up to several tenths of a degree, dependent on zenith angle (worse at large elevations). This meant that the derived pointing directions would be questionable at best.

Provided that good pointing accuracy of the Laserscope can be guaranteed, the technique discussed here is a good method of probing tube pointing directions. Other methods, such as using the positions of bright stars, are currently being investigated.
**Figure 5.22.** As for Fig. 5.21, but with the nominal directions derived from a later survey of mirror pointing directions.

### 5.6.4 Comparison with ray tracing calculation

A further use of Laserscope is examining the accuracy of the ray tracing table used in the analysis and detector Monte Carlo. Tube response profiles obtained from laser shot data can be compared with what would be expected from ray tracing (convolved with the intrinsic PMT response function, etc.). We show such comparisons in Figs. 5.24 and 5.25 below.

Note that the profiles have been normalised to unity in each case. Clearly the ray tracing does a reasonable job of reproducing the data, except at large offplane angles (±1°). It is perhaps unsurprising that this is the case, since the error in the signal increases as a function of offplane angle (see Eq. 5.14). Additional effects such as multiple scattering and mirror defects complicate modelling of the signal at large offplane angles.
Figure 5.23. Distribution of space angle errors, defined as the angle between the nominal and "true" pointing directions.

5.7 Atmospheric density profile

The atmospheric density profile (pressure as a function of height) is required knowledge for HiRes reconstruction. HiRes measures the light flux as a function of height, but determination of $X_{\text{max}}$ (composition) and energy requires the flux as a function of column density, or equivalently, atmospheric pressure. Usually some model atmosphere is assumed (US Standard Atmosphere, parametrisations of MODTRAN simulations), but often this does not take account of seasonal variation. An indication of the problem is given in Fig. 5.26.

The model value is derived from a parametrisation of the US Standard Atmosphere [72]. The data are obtained from Radiosonde measurements. These are taken every twelve hours by balloons released at Salt Lake City airport. The sondes directly record temperature, dewpoint, wind speed and direction, and pressure. Height is inferred by using the hydrostatic equation. This is the so-called
Figure 5.24. Comparison of measured tube profiles (+) and raytraced profiles (solid lines) for subcluster 13 of mirror 7. Profiles have been normalised to have unit height.
Figure 5.25. As for Fig. 5.24, but for subcluster 13 of mirror 9.
Figure 5.26. Measured atmospheric pressure minus the value predicted by a parametrisation of the US Standard Atmosphere (1976), in units of millibars. The four plots are for a height of 2km, 4km, 8km, 10km above sea level, respectively.

"geopotential height", which is almost identical to the geometrical height [149]. Fig. 5.26 represents a year’s worth of data.

Since radiosonde measurements are available only every twelve hours, it is not practical to use only these data to obtain pressure profiles. However, if the ground pressure is known in the interim, it may be possible to infer the profile with a reasonable degree of accuracy. If one assumes that the ratio of the pressure at a given height $h$ to the pressure at ground level is constant, then the value of this ratio from the most recent available radiosonde data can be used to scale the current value of the ground pressure, i.e.
\[ P_{\text{now}} = \frac{P_{\text{radiosonde}}}{P_{\text{0}}} P_{\text{0}}. \]

Fig. 5.27 shows the error resulting from this naïve assumption. Here we show the “renormalised” value obtained from Eq. 5.15 subtracted from the real value measured by radiosonde at four different heights above sea level. This demonstrates that the effect on \( X_{\text{max}} \) resolution would not be large. At a height of 4km, corresponding to a depth of approximately 600 g/cm\(^2\) (a fairly typical value of \( X_{\text{max}} \) at \( 10^{17} \) eV), the standard deviation is 2 g/cm\(^2\), with a systematic shift of less than 1 g/cm\(^2\).

There is scope for improving this type of correction further by including extra local weather information (ground temperature, wind speed, etc.), although the effect on longitudinal profile fitting may not be large enough to warrant it. However, accounting for local atmospheric conditions is crucial for a proper calculation of the shower energy, since the atmosphere within the detector volume strongly affects modelling of the light flux.

### 5.8 Correlations between composition parameters

A hybrid experiment ought to, in principle, be able to measure composition better than either a surface array or fluorescence eye on its own. One way of doing this is to study correlations between parameters measured by the two different components. To understand what correlations might be present in the data, it is instructive to look at results from EAS simulations, without the detector response folded in. To this end we generated several hundred events using CORSIKA with QGSJet at different energies and zenith angles, and a thinning level of \( 10^{-5} \). For each shower, we output the full list of muons reaching the ground and their weights, as well as their 3-momenta and the time at which they reached ground level (taken to be the HiRes depth of 860 g/cm\(^2\)). The fitted values of \( X_{\text{max}}, X_0 \) and \( N_{\text{max}} \) were also output for each shower.
Figure 5.27. Error in pressure, in millibars, calculated according to Eq. 5.15, at 2km, 4km, 8km and 10km.
To investigate possible correlations between shower parameters, we calculated the curvature of the shower front for each event. We assumed that the departure from a plane front was quadratic, i.e. \( \Delta t = ar + br^2 \) where \( \Delta t \) is the mean delay from a plane front at core distance \( r \). This form fits the CORSIKA data nicely. We also fit the lateral distribution to the AGASA LDF with the exponents of the various factors (\( \alpha, \beta, \delta \)) left as free parameters. The behaviour of the risetime (defined as the time taken to go from the 10% level to the 50% level in a particular radial bin) was also studied. We found from the CORSIKA data that risetime varies with core distance as a power law, i.e. risetime \( \propto r^n \). The risetime at a core distance of 500m and the index \( \eta \) were calculated for each shower.

The pairwise correlations of all of the aforementioned muon parameters with each other and with \( X_{\text{max}}, X_0 \) and \( N_{\text{max}} \) were examined. We found no strong correlation except between distance to \( X_{\text{max}} \) and risetime at 500 m, \( a \) and \( b \) respectively. This is illustrated in Figs. 5.28, 5.29, 5.30, 5.31, 5.32, 5.33. Here distance to \( X_{\text{max}} \) is calculated by assuming an exponential atmosphere with a scale height of 8 km, i.e.

\[
d_{X_{\text{max}}} = -H_0 \log \left( \frac{X_{\text{max}}}{X_{\text{ground}}} \right) \frac{\sec \theta}{\sec}, \tag{5.16}
\]

with \( H_0 = 8 \)km the scale height, \( X_{\text{ground}} = 860 \text{ g/cm}^2 \) the atmospheric depth at ground level, and \( \theta \) the zenith angle of the shower.

A quantitative measure of the (linear) correlation between two parameters \( x \) and \( y \) is given by the Pearson coefficient:

\[
r = \frac{\langle xy \rangle - \langle x \rangle \langle y \rangle}{\sigma_x \sigma_y}, \tag{5.17}
\]

Parameters which are 100% correlated will have a Pearson coefficient of \( \pm 1 \), while completely uncorrelated parameters will give \( r = 0 \). The probability that a random sample of \( N \) uncorrelated points gives a value of \( |r| \) greater than that observed is [150]
Figure 5.28. Distance to $X_{\text{max}}$, $d_{X_{\text{max}}}$, as a function of risetime at 500m from the core for proton (left) and iron (right) showers at $10^{17}$ eV. $\triangle$: 0° zenith angle, $+$: 30°, $\circ$: 45°.

Figure 5.29. $d_{X_{\text{max}}}$ v. linear part of the shower front curvature at $10^{17}$ eV.
\begin{equation}
P_e(r, N) = 2 \int_0^1 P_r(\rho, \nu) d\rho,
\end{equation}

where

\begin{equation}
P_r(\rho, \nu) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \frac{\Gamma[(\nu + 1)/2]}{\Gamma(\nu/2)} (1 - \rho^2)^{(\nu-2)/2}.
\end{equation}

\(\nu = N - 2\) is the number of degrees of freedom.

It is obvious by inspection that risetime, \(a\) and \(b\) are strongly correlated with distance to \(X_{\text{max}}\), independent of energy and composition. One can calculate a probability for each according to Eq. 5.18. Unsurprisingly, the probability that the correlation occurs purely by chance is less than \(10^{-10}\) in each case.

As discussed previously in the context of risetime (Chapter 3), the correlation between distance to \(X_{\text{max}}\) and the temporal characteristics of the muon component is a geometrical effect. The time dispersion for showers that develop early (larger distance to \(X_{\text{max}}\)) is smaller than for later-developing showers. As a consequence, early-developing showers will have smaller risetimes at a given core distance, and smaller delays with respect to a plane front.

To investigate whether the correlations observed in CORSIKA simulations would be measurable with HiRes/MIA, we took CORSIKA data and assumed an \(X_{\text{max}}\) resolution of 30 g/cm\(^2\). Since the risetime resolution was not known, we varied it to see what effect it would have on the correlation. The CORSIKA values of \(X_{\text{max}}\) and risetime were fluctuated assuming a gaussian with a \(\sigma\) equal to the resolution for each parameter. The result is shown in Figs. 5.34 and 5.35. It appears that a risetime resolution of 15 ns or better is required for the correlation to be observable. We did not test whether the correlations with shower front curvature would be observable, since HiRes/MIA was unlikely to be sensitive to such effects. For example, the delay at a core distance of 300m for a shower with \(X_{\text{max}} \sim 600\) g/cm\(^2\) would be of the order of 10 ns, not much more than the MIA TDC resolution of 4 ns.
Figure 5.30. $d_{X_{\text{max}}}$ v. quadratic part of the shower front curvature at $10^{17}$ eV.

Figure 5.31. $d_{X_{\text{max}}}$ v. risetime at $10^{18}$ eV.
Figure 5.32. $d_{X_{\text{max}}}$ v. linear part of the shower front curvature at $10^{18}$ eV.

Figure 5.33. $d_{X_{\text{max}}}$ v. quadratic part of the shower front curvature at $10^{18}$ eV.
Figure 5.34. Correlation coefficient $r$ as a function of risetime resolution.
Figure 5.35. Correlation between distance to $X_{\text{max}}$ and risetime under different assumptions about the risetime resolution.
5.9 Composition results

After the standard cuts are applied to the original hybrid data set comprising 2491 events, 898 high quality events remain. These are used to determine an $X_{\text{max}}$ elongation rate (denoted as $\alpha$ in this section) and muon slope parameter $\beta$, defined as the slope of $\log_{10} N_{\mu}$ against $\log_{10} E$, or alternatively as that of $\log_{10} \rho_{\mu}(600)$ against $\log_{10} E$. The slope parameter can be regarded as a muon elongation rate (we will use the terms interchangeably). We also investigate correlations between $X_{\text{max}}$ and parameters related to the muon component.

5.9.1 Elongation rates

The mean $X_{\text{max}}$ as a function of energy is shown for Monte Carlo data (under the assumptions of two different hadronic generators, QGSJet and Sibyll) in Fig. 5.36. The elongation rate for iron under QGSJet is $\alpha = 58.5 \pm 1.3 \text{ g/cm}^2/\text{ decade}$, while for protons it is $60.9 \pm 1.1 \text{ g/cm}^2/\text{ decade}$. We find that there is no bias in reconstruction of the elongation rate. Sibyll predicts similar elongation rates, but with mean $X_{\text{max}}$ es some 25 g/cm$^2$ deeper. The elongation rate for the data, on the other hand, is $\alpha = 93.0 \pm 8.5 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 10.5 \text{ (syst.)}$. Examination of the QGSJet lines in Fig. 5.36 would suggest, on the basis of elongation rate arguments alone, that the composition is changing from a mixed one at $10^{17} \text{ eV}$ to a predominantly light one at $10^{18} \text{ eV}$. The conclusion is slightly different in an absolute sense for Sibyll (heavy $\rightarrow$ mixed), but the gist is the same: the composition is changing over the energy range considered.

For $\rho_{\mu}(600)$, we find a slope parameter of $\beta = 0.83 \pm 0.01$ for both iron and protons under QGSJet, and $0.80 \pm 0.02$ (iron) and $0.81 \pm 0.02$ (proton) under Sibyll. However, Sibyll predicts significantly fewer muons for each composition. Fig. 5.37 suggests that the data are heavier than QGSJet iron until $\sim 4 \times 10^{17} \text{ eV}$, at which point they become iron–like until the highest observed energies. This indicates either a problem with the model, or the analysis, or both. The problem is even worse for Sibyll (simulation data not indicated here). The measured slope
Figure 5.36. $X_{\text{max}}$ as a function of energy. The data are depicted as triangles. The heavy line is the best fit to the data. The hatched area indicates the statistical error in $X_{\text{max}}$, while the shaded area beyond that delineates the systematic error. The parameter is $\beta = 0.73 \pm 0.03 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.02 \text{ (syst.)}$. Therefore, on the basis of elongation rate, one could argue that there is weak indication for a lightening in composition.

A similar dilemma is present for the $N_{\mu}$ data (Fig. 5.38). The simulation data for QGSJet give $\beta = 0.85 \pm 0.04$ and $\beta = 0.80 \pm 0.03$ for iron and protons respectively, while Sibyll yields $\beta = 0.80 \pm 0.03$ and $\beta = 0.78 \pm 0.03$. The best fit to the data gives $\beta = 0.71 \pm 0.06$. Again, this might suggest weak evidence for a lightening composition, but the fact that the absolute muon numbers from the models all lie below the data makes such a conclusion tentative at best. Since the error bars for the measured and Monte Carlo values of $\beta$ overlap, one might say...
Figure 5.37. $\rho_\mu (600)$ as a function of energy for MC events under the QGSJet hadronic generator, and for the hybrid data set (triangles with error bars). Solid line is the best fit to the data, while hatched and shaded areas indicate statistical and systematic errors respectively.

that the data are consistent with an unchanging composition. Visual inspection of Fig. 5.38 would confirm this, ignoring for the moment that the data all lie above the line for QGSJet iron.

If considering elongation rates on their own, there is apparent consistency between the HiRes and MIA measured composition. However, the absolute scale of the muon component poses a problem. There are several possible reasons why the data appear heavier than iron. It is possible that the muon counter efficiencies are lower than the values used in the analysis. We took this into account when calculating the systematic error in the slope parameter, using the results of a 1995
Figure 5.38. $N_{\mu}$ against energy for simulations (lines and points) and the HiRes/MIA data set (solid circles with error bars). The best fit to the data is not indicated here.
study [141]. This forms the biggest contribution to the systematic error. Other effects such as cross talk between MIA patches, background muons, electromagnetic punch through and variation in the overburden were investigated, but were found to have little effect on the counter energy threshold [137]. We find that at $3 \times 10^{17}$ eV, our value of $\rho_\mu(600) = 0.24 \pm 0.02 \pm 0.02$ m$^{-2}$ is consistent with the AGASA value of 0.25 m$^{-2}$ [84]. Allowing for the differences in muon energy threshold and atmospheric depth, the AGASA–measured density ought to be higher than that for MIA by 0.027 m$^{-2}$ at this energy [151]. It seems that there is a shortcoming in the models used here, at least with respect to muon production.

We further examined the data to look for possible correlations between fluorescence detector parameters and ground array parameters. The graph of $X_{\text{max}}$ v. risetime at 600m is shown in Figs. 5.39 and 5.40 for the simulations, and Fig. 5.41 for the data. Only those events for which a risetime was calculable are included here. At least three radial bins with 10 hit counters were required for this to be the case, since the risetime at 600m was calculated via a least squares fit. Apparent correlation in the plots is slightly misleading as the events with large risetimes tend to compress the horizontal scale. Calculating the value of $r$ via Eq. 5.17 gives values of -0.14 for protons, -0.16 for iron and -0.15 for the data. This suggests that the correlation has been almost completely washed out by detector resolution effects. Recall that the $X_{\text{max}}$ resolution is somewhat larger than the value assumed in Section 5.8. It seems that the risetime resolution is also sufficiently poor that the correlation disappears for both the Monte Carlo events and for the real data.

A scatter plot of $X_{\text{max}}$ against $\rho_\mu(600)$ for protons and iron shows a fairly clear boundary between the two populations, at least before detector response is folded in. This is illustrated in Figs. 5.42 and 5.43 for events at $10^{17}$ and $10^{18}$ eV. It should be possible, in principle, to derive some composition information from this fact. A KNN–type test, for example, as employed for CASA–MIA data [111], assigns probabilities that a given event belongs to one of two parameter sets. By examining the probability distribution as a function of energy, one can obtain information about the mean composition. This was not done here, but could
Figure 5.39. $X_{\text{max}}$ against risetime at a core distance of 600m for proton Monte Carlo events.
Figure 5.40. $X_{\text{max}}$ against risetime at a core distance of 600m for iron Monte Carlo events.
**Figure 5.41.** $X_{\text{max}}$ against risetime at a core distance of 600m for the HiRes/MIA data.
be employed in future, perhaps in a reanalysis of the HiRes/MIA data set, and certainly in analysis of Auger data.

By inspection of Fig. 5.44, it seems as though there is no correlation between $X_{\text{max}}$ and $\rho_\mu(600)$ in the data, an observation borne out by the fact that $r = 0.03$. However, this plot contains events with different energies and zenith angles. To account for this, we apply a correction to each data point such that

$$X'_{\text{max}} = X_{\text{max}} - 58(\log_{10} E - 17.5)$$

$$\rho_\mu(600)' = \rho_\mu(600) \times 10^{0.15(\sec^{-1})} \times 10^{0.894(17.5-\log_{10} E)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.20)

where energy $E$ is in eV and $\theta$ is the zenith angle. By this procedure we correct the data such that they correspond to vertical showers at a single energy ($10^{17.5}$ eV). The parametrisations of Eq. 5.20 are obtained directly from CORSIKA data and are independent of composition. The result is shown in Fig. 5.45. Calculation shows that $r = 0.23$ after the correction. This suggests that any correlation is weak at best.

\subsection*{5.10 Summary}

We have used the hybrid data set obtained by the HiRes and MIA detectors in coincidence to attempt to infer the cosmic ray composition over the energy range $10^{17} - 10^{18}$ eV. Measurements of the $X_{\text{max}}$ and muon elongation rates suggest a lightening of composition over this range, independent of assumptions about hadronic interactions, but such a conclusion is considerably weakened by the fact that the currently available models appear to underestimate the muon content of the shower. We have examined the data for correlations between $X_{\text{max}}$ and the muon component, but even when such correlations are present in the simulations, they appear to be destroyed by detector resolution effects.
Figure 5.42. $X_{\text{max}}$ v. $\rho_\mu(600)$ at $10^{17}$ eV.
Figure 5.43. $X_{\text{max}}$ v. $\rho_\mu(600)$ at $10^{18}$ eV.
Figure 5.44. $X_{\text{max}}$ against $\rho_\mu(600)$ for the real data. Different energies and zenith angles are mixed together here.
Figure 5.45. $X_{\text{max}}$ against $\rho_\nu(600)$ for the real data, with the correction of Eq. 5.20 applied.
Chapter 6

THE PROTON–PROTON CROSS SECTION AT COSMIC RAY ENERGIES

In this chapter I describe a technique for deriving the total proton–proton cross section, \( \sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}} \), from the \( X_{\text{max}} \) data. Calculating the production part of the inelastic proton–air cross section, \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} \), is relatively straightforward and has been discussed by several authors (see, for example, refs. [152, 153, 154]). Using this to find \( \sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}} \) is considerably more challenging and model–dependent [155, 156, 157].

The method described here will be applied to the HiRes/MIA data set (discussed in Chapter 5) to calculate \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} \) and \( \sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}} \). Problems and potential systematic effects will be highlighted. The results obtained with this data set will be compared to results obtained previously by other cosmic ray experiments, and to accelerator data.

6.1 Calculating \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} \) from air shower measurements

If air shower experiments could directly measure the distribution of depths of first interaction (\( X_1 \)), it would be possible to directly determine the proton–air mean free path and hence the total cross section. In practice, this cannot be done. Surface arrays, by their very nature, do not measure the first interaction, and insufficient light is produced at the beginning of the shower for fluorescence and Cherenkov detectors to be able to measure \( X_1 \). In principle, \( X_1 \) could be inferred by a fit to some functional form (for example, the Gaisser–Hillas function), but such fits are phenomenological in nature and tend to yield unrealistic (or even negative) values of \( X_1 \). One must therefore turn to other methods to attempt a measurement of the cross section.
It is known from Monte Carlo simulations of air showers [153] that the attenuation length\(^1\) of proton–induced air showers, \(\Lambda\), is given by

\[
\Lambda = \kappa \lambda_{p-\text{air}},
\]

(6.1)

where \(\lambda_{p-\text{air}}\) is the mean free path for protons in air, and \(\kappa\) is a proportionality factor (\(\kappa > 1\)) which can depend in general on energy and on the hadronic interaction model used. The proportionality holds strictly only if \(\lambda_{p-\text{air}} > x_0\), where \(x_0 = 37 \text{ g/cm}^2\) is the radiation length in air. The relationship 6.1 results from the convolution of an exponential \(X_1\) distribution with intrinsic shower development fluctuations. The value of \(\kappa\), which can be viewed as the rate at which energy is dissipated into the EM component of the shower, will therefore be smaller for models with scaling violation than for those which incorporate hadronic scaling. This is because models with scaling violation tend to have larger multiplicity and inelasticity. Atmospheric cascades will therefore develop more rapidly and suffer smaller fluctuations.

\(\kappa\) is constrained to be in the range \(1.1 < \kappa < 1.5\), where the lower bound is for models with extreme scaling violation, and the upper bound is for scaling models. Pryke [100] has demonstrated\(^2\) that \(\kappa\) is independent of energy for the SIBYLL and QGSJet hadronic interaction drivers and for the splitting model of Hillas (as implemented in MOCCA92, see section 2.4.1).

Once the attenuation length \(\Lambda\) is known, the production cross section for protons on air can be calculated via

\[
\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} = \frac{A m_p}{\Lambda_{p-\text{air}}},
\]

(6.2)

where \(A\) is the mass number of the target nuclei and \(m_p\) is the proton mass. For air we use an “average” value for \(A\) of 14.5, and using the relation between \(\Lambda\) and

---

\(^1\)The term “attenuation length” sometimes refers to the logarithmic slope of the tail of an individual shower development curve. In this thesis it will always refer to a beam attenuation length, i.e. it describes the rate of attenuation of showers of a given energy arriving at a given zenith angle.

\(^2\)No attempt to include the effects of detector resolution was made in that analysis.
\( \lambda_{p-\text{air}} \), obtain

\[
\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}(\text{mb}) = 2.41 \times 10^4 \frac{\kappa}{\Lambda(g/cm^2)}.
\]  

Note that the quantity measured by air shower experiments is the production part of the cross section, i.e. the inelastic cross section for processes in which at least one new hadron is produced in addition to nuclear fragments [158], rather than the total cross section. This is because processes such as elastic and quasi-elastic scattering and diffractive excitation do not contribute to cascade development. \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} \) is often (incorrectly) identified with \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{inel}} \) in the literature.

Before progressing to an explanation of how the more fundamental proton–proton cross section can be calculated, I note the following:

- Any attempt to calculate the cross section for protons on air obviously requires that the primary flux be mostly protons. Contamination by nuclei with \( A > 1 \) will tend to decrease the measured value of \( \Lambda \) and hence artificially increase \( \sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} \). In the analysis presented here, it is assumed that the primary flux is mostly protonic. The validity or otherwise of this assumption will be explored.

- This type of measurement requires excellent understanding of the experimental resolution. In particular, a non-gaussian tail in the resolution function will tend to decrease the measured value of \( \Lambda \), thereby artificially increasing the cross section.

### 6.1.1 \( \Lambda \) from HiRes/MIA data

The data set used here is the hybrid HiRes/MIA one discussed in Chapter 5. The standard cuts as defined in section 5.5.1 are applied, meaning that 898 events are available for this analysis.

In order to select out the events with the highest probability of being protons, I restrict the fit for \( \Lambda \) to those showers which have \( X_{\text{max}} \) 100 g/cm\(^2\) beyond the peak of the distribution. For the HiRes/MIA data, the peak occurs at approximately
620 g/cm². Simulations show that the expected contamination from helium nuclei above 720 g/cm² is of the order of 30–40%, assuming that cosmic rays of different composition arrive in equal numbers at the top of the atmosphere. This figure is estimated by generating a large number of events (approx. 10000) for proton, helium and iron primaries using the hybrid Monte Carlo described in section 5.4. These events were then passed through the same reconstruction procedure as the real data. The resultant $X_{\text{max}}$ distributions are shown in Figure 6.1.

![Simulated events, QGSJet](image)

**Figure 6.1.** $X_{\text{max}}$ distributions for simulated events, as generated by CORSIKA with the QGSJet driver. In the top plot the histograms have been normalised to contain the same number of events. The bottom plot shows the number of events of each composition that would be expected beyond 720 g/cm².

Some caution must be advised here, since different hadronic models will produce slightly different $X_{\text{max}}$ distributions and hence different helium to proton ra-
tios in the $X_{\text{max}}$ range considered. QGSJet is chosen here because of the currently used hadronic generators, it appears to be the most realistic [159]. In practice, the choice of model should have little effect in this context, as will be seen later.

**Figure 6.2.** The $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution measured by the HiRes/MIA experiment, and a fit to the exponential tail of the distribution.

In principle an even more stringent constraint on $X_{\text{max}}$ could be placed on the fit, but this would further reduce an already sparse data set and is not done here. An exponential fit to the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution beyond 720 g/cm$^2$ yields a slope of $-0.017 \pm 0.0014$, or a value for $\Lambda$ of $58.5 \pm 5$ g/cm$^2$ (see Figure 6.2). The fit is performed using the maximum likelihood method and assuming that the errors within each $X_{\text{max}}$ bin are Poisson. The error in $\Lambda$ is purely the error estimated by the fitting procedure.
Systematic errors in \( \Lambda \) The presence of nuclei in the primary beam will tend to steepen the tail of the \( X_{\text{max}} \) distribution and hence decrease the measured value of \( \Lambda \). This effect was investigated for the HiRes/MIA experiment by generating large numbers of proton and helium showers and varying the fraction of helium in the artificial data set. Suppose that \( N_p \) and \( N_{\text{He}} \) events respectively pass the reconstruction procedure, and that we want a fraction \( f \) of the sample to be helium. This is done by selecting a number \( n \) of the generated helium events randomly, where

\[
n = \frac{f}{1-f} N_p.
\]  

These \( n \) events are added to the proton sample. The standard cuts are then applied, and \( \Lambda \) is calculated according to the procedure in Section 6.1.1.\(^3\) This process is repeated 1000 times for each value of \( f \). Note that the maximum possible value of \( f \) is \( f_{\text{max}} = N_{\text{He}}/(N_p + N_{\text{He}}) \), which happens to be slightly smaller than 0.5 in this case. If larger values are desired (higher fraction of helium), the reverse procedure can be applied, \textit{i.e.} randomly select proton events and add them to the helium sample.

The variation of \( \Lambda \) with \( f \) is rather slow for small \( f \), as shown in Fig. 6.3. Even if 50\% of showers were helium-initiated, the value of \( \Lambda \) would decrease by only 6 g/cm\(^2\).

The statistical errors in Fig. 6.3 can be understood qualitatively by noting that the proton \( X_{\text{max}} \) distribution contains somewhat more events than that of helium in the range selected for the fit For \( f < f_{\text{max}} \), the helium showers that are added do not have much effect, and the fluctuations from trial to trial are correspondingly small. The effect on \( \Lambda \) increases with \( f \), but the fluctuations do not increase much since a higher fraction of the helium data set is being sampled. When \( f = f_{\text{max}} \), there are no fluctuations since the entire data set is being used. For \( f > f_{\text{max}} \), proton events are added to the helium data set. These have a larger effect on

\(^3\)Note that the value of \( f \) after cuts are applied will in general not be the same as that beforehand.
the tail of the helium $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution, and the fluctuations are correspondingly larger.

The presence of non-gaussian tails in the $X_{\text{max}}$ resolution function can bias the measured value of $\Lambda$. By performing a fit to Monte Carlo data for protons using the procedure described above, one finds a value for $\Lambda$ of $58.6 \pm 2.95$ g/cm$^2$ for the reconstructed $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution, compared to $51.5 \pm 1.34$ g/cm$^2$ for the input $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution (errors are statistical). This suggests that a small bias is introduced by the reconstruction procedure, although there is no strong indication of non-gaussian behaviour in the $X_{\text{max}}$ resolution function.

The fact that the value of $\Lambda$ for proton showers generated by CORSIKA with QGSJet agrees with the measured value is probably a numerical coincidence. If QGSJet is indeed an accurate depiction of hadronic physics at these energies, perhaps the agreement is more meaningful. Better measurements with much higher statistics are required before such a conclusion could be drawn.

6.1.2 Other methods of measuring $\Lambda$

In addition to the method described above, it is possible to extract the shower attenuation rate by studying the fluctuations of $X_{\text{max}}$. This method, originally proposed by Linsley, is generally used when $X_{\text{max}}$ itself is not well measured, as is the case for the Yakutsk experiment, for example [154]. Another technique, used by the AGASA experiment, is to measure the rate of showers arriving with a fixed muon and electron size, $N_\mu$ and $N_e$ respectively, as a function of zenith angle. The AGASA group perform a fit to

$$f(N_e, N_\mu, \theta) = f(N_e, N_\mu, 0) \exp(-x_{\text{obs}}(\sec \theta - 1)/\Lambda),$$

(6.5)

where $x_{\text{obs}}$ is the observation depth (920 g/cm$^2$ for AGASA), and $\theta$ is the zenith angle. To ensure that the presence of nuclei in the primary flux is minimised, the AGASA group select, for fixed $N_\mu$, the ten percent of events which have the largest values of $N_e$. These are the most likely events to be protons, since showers of a given energy ought to have attenuated less if they have larger $N_e$, and therefore
must have penetrated deeper in the atmosphere. This assumes that $X_{\text{max}}$ is above the observation level, generally true even for vertical showers in the energy range considered ($E \leq 10^{17.6} \text{ eV}$).

In principle, the AGASA technique could also be applied to the HiRes/MIA data set. This would enable a second, independent measurement of $\Lambda$ and therefore a consistency check. Unfortunately, much higher statistics than are available for this data set are required. For example, the AGASA analysis used 553065 events with zenith angles less than $48.2^\circ$ (sec $\theta = 1.5$) [160], whereas a mere 573 events are available here after making suitable cuts.

In Figure 6.4, I plot measurements of $\Lambda$ from AGASA, Fly’s Eye (mono and stereo) and HiRes/MIA. Approximately 600 events were used in the Fly’s Eye monocular analysis [161], while around 2500 events were available for the stereo
analysis [120]. Numerical values of $\Lambda$, and the energy ranges over which they apply, are given in Table 6.1.

\[ \text{Figure 6.4. Attenuation length of air showers, as measured by AGASA [160] (\(\bullet\)), Fly's Eye monocular [161] (\(\circ\)), Fly's Eye stereo [120] (\(\blacksquare\)) and HiRes/MIA (\(\blacktriangle\)). Points have been plotted at the midpoint of the (log) energy range in each case (see Table 6.1).} \]

6.1.3 Extracting $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$

The production cross section, as measured by cosmic ray experiments, is given by [155]

\[ \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}} = \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} - \sigma_{p\rightarrow\text{air}}^{\text{el}} - \sigma_{\gamma e\gamma}^{\text{el}}. \quad (6.6) \]
\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{experiment} & \text{range of } \log_{10} E & \Lambda (g/cm^2) \\
\hline
AGASA & 16.17 — 16.41 & 75.2 \pm 4.7 \\
 & 16.41 — 16.65 & 72.9 \pm 5.1 \\
 & 16.65 — 16.89 & 67.3 \pm 3.8 \\
 & 16.89 — 17.13 & 71.3 \pm 7.9 \\
 & 17.13 — 17.37 & 72.5 \pm 8.6 \\
 & 17.37 — 17.61 & 65.7 \pm 7.9 \\
\hline
\text{Fly’s Eye (mono)} & 17.0 — 18.3 & 72 \pm 9 \\
\text{Fly’s Eye (stereo)} & 17.75 — 19.0 & 62.5 \pm 4 \\
\text{HiRes/MIA} & 17.0 — 18.1 & 58.5 \pm 5 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 6.1. Attenuation lengths measured by air shower experiments. References are given in the text.

Here \( \sigma^{qel} \) represents the contribution due to quasi-elastic scattering, i.e. processes in which the nucleus fragments or is excited, but no new hadrons are created. Each term on the right hand side of Eq. 6.6 is calculable in Glauber theory, provided that the fundamental nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude \( f(q) \) is known\(^4\).

The elastic scattering amplitude for nucleons on a nucleus of mass \( A \), in the impact-parameter representation, is given in Glauber theory by [96]

\[
F(q) = \frac{ik}{2\pi} \int d^2 p e^{i\mathbf{q} \cdot \mathbf{p}} \int \prod_{i=1}^{A} d^3 r_i \rho_i(r_i) \left[ 1 - \prod_{j=1}^{A} [1 - \Gamma(b - \mathbf{r}_L)] \right].
\]  

(6.7)

Here \( \mathbf{q} = \mathbf{k} - \mathbf{k}' \) is the 3-momentum transfer, \( \mathbf{b} \) is the impact parameter vector (defined by the perpendicular drawn from the projectile to the horizontal axis), \( \mathbf{k} \) and \( \mathbf{k}' \) are the initial and final nucleon momentum respectively, \( \rho_i \) is the density profile of the \( i^{th} \) constituent nucleon (generally taken to be gaussian [155], although one can use density functions as given by the shell model [96]) and \( \mathbf{r}_i \) is its position

\(^4\)All quantities are calculated in the centre-of-mass frame.
vector, and $\Gamma$ is given by

$$\Gamma(b) = \frac{1}{2\pi i \hbar} \int d^2 q e^{-i q \cdot b} f(q),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

i.e. it is the Fourier transform of the nucleon–nucleon elastic scattering amplitude.

Once $f(q)$ and hence $F(q)$ is known, the elastic and total cross sections for
nucleons on air are easily calculated via

$$\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^\text{el} = \frac{4\pi}{k} \text{Re} \, F(0),$$

$$\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^\text{tot} = \frac{4\pi}{k} \text{Im} \, F(0),$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

where the first relation follows from the definition of the elastic cross section and
the second follows from the optical theorem.

The correction due to quasi–elastic scattering can be calculated in the Glauber
formalism according to the procedure described in Ref. [155].

The $pp$ elastic scattering amplitude is usually parametrised for small momentum
transfer squared $t(= -q^2)$ as [162]

$$f(t) = \frac{k \sigma_{pp}^\text{tot}}{4\pi} (\rho + i) e^{Bt/2},$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

where $\rho$ is the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the forward amplitude,
$\rho = \text{Re} f(0)/\text{Im} f(0)$, and $B$ is the “forward nuclear slope parameter”, defined by

$$B = \left( \frac{d}{dt} \ln \frac{d\sigma}{dt} \right)_{t=0},$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

with $d\sigma/dt$ being the differential cross section, defined by $d\sigma/dt = (\pi/k^2)|f(t)|^2$.

In general one ought to make $B$ a function of $t$, but as long as $t$ is small enough
($< 0.1 \text{ GeV}^2$), the approximation is valid.

Eq. 6.10 is widely used because it contains three quantities which are (relatively)
easily measurable at colliders, namely $\sigma_{pp}^\text{tot}$, $\rho$ and $B$. To apply this
parametrisation for use in cosmic ray calculations, we need a way of extrapolating
the measured values of these parameters by several orders of magnitude in
energy. The most recent attempt to do this, by Block and coworkers [156, 163],
uses a QCD–inspired eikonal model which simultaneously fixes $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$, $\rho$ and $B$, in contrast to previous work in which the three were allowed to vary independently [158, for example]. Once the amplitude is known, the proton–air cross section can be calculated in the Glauber formalism, as described above. $\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}$ is therefore uniquely determined by $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$ in this model, which contains very similar physics to that utilised by SIBYLL [96]. The relationship between $\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}$ and $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$ is plotted in Figure 6.5 below.

![Figure 6.5](image_url)

**Figure 6.5.** The relationship between $\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}$ and $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$ in the QCD–inspired eikonal model of Block et al. [163]

To apply the results of Fig. 6.5, we still require a value for the parameter $\kappa$. The value obtained by Block, Halzen and Stanev (BHS) [163], from a simultaneous fit to accelerator, AGASA and Fly’s Eye monocular data, is $\kappa = 1.349 \pm 0.045(\text{statistical}) \pm 0.028(\text{systematic})$. This is consistent with the value
of 1.30 ± 0.04 obtained by Pryke [100] from a high–statistics study of $X_{\text{max}}$ using QGSJet. Using the BHS model value with Eq. 6.3, I obtain

$$\sigma_{p,\text{air}}^{\text{prod}} = 556 \pm 51 \text{mb.}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

In order to extract $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$ from Fig. 6.5, I digitised the curve and performed a fit to a quadratic using approximately 50 points, i.e.

$$\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}} = a(\sigma_{p,\text{air}}^{\text{prod}})^2 + b(\sigma_{p,\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}) + c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.13)

with $a = 0.48528 \times 10^{-3}$, $b = 0.089624$ and $c = -38.262$. This then yields for the total cross section

$$\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}(\text{HiRes/MIA}) = 16.16^{+33.4}_{-30.8} \text{mb}$$

In Fig. 6.6 below, I plot this result with the available accelerator measurements, the corrected results from AGASA and monocular Fly’s Eye data, and the BHS model prediction.

As can be seen from Fig. 6.6, the inferred HiRes/MIA value for the $pp$ cross section is considerably higher than the Fly’s Eye monocular result at similar centre–of–mass energy, and is not quite consistent with the prediction of the BHS model.

### 6.2 Summary and Discussion

The production part of the proton–air cross section, $\sigma_{p,\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}$, has been extracted from the HiRes prototype/MIA hybrid data set. The value obtained here is barely consistent with the results obtained by AGASA and those from the Fly’s Eye monocular data set, but is consistent (within errors) with the Fly’s Eye stereo result, provided that the same hadronic model is used to interpret the data. This type of measurement, relying as it does on the tail of the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution, requires very high statistics and detailed knowledge of the detector resolution. Possible systematic effects on the measured cross section, particularly those due to
Figure 6.6. The total cross section from accelerator data, along with the published results from AGASA and Fly’s Eye (monocular), corrected for the $\kappa$ value used here. Lines are model predictions from Ref. [163]. The cross section result from the current work is also plotted (asterisk).

The presence of a non–protonic component in the primary flux, have been investigated. These effects are small compared to the uncertainties in extrapolations of hadronic models.

Attempting to infer the proton–proton total cross section, $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$, from a measurement of $\sigma_{pp-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}$ is highly model dependent. I have calculated $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$ here in the framework of the model of Block et al. [163]. The relatively large uncertainty in the measured value means that it is not possible to constrain all but the most extreme models of hadronic interactions, based on their extrapolation beyond accelerator energies. Indeed, it may not be possible to measure $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$ at all, since
\(\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}\) may be rather insensitive to the value of \(\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}\) at these energies. An unambiguous change with energy of \(\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}\) would be a clear indication of new hadronic physics. Clearly a measurement of the energy dependence of \(\sigma_{p-\text{air}}^{\text{prod}}\) requires an extremely high statistics, high quality data set, such as will be provided by the High Resolution Fly’s Eye operating in stereo mode, or by the Auger detector. The latter has the advantage that the cross section can potentially be measured in two independent ways, and thereby checked for consistency.
Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The major results of this thesis are as follows. We have demonstrated in Chapter 4 that composition measurements from different experiments are consistent when the same assumptions about hadronic physics are made. This was seen most clearly for Fly’s Eye and AGASA composition, where previously inconsistent results under different models were brought into good agreement by using the same hadronic model. The agreement was not complete, indicating either a deficiency in the model, or an unexplored systematic in either of the two experiments, or both. Under the assumptions of Sibyll, the composition appears to be changing from predominantly heavy to a mixed composition (approx. 50% iron for both experiments in a two-component model for composition).

A similar scenario was observed in the HiRes/MIA hybrid composition study (Chapter 5). In the case of HiRes, the elongation rate is far steeper than that predicted by any modern hadronic interaction generator. The data lie between the simulation lines for both the QGSJet and Sibyll generators without the need for any additional shift (as was necessary for the Fly’s Eye data, due to a systematic that was originally unaccounted for). The \(X_{\text{max}}\) data illustrate a key point: when different models are used, different conclusions about the absolute composition are reached. Fig. 5.36 demonstrates that under QGSJet, the composition appears to be changing from mixed at \(10^{17}\) eV to predominantly light above \(10^{18}\) eV, while under Sibyll it appears to change from predominantly heavy to mixed. The latter is consistent with the Fly’s Eye monocular result in Chap. 4.

For the muon component, we are faced with the problem that the data lie entirely above the iron simulation line at all energies. In Fig. 5.37 we show the results for QGSJet only. Sibyll predicts even fewer muons than QGSJet, thus
exacerbating the problem. We investigated the possibility that the muon energy threshold of MIA may have been different to that assumed when generating the MC events for comparison. Several systematic effects were taken into account, but none were large enough (even when applied together) to bring the data and MC into closer agreement. It is possible that an energy shift of 40% could do this, but this is much larger than the estimated systematic error of 25% [151]. The fact that the HiRes/MIA spectrum agrees quite closely with other experiments [145] also precludes such a large shift. It therefore seems that there is a deficiency in the muon production in these models.

Based on elongation rates alone for $X_{\text{max}}$ and $\rho_{\mu}(600)$, HiRes and MIA both indicate a lightening of composition, although we cannot make a firm conclusion about the absolute composition measured by MIA, and therefore about the degree of agreement between the two experiments.

The HiRes/MIA data were used to measure $\Lambda$, the logarithmic decrement of the $X_{\text{max}}$ distribution, which is directly related to the proton mean free path in air if the composition of deeply penetrating showers is protonic. Assuming from the results of Chap. 5 that this is the case (at least from the point of view of $X_{\text{max}}$), we derived a value of $\Lambda$ that was not quite consistent with previous measurements in a similar energy range. A MC study which assumed various degrees of contamination by helium nuclei showed that the systematic error might be as large as 5 g/cm$^2$ if the data were 50% helium. This would bring the result into better agreement with the AGASA result at the same energy. The inferred total proton–proton cross section, $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{tot}}$, is not quite consistent with the parametrisation of Block, Halzen and Stanew [163], but would be consistent if this additional systematic shift were taken into account.

Several topics worthy of investigation were not explored in this thesis due to time constraints. In particular, discrepancies remain between the raytracing table used in the HiRes analysis software and the observed tube profiles as measured using laser shots. The discrepancies only show up in the tails of the profile, but can be significant for tubes that lie far from the track.
The composition analysis of Chapter 5 could have been improved by employing the KNN test (or something similar), which gives the probability that a given point belongs to a particular region of parameter space. This was not done for the HiRes/MIA data set due to the difficulty with the absolute scale of the muon measurements.

The energy dependence of the proton–proton cross section is of particular interest, but this could not be derived due to the limited size of the HiRes/MIA data set. Only 898 events passed all cuts, making it impossible to determine the energy dependence with any certainty.

There is much interesting physics to be derived from a hybrid experiment. It is anticipated that future high statistics measurements with experiments such as Auger will give us a better handle on cosmic ray composition, with the opportunity to simultaneously study a large number of composition-sensitive parameters. There is also excellent scope for probing particle physics above accelerator energies with such measurements, thus improving our models and composition resolution.
Appendix A

Terminology of high energy interactions

In this Appendix I define some of the terms used when describing hadronic interactions. The conventions here follow, for the most part, those used by Gaisser [72].

- The **centre of mass (COM) frame** is defined as the one in which the products of the interaction are mutually at rest, i.e. \( \sum_i \vec{p}_i^a = 0 \) where \( \vec{p}_i^a \) is the 3-momentum of the \( i^{th} \) secondary in this frame.

- The **inelasticity** of an interaction is defined as that fraction of the energy not carried away by the leading particle, i.e. it is the energy available for production of secondary particles.

- The **multiplicity** is the number of secondary particles of a given type produced in a single interaction.

- The **leading** particle in an interaction is the one which carries the most energy away from the interaction. This is usually the incident hadron.

- The **n-particle inclusive cross section** is defined as

\[
\sigma_n = \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} E_i \right) \frac{d\sigma}{\prod_i d^3 p_i}, \tag{A.1}
\]

and is the multiply differential invariant cross section for finding one produced particle in each of the phase spaces \( d^3 p_i/E_i \), regardless of the other products [72]. The most important cross sections for cosmic ray cascades are \( \sigma_0 \), the total cross section, and \( \sigma_1 \), the cross section for the process

\[
a + b \rightarrow c + \text{anything}. \tag{A.2}
\]
• It is possible to define a scaling variable $x_F = p_T^* / p_T^\text{(max)}$, where $p_T^*$ is the longitudinal momentum in the COM frame ($p_T^* = |\vec{p}^*| \sin \theta^*$). $x_F$ is called Feynman–x and is approximately $2p_T^*/\sqrt{s}$ at high energies, $s$ being the square of the total COM energy.

• The rapidity $y$ of a particle is defined by $p_\perp = \mu_\perp \cosh y$, where $\mu_\perp = \sqrt{p_\perp^2 + m^2}$ is the “transverse mass”. $p_\perp = |\vec{p}| \cos \theta$ is the (Lorentz–invariant) transverse momentum. For $p_\perp \gg m^2$, one has $y \to \eta = -\ln \tan \theta/2$, and $\eta$ is called the pseudorapidity.

• Consider the inclusive process $a + b \to c + \text{anything}$ at high energies. After Feynman [164], it is possible to visualise this in the parton picture as follows: two extended objects ($a$ and $b$) converge (in the COM frame) and “move through each other”. As the interaction takes place, there occurs a process analogous to bremsstrahlung, sometimes termed “pionisation”, in which many particles (mostly pions) are produced with small COM momentum, i.e. $x_F \sim 0$. This is referred to as the central region. The longitudinal momentum of $c$ in the COM frame tends to be close to that of either the projectile $a$ or the target $b$ (depending on the sign of $p_T^*$), and can therefore be regarded as a fragment of either $a$ or $b$. This is equivalent to saying that the rapidity is close to either its minimum or maximum value, respectively. For $y \sim y_{\text{min}}$, we have $x_F \sim -1$, referred to as the projectile or beam fragmentation region, and $y \sim y_{\text{max}} \Rightarrow x_F \sim 1$ is the target fragmentation region. At high energies $y \to \eta$ and the fragmentation region corresponds to the small-angle (forward) region.

• Single diffractive scattering is a process in which either the target or projectile is excited to a resonance, but no additional particles are produced.

---

1Partons are the pointlike constituents of hadrons, originally postulated by Feynman and nowadays identified with the quarks and gluons of QCD.

2As a consequence of this type of argument, the inclusive cross sections exhibit scaling at high energies; in particular, the total cross section $\sigma_0 \sqrt{s} \to \infty$ constant, and the one–particle inclusive cross section $f^{(b)}_ac$ becomes a function only of $x_F$, i.e. $f^{(b)}_ac(\sqrt{s}, p_T^\perp, p_\perp) \sqrt{s} \to \infty f^{(b)}_ac(x_F, p_\perp) [72]$. 

\[ f^{(b)}_ac(\sqrt{s}, p_T^\perp, p_\perp) \sqrt{s} \to \infty f^{(b)}_ac(x_F, p_\perp) [72] \]
e.g. $\pi + N \rightarrow \pi + N^*$. In a double diffractive event, both particles are excited.
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